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Our new 396-pin backplane
you from inception
Teradyne's VHSICon UHD'
supports you with acomplete
backplane interconnection
system and thorough up-front
applications assistance
Today's advanced military/avionics applications are
packed with complex electronics. And tomorrow's

designs will take density and sophistication
to even higher levels.
That's why, when it
comes to interconnections, you need more
than simple solutions.
You need system support. That's what you get with Teradyne's VHSICon UHD
(Ultra-High Density) backplane interconnection system.

connector system supports
to interception.
As the world's leader in backplanes, Teradyne provides up-front design assistance that helps you optimize
high-speed signal transmission in your application. Plus
Teradyne's VHSICon UHD gives you up to 396 contacts
in the Standard Electronic Module (SEM) format, a
staggered 8-row contact grid for efficient backplane
trace routing, and surface-mount daughterboard
connectors.
Teradyne's custom-engineered multilayer printed
circuit backplanes contain high-reliability solderless
Circle 17

press-fit contacts. And our cost-efficient modular architecture provides connector length flexibility as well as
options for fiber optics and coaxial contacts.
To learn more about how to interconnect your advanced
technology, call Teradyne and see how VHSICon UHD
can support you.
Teradyne Connection Systems, Federal Systems
Group, 44 Simon Street, Nashua, NH 03060
(603) 889-5156 ill A le
ext. 374.
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ask questions or resolve problems.
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worldwide?
the rapport and loyalty that leads to
With AT&T Interincreased business.
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To find out more about AT&T Inyour international custernational 800 Service, another adtomers enjoy immediate access to you with . vanlage of AT&T's Worldwide Intelligent Network, call 1800 222-0400,
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UP FRONT

IGAVE AT THE AIRPORT

Tighter security controls are a modern inevitability.
Let's get the best that money can buy.
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nyone with half abrain can spend afutile lifetime pondering the
paradoxes of an open society. Let's zoom right into aspecific example: on acost-benefit basis, the convenience we enjoy almost
uniquely, here in the U. S., of being able to check baggage onto an
airline flight from our cars at curbside is paid for by our knowledge
that anybody, for whatever reason, has an excellent chance of planting abomb on the same plane. Particularly if that person, for whatever reason, is willing to ride with it.
For most people, this stark fact moves into the forebrain only after such chances have been converted into headline-making disasters. However, after looking at our story on airport security in this
issue (p. 46), you may come to agree with me—if you don't already—
that the current price of curbside check-in is way too steep.
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Idon't want to hear that the exposure to random terror in all
forms, calculated or demented, is some kind of irrevocable dues we
pay for living in amodern, civilized, free society. Technology is what
shapes the kinds of terror we are exposed to, and technology is certainly what can be applied to bring the costs of living with it into
line. Texans say it best: "You got to dance with who brung you." As
for the example at hand, I'm quite willing to get to the airport five
minutes sooner and pay five bucks more for my ticket in return for
the assurance that the bag Icheck at curbside will get afull zap of
thermal neutron analysis. I've still got my freedom, convenience,
and security, and Ipaid in full on the spot.
Compare asurcharge on that level to the Israeli paradigm (p. 49).
El Al, Israel's national airline, has long since considered its specific
odds as atarget and simply refused to live with them. In return for
defeating the threat manually, as it were, El Al charges passengers
from two-and-a-half to three hours of their time on every flight—
paid in the form of advance check-in. However willingly El Al's passengers have complied, this seems, again, asteep price. Unless, that
is, one doesn't believe there can be alternative solutions.
This is aglobal business we're in, and many of us tend to live—we
hope—on airplanes. The fecklessness of IBM Corp.'s advisory to its
overseas-based employees to avoid U. S. carriers, following last December's Pan Am Flight 103 tragedy, is obvious: political terrorists
make their own rules; all they have to do is announce that destinations, not national airlines, are their logical and true targets.
Thus, the international electronics community can serve itself, as
well as the markets that support it, by aggressively pursuing partnerships that advance security systems worldwide. Today's developing market for detection, surveillance, and access-control systems
does not begin and end, of course, at airports. Companies that can
package transparent (to the ultimate beneficiary) solutions—the
kind that do not affect agiven society's perception of its just freedoms—will reap handsome rewards.
ROBIN NELSON
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•IBM's 486 offers speed, power—
and afew questions
•Seagate and Imprimis: oil and
water that could mix
•The trade deficit with Japan
may be showing signs of
improvement
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materials business
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The price tag for keeping bombs out of our airplanes: over abillion
dollars in detection and access-control systems
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Vendors are betting their chips on silicon sensors, 54
Silicon micromachining may finally be primed to revolutionize the
field of sensors and carve out vast new commercial markets across a
broad range of applications
Imaging rides to the rescue, 61
As U. S. businesses and government agencies groan under an
avalanche of paperwork, electronic-imaging systems are offering
ways of converting these documents into digitized form; the market is
huge and competition heated as the big systems houses take aim at
the imaging pioneers
Moving beyond VGA-level graphics, 66
The PC community is groping toward standards for higherresolution displays and awider palette of colors than IBM Corp.'s
Video Graphics Array standard now provides
•Lights, camera, compute! 72
Get ready for multimedia Pcs, complete with high-fidelity audio and
full-motion color video
Focal-plane arrays: the elusive Star Wars technology, 76
These tiny, highly sensitive IR detectors are the objects of a
massive development effort, but difficulties with materials make
for manufacturing headaches and sky-high prices
•How an array works, 78
An IR array operates " like an eyeball," says one expert
The next act is network norms, 80
The year-old Network Management Forum is accelerating product
cycles for oSi-based solutions to pressing problems
Breaking the power-factor bottleneck, 83
The new barrier in the battle to improve computer performance is the
wall socket; vendors are rushing into the breach with power-factor
correction circuits
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Despite Pentagon pressure to pull
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Technologies Inc.
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money can buy
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Silicon Compiler Systems, 88

The next step for this CAD/CAE
vendor is to become abroad-line
supplier of tools for IC and system
designers—and beat its
niche-tool image
Daisy/Cadnetix Inc., 95

A new entity, " Dazix," arises in
design automation after Daisy
Systems' hostile takeover of
Cadnetix. The merger has
analysts wondering whether
Dazix can edge rival Mentor
Graphics out of the No. 1
market spot

In an archetypal German town,
the East Germans show off some
high-tech muscle—the result of a
major national thrust in
microelectronics
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Francisco, says anew IEEE salary
report—but stay away from New
London, Conn.
Update, 102

In New Jersey, "Gallium
Gardens" is wilting as the slowdeveloping market stunts the
state's GaAs startups

It's acold fact.
Peor etend to associate us with some:dramatic success
stories. After all, ZYCAD created En entirely new level of design and
engineering potential with its high-performiance iardware

SOME PEOPLE
JUST KNOW US
ON THE SURFACE.

accelerators.
And while it's not abad way to
be seen, we'd I
i'Ke to prove there's alot
more to ZYCAD Ulu meets tie eye.
Our success has snowballed.

We have expanded our solutions to
provide awide range of accelerators
and software- based simulation tpols.Verification and aryèlysis
are reduced flrom hours to minutes, allowing development to keep
pace with complexity— efficient yand economically.

ZYCAD. A SOLUTION AT EVERY LEVEL.
ZYCAD rep -esents asystem. Asystem that encompasses the
critical aspects of hardware and software development to get your
product to market— on time, to spec and at your budget.
From hardware to software, through design. test and verification, ZYCAD provides you with integrated solutions. Like proving
interoperabi I
ity of avionics modules, running entire operating
systems on simulated hardware designs, or making
sure that ASIC designs are fully tested and
work— the first time.
HARDWARE ACCELERATION

TEST DEVELOPMENT

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
AND VERIFICATION
ZYCAD's integrated system approach represents avast improvement in the
management and control of complex product design and development

PERFORMANCE FROM THE TOP DOWN.
SEE FOR YOURSELF.
ZYCAD system solutions— from low-cost accelerators and
si mu lat on software to the world's largest and fastest hardware
accelerators.
We'd like to show you more. Call us today zor afree brochure
or ademonstration: ( 800) 243-7286, or ( 415) 688-7400 or
write to 1380 Willow Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025.
You'Ill see, in your search for comprehensive solutions to
your complex challenges— you're getting alot warmer.

CORPORATIONS

MANAGING THE SPECTRUM
OF DESIGN COMPLEXITY.
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LETTER FROM LEIPZIG

EAST GERMANS SHOW OFF
THEIR HIGH-TECH MUSCLE
W
LEIPZIG, EAST GERMANY

ith its medieval buildings,

PEARSON

Wide Band, Precision

CURRENT
MONITOR
With aPearson current monitor and an
oscilloscope, you can measure pulse or
ac currents from milliamperes to kiloamperes, in any conductor or beam of
charged particles, including those at
very high voltage levels.
This monitor is physically isolated from
the circuit. It is aterminated current
transformer whose output voltage precisely follows the current amplitude and
waveshape. Atypical model gives an
amplitude accuracy of + 1%, — 0%, 20
nanosecond rise time, droop of 0.5%
per millisecond, and a3db bandwidth
of 1Hz to 35 MHz. Other models feature 2nanosecond rise time, or adroop
as low as 1% per second.

Leipzig is an archetypal
German town, the place where
Bach composed his finest choral
works and Goethe wrote his
early verses. But commerce too
has always played a role in
Leipzig's history. The famed Leipzig Fair
began more than 800 years ago, in 1165.
Where once spices, grain, and cloth captured traders' attention, high technology
creates the excitement today.
Leipzig, ametropolis with more than
600,000 people. stages its fair twice ayear,
with the March event emphasizing electronics. The largest fair in Eastern Europe,
last spring's week-long event drew some
9,000 exhibitors and ahalf-million visitors
to the city's sprawling fairgrounds. The
fair brings together companies, visitors,
and products from East and West, and
here Western visitors can get agood fix on
the output and sophistication of Eastern
Europe's electronics industries.
As for host East Germany, the fair reflects the electronics industry's increasingly important role. As in most Western
countries, electronics is apace-setting industry, generally scoring higher growth
than the average 4% rise in gross national
product in recent years. Though official
figures on production are hard to come by,
it appears that East German electronics
equipment and components output were
worth $16 billion to $19 billion last year.
Microelectronics in particular is getting
top attention, as witnessed by the East

Berlin government earmarking
about $7.6 billion for this industry over the past several years.
Backing the effort is no less a
political figure than Erich Honecker, head of East Germany's
Communist Party. Under Honecker's directives, the party's
Central Committee decided in 1976 to
launch amassive microelectronics research and development program.
Although the results of East Germany's
efforts don't match those of the West, they
are impressive, particularly because the nation has no access to U. S. or Japanese technology. Testifying to its success are a
handful of star products: 1-Mbit dynamic
random-access memories using 1.0p,m
CMOS, 16-bit microprocessors running 2
million instructions/s, and gate arrays with
up to 100,000 transistor functions. Such
products demonstrate the industry's engineering know-how and hint at the country's technological standing in the Soviet
bloc. East German industry leaders don't
like to draw comparisons with their Warsaw Pact partners, but Western analysts
believe that in many sectors the nation is
ahead of the USSR.
Electronics production in East Germany is done mainly at state-owned enterprises, so-called Kombinate, or combines,
each concentrating on aspecific sector—
communications, production equipment,
components, consumer, and so on. A typical example is the Kombinat Nachrichtenelektronik, which lumps virtually all East
German activities in communications into
I.

e

Whether you wish to measure current
in aconductor, an electron device, or a
particle accelerator, it is likely that one
of our off-the-shelf models ( ranging
from / to 103/
4"ID) will do the job. We
also provide custom designs to meet
individual specifications.
2
1

"

Contact us and we will send you
engineering data.

PEARSON
ELECTRONICS, INC.
1860 Embarcadero Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, U.S.A.
Telephone (415) 494-6444
Telex 171 -412rn FAX (415) 494-6716

Leipzig's Old Town Hall, built in the fourteenth century, embodies the city's rich past; the tower
of the newly built Karl Marx University symbolizes East Germany's hopes for ahigh-tech future.
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100% autorouting.

Wouldn't it be great to
delegate your routing?
You can! We know your time is
valuable. That's why Wintek
pioneered comprehensive and
affordable CAD packages for IBM
personal computers. HiVVIRE-Plus
continued that tradition, integrating schematic- capture features
and printed- circuit- artwork
capabilities into one versatile
package.

New autorouter.
The Autorouter for HiVVIRE-Plus
is powerful enough to handle the
most demanding design problems,
yet simple enough for a casual
user. Just turn it loose on your
design. It's hassle free because
it works long hours, without supervision or errors.

The autorouter for HiVVIRE-Plus
rips- up, reroutes, and with appropriate design rules, racks up
100% completion.
L] Forget gridded routers. This
autorouter places vias and traces
anywhere your design rules
allow. With 1- mil resolution.
Vary trace width and spacing for
individual networks. Route 1, 2,
3, or more tracks between IC
and connector pins.
Set up boards from 1to 250
layers, up to 60" >< 60".
Specify shape, size, and type
of vias, layer- by- layer: throughhole, blind, buried, micro.
Specify via types for individual
networks.
Use fewer vias and layers than
comparably priced autorouters.
For use on your IBM PC, XT,
AT, PS/2, or compatible with
640K RAM.

Why pay more for a 100%
autorouter?
Compare the features and
performance to packages costing
five times more. HiVVIRE-Plus and
the Autorouter for HiWIRE-Plus
sell for $ 895 each. Both have a
no-nonsense, 30- day moneyback guarantee. With unlimited,
toll- free, no- charge technical
support.
Let HiWIRE convince you that it
makes a great assistant. Call us
tol-free at ( 800) 742-6809 today
and put HiVVIRE-Plus and the
Autorouter for HiWIRE-Plus to
work for you tomorrow.

Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
Fax: ( 317) 448-4823
Phone: ( 317) 742-8428 or

(800) 742-6809

Europe . RIVA Ltd, England, Phone 0420 22666, FAX 0420 237000 / Brazil: Comicro, Phone ( 11) 289-7t93 / Japan: BEST, Phone: ( 03) 374-1161, FAX ( 03) 374-9450
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Now FROM NMB TECHNOLOGIES

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR

FutureFast nigh speed DRAMS are available in 256K x1, 1Mb x1and
256K x4organizations, and all popular packages.

Hy- Pack thick film hybrid ICs combine high quality and
high reliability with low cost.

Not just any components. Components that
embody the leading edge of technology, and atotal
commitment to quality. Components that deliver top
performance and reliability. At competitive prices. All
from asingle, reliable source.
There isn't any magic to it. Just dedication. And
know-how. It starts with vertical integration. That
gives us absolute control of quality from the ground
up. We design and build all our own precision
tooling. Our automated production facilities help
hold costs down. We rigorously control production
environments. And we train all critical personnel at
pre-production sites.
Why do we do it? Simple. We want to be your
single source for technologically advanced
components. Like the ones shown here.
Right Touch keyboards operate with IBM
PC/XT/AT and PS2 systems. They feature smooth,
quiet full travel and ultra-reliable operation. And we
can deliver them in quantity from local stock.

FutureFast high speed DRAMs are faster than
anything else in the world at 256K and 1Mb. Access
times are just 60/70/80ns. They make true high
speed, zero wait-state systems apractical reality.
Boxer axial-flow cooling fans are efficient,
reliable and quiet. They're available in more than 100
models. In all popular sizes and capacities from 8to
215 CFM. And anew super-quiet series cuts noise
levels to 20dB!
Hy-Pack thick film hybrid ICs feature double-sided
component mounting, chip-on-board capability and
high density circuitry. They exemplify the latest in
automated production techniques.
AstroSyn precision stepping motors have a
worldwide reputation for quiet, dependable
operation. They're available in step angles from 0.8°
through 18°. And the new AccuStep PM series boasts
smaller packages and 30% higher torque than
comparable motors.
Hi-Res piezo buzzers and transducers are made of

high density, extra tough material. They are compact
and thin, with outstanding acoustic pressure
performance and high reliability.
Exceptional performance and reliability have
made each of them atrue Mark of Excellence. Right
Touch, FutureFast, Boxer, Hy-Pack, AstroSyn and
AccuStep, Hi-Res. Just afew of the quality products
we offer.And they're all available from NMB
Technologies-your single source for advanced
technology components.
Call or write today for our new series of
descriptive product catalogs.

1
1

/117, II NMB TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

NMB Technologies Incorporated
9730 Independence Avenue • Chatsworth. CA 91311
Telephone: 818.341.3355 • FAX: 818.341.8207 • TLX 651340
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Highly reliable piezoelectric
ceramics for sensor applications.
Piezo Kinetics manufactures all types of lead zirconate titanates and lead metaniobate for sensor applications. Different ceramic composites are offered to
satisfy properties inherent to various applications. Special electrode patterns, precision machining, lead attachments and feedback tabs are available upon request.
Find out how you can increase design flexibility, reliability and quality. For additional information write for
catalog or call today. Piezo-Kinetics Inc., Pine & Mill
Streets, P.O. Box 756, Bellefonte, PA 16823, ( 814) 3551594, FAX 814-355-4342.
PIEZO
KINETICS
INCORPORATED
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NIPO
WE PUT TECHNOLOGY TO WORK

PRESIDENT
Excellent opportunity for a motivated executive possessing strong
team management skills exists in this $50 million, privately held midwest based manufacturer of defense and commercial electronic
products.
If you're interested in leading a dynamic, innovative company where
you act as a team leader, this is the position for you. You must possess strong motivational, communication, and marketing skills. You
must have the proven ability to plan and implement business growth
strategies. This position involves leading all functions of the company and reports to the Board of Directors.
MPD offers a full benefits package to the qualified individual including acompetitive starting salary and incentive bonus program.
All replies will be held in strict confidence. Interested and qualified
individuals should forward a resume to:
MPD, Inc.
316 East 9th Street
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301
Attn: H. C. Koehler
(An Equal Opportunity Employer)

an organization comprising 18 production
centers and one research institute. The
Berlin- based combine employs about
37,000 people and scored sales of around
$2 billion last year. Roughly 40% of the
output goes abroad, with the Soviet
Union taking almost two-thirds of that.
Among the heaviest contributors to
East Germany's electronics output is the
Kombinat Robotron. The Dresden-based
combine employs 69,000 workers in 21
production centers, one software institute, an export-import organization, and a
number of support facilities. Sales last
year came to $6.1 billion.
Among Robotron's top products is a32bit engineering work station, the K1840.
Representing designs on amonitor in
three dimensions, it is intended for computer-aided design and manufacturing,
as well as for simulating complex processes and solving scientific and technical
problems. For now, the machine is not for
export. East Germany's 1986 to 1990 economic plan calls for the production of
85,000 to 90,000 CAD/CAM systems.
Robotron is probably the Eastern
bloc's only enterprise with sizable activity
in personal computers. Of note are the 8bit, 256-Kbyte Model 1715 and the 16-bit
Model 7150, whose memory can be expanded to 768 Kbytes. Both systems include two slim-line 5.25-in, disk drives.
The economic plan for 1986 to 1990 calls
for 160,000 to 170,000 office and personal
computers. Last year, Robotron turned
out 57,000 of these machines. More than
two-thirds of Robotron's products and
services are sold in over 60 countries,
with the Soviet Union taking 70%.
WEAK SPOTS. East Germany still has a
way to go before it rates as aweighty
contender on world markets. Its weak
spots, Western analysts say, are low productivity, slow transfer of products from
design to fabrication, and aquality standard that leaves much to be desired.
"Long-term supply contracts with Eastern-bloc and Third World countries aren't
helping the industry become more competitive," says an executive at aWest
German firm, noting that such countries
put lower demands on equipment performance than do those in the West.
But things are beginning to change as
top executives in East German electronics realize that amove to world markets
is amust. The first steps have already
been taken. The industry has struck cooperative deals with companies in Greece
and Belgium and has made first contacts
with West Germany's Siemens AG, the
Swedish/Swiss Asea Brown Boyeni
group, and other Western European companies about joint projects in third countries. Says the West German executive,
"If East Germany's electronics industry
can provide quality and proves to be areliable and on-time parts supplier, it will be
an interesting partner."
—
John Gosch
Electronics/July 1969

Born Tough.
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Qualogy prod acts are made
tough enough for any game.
From conception, the versatile
line of Qualogy PC/AT products
is designed to meet the most
demanding industrial requirements. Our passive backplane
approach provides performance, upgradabilirr and
serviceability that "mothep
board" designs simply cannot
match.
Rugged rackmount enclosures and systems are made of
heavy gauge welded steel A
positive pressure filtered
air flow cooling system

provides system components
and up to 4drives with lasting
protection against harsh environments. Powered by an
industrial grade supply, enclosures and systems are available
in 10 and 12 slot models and a
unique split 12 slot version that
can support 2complete systems.
When the name of the game
is speed, Qualogy single board

_
_

__
___

_

-a-

computers win again. Our
powerful 386 system is available
in speeds from 16 MHz to a
blazing 25 MHz with up to 8
Megabytes of on board SIMM
memory providing an alternative to VME based systems that
can cost twice as much. The
more economical Qualogy 286
single board computers sport
speeds from 8to 16 MHz with
up to 4Megabytes of on board
SIMM memory.
Improve your score with
Qualogy, call (408) 434-5200.

t

Industrial PC/AT computers and peripherals.

1751 McCarthy Blvd.

Milpitas, California 95035

408-434-5200

Fax 408-434-5242

Telex 4993489

Qualogy is atrademark of Quargy, Inc. IBM POUT h areghtered trademark of 'formational Bushels Machines, Inc,Coryright C Qualogy. Inc., 1989. MI rights reserved.
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SRAMS WITH
AN INTERESTING
challenge NEW FEATURE.

You don't need us to tell you that all
SRAMs are in short supply.
At INMOS we've met the

of availability by investing in increased SRAM production facilities.
The result? SRAMs that are manufactured

AVAILABILITv

to the highest standards, competitively priced and readily available in quantity
—now and in the future.
INMOS already supplies 14% of all the SRAMs used in the US and 30% of the
total European requirement — so we understand the needs of sophisticated SRAM
users, including, of course, the military.
Our extensive range of fast SRAMs covers everything from 4k to 64k, including the
all-important 8kx 8 — all available in a
variety of packages and all available

Organisation Part No.

Access Time (ns)

Organisation Part No.

4Kx 1

IMS 1203

20,25.35.45

64Kx 1

IMS 1203M

25,35,45

Access jime ( ns)

IMS 1600

20.30.35.45.55

IMS1601L

45,55

IMS 1600M

45,55.70

"off the shelf". A 256k SRAM is also

1Kx4

45.55.70

about to be added to the range.

I
IMS 1223 IMS1601LM
20,25.35,45
MS 1223M
25,35.45
16Kx 4
IMS 1620

16Kx 1

IMS 1403
IMS 1403M

45.55.70

IMS1403LM

If you need SRAMs and you need
them now, there's never been abetter

4Kx4

time to talk to INMOS.

25,35,45.55
35,45.5545.55.70

IMS 1620M
I
MS1620LM

35,45,55

iMS 1400M

45.55.70

IMS 1423

25.35.45.55

IMS1423M

35.45.55

IMS 1420M

55,70

8Kx 8

25.30.35.45.55

IMS 1624

25.30.35.45.55

IMS 1624M

45.55,70

IMS1624LM

45.55.70

IMS 1630M

55.70

IMS 1630L

45.55,70,100.120

Key: M—Mil-std-883C.L— Low Power. Available soon — anew 256K SRAM

For acopy of our 1989 Memory Databook — or, of course, aquote, contact your
local INMOS or SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics office. An existing SGS-THOMSON
range of SRAMs is also available.

hmose

Amember of the SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics Group

INMOS, PO Box 16000. Colorado Springs, Colorado 80935. Tel ( 719) 630 4000. Orange County ( 714) 957 6018 Baltimore ( 301) 995 6952 Boston ( 617) 229 2550
Denver ( 303) 368 0561 Santa Clara ( 408) 727 7771 Atlanta ( 404) 242 7444 Dallas ( 214) 490 9522 Minneapolis ( 612) 932 7121 New York ( 914) 897 2422
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ADVANTEST
Spectrum
analyzers
deliver
on-the-mark
signal-analysis
accuracy.

At ADVANTEST, the goal is to develop and deliver
spectrum analyzers as general tools for measuring virtually
any quantity or phenomenon that can be viewed in the
frequency domain. The key to high spectrum purity is
in-house developed YIG ( yttrium- iron- garnet) technology.
And ADVANTEST spectrum analyzers offer much more
than just spectrum analysis. They feature such convenient
functions as frequency counting, direct-reading field
strength measurement, interference noise measurement,
occupied bandwidth measurement, and automatic measurement of adjacent channel leakage power. The use of a
built-in tracking generator enables wide-dynamic-range
measurement of the frequency response of filters and
amplifiers. In addition, phase and group delay measurements provide not only highly accurate data, but enable
amultifaceted approach to the measurement task as well,
thereby improving the reliability of measurement results.
The bottom line for the user is a powerful arsenal of
frequency-analysis tools that provide the right answers,
in ahighly usable form.

BEE ffe-

R3261/3361 Series
3.6GHz Spectrum Analyzer
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SPECTRUM ANALYZER

è
R4131 Series
3.5GHz Spectrum Analyzer

IIDVANTEST
Advantest America, Inc.

osb

-

R4136
23GHz Spectrum Analyzer

ADVANTEST CORPORATION

ID lb

Shinjuku-NS Building, 4-1, Nishi-Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163, Japan
Phone:(031342-7500

Facsimile:1031342-7410

300 Knightsbridge Parkway, Lincolnshire, IL 60069, U.S.A.

Telex:232-4914 AOVAN J

Phone:(312)634-2552 Facsimile:(312)634-2872

Advantest UK Limited CI Tower, St. Georges Square, High Street, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 4HH, U.K. Phone:(01)336-1606 Facsimile:(01)336-1657
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
IBM'S 486-BASED ENTRY: SPEED, POWER-AND A FEW QUESTIONS

T

he price is right and the approach makes sense. That's one conservative
assessment of IBM Corp.'s new Power Platform, the Intel 80486-based
add- in that can turn the PS/2 Model 70-A21 personal computer into a computing engine, CAD/CAM system, or desktop-publishing system of awesome
speed and power—up to twice as fast as a 33- MHz 386 system, says IBM.
With the price of the Model 70-A21 pared by $ 2,300, to $8,995, a power user
with $ 15,000 or so to spend who can wait until deliveries start in the fourth
quarter could get the whole multimedia feast—the first 486- based PC with
Micro Channel ($3,995 extra for the 486 card) plus the new Audio Visual Connection ($495)—and have about $ 1,500 left for software. However, that's one
of the drawbacks: there isn't much software available for the new system.
Also, the Model 70's slow drives leave the user a little strapped for I/O, and it
has only three slots available for add- in cards, making it difficult to use as a
file server. Then there's another question: will the Power Platform be able to
accept IBM's 4-Mbit DRAM when that next-generation dynamic random-access memory is available?

0

SEAGATE AND IMPRIMIS: OIL AND WATER THAT COULD MIX

M

ixing oil and water—that's how one analyst characterizes the proposed
sale of Imprimis Technology Inc. to Seagate Technology Inc. James
Porter, president of Disk/Trend Inc. of Mountain View, Calif., notes that the
two companies have different corporate cultures: Seagate, based in Scotts
Valley, Calif., is primarily a manufacturing-driven company closely controlled
by top management, while Imprimis, a subsidiary of Control Data Corp. in
Minneapolis, is more marketing driven and technology oriented, and encourages participatory management. Nevertheless, Porter thinks the $450 million
deal could work. He notes that there is little or no product overlap, except in
one 80-Mbyte 5.25-in, product—which will help when the Justice Department
examines the accord for possible antitrust violations. Phil Devin, senior market
analyst at Dataquest Inc. of San Jose, Calif., adds that Seagate does 80% of
its business in the personal computer aftermarket and needs to regain a presence in the original-equipment- manufacturer market, where Imprimis does
80% of its business. Seagate's expertise in high-volume manufacturing could
also help Imprimis, and Imprimis's ability to build drives with high areal
storage density could help Seagate gain some presence in the high-performance, high-density 3.5- in. market—where, Devin adds, Seagate has nothing
but Imprimis has a complete line.
CI

IS THE TRADE DEFICIT WITH JAPAN IMPROVING?

T

U. S. is chipping away at its electronics trade deficit with Japan, but it
he
still has a long way to go. The deficit declined by 4.4% in the first quarter
of 1989, says the American Electronics Association, with U. S. exports to
Japan rising 33.5%, to $ 1.8 billion. That shrunk the deficit to a still substantial
$4.58 billion, from the $4.79 billion total in the first quarter of 1988. Though
the results are promising, " we would like to see at least three consecutive
quarters of improved trade balances ... before we feel even marginally comfortable," says J. Richard Iverson, AEA president. Japanese exports to the
U. S. increased nearly 4% during the same period, to $6.4 billion, the AEA
says. On another front, the Semiconductor Industry Association reports that
Japanese chip imports have increased only 0.5% over the past year, a rise it
considers "not significant." The group is talking with the Electronics Industry
Association of Japan about stepping up Japanese IC imports in consumer and
automotive electronics and ensuring foreign participation in Japanese high0
definition TV.
Electronics / July 1989
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A SHAKEOUT BEGINS IN THE GaAs MATERIALS BUSINESS...

G

allium arsenide was supposed to have been the hottest technology around
by the end of the 1980s. But although there have been a few notable
success stories [
Electronics, June 1989, p. 140], there have also been some
failures, and several companies have gone out of business altogether (see
p. 102). Now the troubles have spread to the suppliers of raw gallium and
GaAs wafers. Alcan Electronic Materials of Montreal was the first to give up:
last month it agreed to sell its gallium metal business to French materials giant
Rhone-Poulenc Chimie. And Morgan Semiconductor of Garland, Texas, a
large producer of GaAs wafers, is shutting down its crystal growth plant,
though it will continue to market epitaxially grown GaAs. " The total marketplace just isn't expanding," says Mike Ehmann, Morgan's president. " In
1984-85, the forecasts for 1989-90 were for a GaAs wafer market of 10 million in. 2—but today it's barely one-fifth of that." Ehmann says that materials
suppliers are likely to go the way of their customers: if the customer stays
healthy, so will the supplier. In Morgan's case, all its major customers failed at
once: U. S. companies Gain Electronics Inc. and Microwave Semiconductor
Corp. both went out of business, and in the UK, Plessey Co. plc closed its
GaAs IC foundry and General Electric Co. cut back production.
D

... BUT SOME VENDORS JUST SHRUG IT OFF

T

he eroding GaAs materials supplier base " is the beginning of the shakeout," says Karl Lifschitz, president of GFI Advanced Technologies Inc., a
New York-based supplier of semiconductor-grade gallium. He and other industry insiders say more closings will come, as smaller companies are forced
to lower prices to survive. But not everyone is convinced that the shakeout will
make adifference to the industry in the long run. " Our business is doing very
well," says a spokesman at the New York offices of West Germany's Wacker
Siltronic Corp., a top GaAs materials vendor. " No one is going to miss those
other guys." GaAs chip makers also say they're not concerned. " That's one
part of the business we don't have to worry about," says Ron Rosenzweig,
president of Anadigics Inc., aGaAs chip maker in Warren, N. J. even with the
closings, sufficient materials sources remain.
0

FOUR PI WORKS A SWEET DISTRIBUTION DEAL

O

nce upon atime, a brash U. S. startup set out to make adeal with a giant
Japanese company without giving away the store: the Americans would
get money and the foreign company would get product but no technology. Lo
and behold, the Americans made the deal and as a result expect to live happily ever after. If this sounds like a fairy tale, it isn't. It's actually the outline of
an agreement between Four Pi Systems Corp. of San Diego and Konematsu
Electronics Ltd., a subsidiary of the trading company Konematsu Gosho. Four
Pi Systems is the developer of the 3DX Series 2000 inspection and processcontrol system for solder connections on printed-wiring-board assemblies. The
deal provides that for a $2 million fee plus a $ 2 million stocking order, the
Tokyo company gets distribution rights to process-control products based on
Four Pi Systems' technology. Konematsu is permitted to use the technology to
develop new products—but any resulting patents would belong to Four Pi
Systems, and Konematsu would even have to buy the machines from the
U. S. company. Why would Konematsu agree to such terms? " Because it
wants a leg up in a new product area—automated process inspection," which
is replacing automated test equipment, says Michael A. Thiemann, vice
president of Four Pi Systems. " In-circuit testers can't isolate components anymore, and functional testers, although they do an adequate job as go/no-go
testers, have trouble finding faults."
Ill
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Analog CAE Solutions
from picoseconds to GHz
EEsof has the high-frequency
analog CAE tools you need today
'

:;1•15 ' 1“
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to build the advanced
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hardware of tomorrow!
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System
Sitnulation
bd.

Device
Characterization

Call us today for details
on the wide range ofSimulation

Time-Domain

high-frequency analog tools
manufactured by EEsof.
Our software is supported on
most popular CAE computers and
workstations, including those from
Apollo, SUN, HP, and DEC and also

Nonlinear
Simulation

IBM DOS and OS/2 compatibles.
Contact us at EEsof, Inc., 5795 Lindero Canyon Rd.,
Westlake Village, CA 91362. Phone: (818) 991-7530
FAX: (818) 991-7109
Design Environment and Circuit Layout

EEsot saregistered traderrar4 of EEsof, Inc. Apollo e a
trademark of Apollo Computers Inc BM DOS and OSJ2 are
trademarks of International Busii-es Machines, Sun e a
trademark of Sun Computers, nc. VAX is atrademark m Digital
Equipment Corporation
C 19E9 EEsof, Inc
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Digital, analog, in-circuit, functional...
Improve test development productivity with color graphics, multi-tasking
windows, mouse-driven pull-down
menus, and software that acts as an
adviser to guide programmers.

Speed development of ASIC test
software with open CAE interfaces
that give you access to simulation
data bases.

•eie

now one tester does it all.
Simplify programming and get top
performance in complex timing situations with per-pin control of test
parameters. Vary drive and receive
voltage levels, slew rate, and timing
placement of each pin...individually.
Achieve the highest possible performance at the device under test with a
patented fixture that uses!" wire
lengths at critical nodes.
Get hundreds of thousands of test
vectors without segmenting tests or
reloading via RP's Vector Processing
Unit architecture. And simplify
cluster-test diagnostics with automatically generated backtrace trees.
Expand to 2592 nodes for large
boards, and adapt the tester to nev‘
technology via aflexible modular
;Irch itect ure.

Here's the advanced tester you've
been looking for. With no compromises. It's the new HP 3070
AT-Series. A new generation with
new technology, new architecture,
and new software. At aprice that
could change your whole perspective
of board testing.
Take pin electronics. Now you can
control each pin individually. Drive
and receive 12.5 million patterns
per second. Get ± 5ns typical edge
placement accuracy. And 40 MHz
clock signals... at the pin. System
architecture is new too. A flexible
modular design lets you expand to
more than 2500 nodes. And gives
you apractical way to keep pace
with changing technology.
Then there's fixturing. The new
HP Simplate Express Fixture is an
integral part of the solution. It actually lowers your fixturing costs.
And gives you system performance
where it counts... at the DUT.
Wrap it up with IPG lbst Consultant
software, which guides and advises
programmers in test development,
and you have good reasons to take
afresh look at board testing.
So don't wait. Call 1-800-752-0900
today. Ask for Ext. 501D to get our
detailed information packet ... before
you get another board tester.

There is abetter way.

r
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Essentials for
effective EMI/EMC evaluation and
quality product development.
Impulses, ESO, spike, burst, and voltage dips and surges are unwanted signals that can cause momentary malfunction and.
in some cases, permanent damage to the electronic products you manufacture.
Our simulators, sensors, power line detectors and components allow you to find, reproduce and contain various types of
electrical noise to aid you in designing and building more reliable and trouble-free products that are noise- resistant.
Contact us now for specific details.

Corresponding to IEC PUB 801-2
HIGHLY REPRODUCIBLE ESD TESTING

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE SIMULATOR
MODEL ESS-630A
Features

The TC-815 discharge gun (
optional) enables the system to conduct ESO simulation
corresponding to IEC standard publication 801-2 (first edition).
Equipment summary
ITEM

FCC

CISPR

Model ESS-630A With TC-815

Output voltage

0.2 — 30kV (0.2 — 10kV, 0.5 — 30kV, Range selectable)

Polarity

Positive and negative

Energy storage capacitor

1SOpF ± 10%

Discharge resister

150 Q ±5%

Charging resister

100M 4 ± 10%

Rise time of the discharge current

5ns ± 30% at 4kV

Operating mode

SINGLE, COUNT, REPEAT and 20/S ( 20 discharges
per second, activated for approx. 5 sec with each
depression of the trIgger switch)

VDE

VCCI

NEW DIAGNOSTIC TOOL FOR EMI DETECTION

EMI NOISE SENSOR

MODEL FVC-1000/FVC-30
Features
1. The FVC-1000 can detect and locate sources of radiated emissions in electronic
equipment.
2. The FVC-30 can detect and locate sources of conducted emissions in electronic
equipment.
3. For each classified frequency band based on the FCC, VDE, VCCI and CISPR
standards, the FVC series measures electric field strength and magnetic field
strength individually, which are potential sources of EMI.
4. An electric near field probe and a magnetic near field probe of high sensitivity
are furnished as standard accessories.
Equipment summary
FVC-1000

Frequency range

Display

30MHz-- 813MHz
88MHz— 216MHz
216MHz— 470MHz

FVC-30

*Simultaneous 4 spectra
measurement

100KHz--500K Hz
500KHz-- 3MHz
3MHz-- 10MHz
10MHz— 30MHz
*Simultaneous 4 spectra
measurement

20-point LED bar graph display
for each frequency band,

20- point LED bar graph display
for each frequency band.

470MHz-10,0MHz

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
10-18, 1-CHOME, HIGASHI-IKUTA, TAMA-KU, KAWASAKI CITY, KANAGAWA PREF 214 JAPAN
TEL ( 044) 933-6411 FAX (044) 932-4673

NOISE

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD
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PRODUCTI TO WATCH
TOSHIBA- SIEMENS COMBO ATTACKS ITS GATE- ARRAY COMPETITION ON TWO FRONTS
ajointly developed 1.0-itm CMOS process, the team of Toshiba
Siemens AG is turning up the heat on both the marketing and
ByLtd.usingandsides
of the hotly contested gate- array business. On the marketing

technology
end, Munich- based Siemens has become aworldwide source for Toshiba's
family of arrays that offer from 3,000 to 172,000 raw gates and boast unloaded gate delays as fast as 400 ps. Since Siemens is fabricating Toshiba's
TC110G, 120G, and 140G double- level- metal arrays using the same CMOS
process, both companies can offer identical simulation models. On the technology front, Tokyo- based Toshiba is getting ready to sample its TC150G
series, which adds a third level of metal interconnection to the fabrication
process and jumps the number of usable gates by 70% compared with the
III
140G series. Siemens will also market the 150G family of arrays.
TADPOLE'S 88000- BASED BOARD COMPUTER HITS 120 MIPS

Tadpole -echnology Inc.'s VMEbus board- level computer based on the

1 Motorola 88000 microprocessor delivers up to 120 million instructions/s—
twice the processing power of Motorola Inc.'s own MVME188 multiboard
computer. Design techniques developed by the Waltham, Mass., company
allow the TF'188V to carry as many as eight 88100 reduced- instruction- set microprocessors per board, which is double the density Motorola obtains. Tadpole gets its 120-mips performance peak for atwo-to-four- board Tadpole set,
against Motorola's 60 mips for a three-to-six- board implementation. Both
firms' boards are the first examples of RISC- based multiprocessor engines for
VMEbus computers. Prices for the Tadpole boards will range from about
$9,760 to $ 24,000; the hardware will be available in the fourth quarter. El
SIERRA SEMICONDUCTOR'S MODEM TURNS PCs INTO FAX MACHINES, TOO

Mtheir 2,400-bit/s board- and box- level products for about $40 more than
they have been paying for the modem chip alone. Sierra Semiconductor
odem manufacturers can now build send-only facsimile capability into

Corp.'s SC 11046 modem IC integrates the features of a4,800-bit/s Group 3
fax into astandards- based 2,400-bit/s modem. The San Jose, Calif., company says its CMOS chip is the first to incorporate these capabilities. Used with
an external controller, such as Sierra's SC11011, the modem offers Hayescompatible, full- duplex transmission that meets the CCITT V.22bis standard.
The controller performs all modem control functions, including Sendfax call
establishment, in accordance with the standard T.30 recommendation for
facsimile transmission. The chip set, which includes the controller IC, sells for
$84 in aDID and $85.40 in aPLCC package. Pricing on both is for quantities
of 100 or more.
fil
WANDEL & GOLTERMANN NETWORK SOFTWARE HANDLES REMOTE SITES, IBM'S NETVIEW

Uwith the DNE-2100 data- network diagnostics system from Wandel & Golnstaffed remote facilities can now be accessed for monitoring and testing

termann GmbH. Besides remote diagnostics, the West German company's
SEP 120 network- management software bolsters the system's multivendor
connectivity with an interface to IBM Corp.'s NetView network- management
system. The IBM interface means that faulty network components can be restored automatically using NetView after alerts are received from DNE-2100 or
any data- network diagnostics system. The SEP120 software also features
multiline switching, analog and digital patching facilities, transparency to network protocols, and the ability to store an unlimited number of network
configurations. Pricing depends on the importing country.
111
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
MICRON TECHNOLOGY'S SRAMs ELIMINATE WAIT STATES IN 386 SYSTEMS
1111 icron Technology has jumped into the hot market for microprocessorspecific cache memories with astatic RAM just for Intel Corp.'s 82385
cache controller and 80386 microprocessor. The Boise, Idaho, company's
MT56C0816 sports a25-ns access time that lets it keep up with 33-MHz processor clock rates without wait states. The cache data RAM can be configured as asingle 8K-by- 16 or as two 4K-by- 16 arrays for use in either directmapped or two-way set-associative modes. Micron joins companies such as
Chips and Technologies, Cypress Semiconductor, Integrated Device Technology, Mosel, Texas Instruments, and Vitelic in the rush to provide cache RAM
chips to designers of high-end personal computers and low-end work stations
that are built around the 386.
D
WELLFLEET'S NETWORK SOFTWARE TUNES IN TO THE SNMP STANDARD
the Simple Network Management Protocol, W llfl tC
i ti
Using
Inc.'s latest network-management software provides real-time diagnostics,
e

ee

ommun ca ons

fault management, and performance monitoring for linked networks that use
such protocols as DECnet, XNS, MAC-Layer Learning Bridge, and X.25. The
Bedford, Mass., company's SNMP-NMS runs on Sun Microsystems Inc.'s 3/
50 and 3/60 work stations using Sun's OS 3.5 or 4.0 operating system and
the X Window System, version 11. It provides instant visibility into internetworks composed of Wellfleet bridges and routers and the local- and widearea networks they connect. Visible and audible alarms alert network managers to failed nodes. The network-management software sells for $ 15,000 and
is available now.
D
RAYTHEON'S ANALOG ARRAYS DELIVER LOW POWER AT BIPOLAR SPEEDS
ook for Raytheon Corp. to field alow-po e
ll
ythi
th th
L
complements its RLA family of bipolar linear arrays by combining the best
w rmacroce

arra

s mon

at

characteristics of bipolar and CMOS analog arrays. The RFA120 achieves its
performance by placing amonolithic array of JFET bipolar input operational
amplifier macrocells next to uncommitted thin-film resistor networks and auxiliary bipolar transistors. The array can be configured for FET input amplifier
characteristics, for isolated analog switches, or as an eight-channel multiplexer. The company's Mountain View, Calif.-based Semiconductor Division
claims that in FET input applications, the macrocells' 200-pA bias currents are
a100-fold improvement over bipolar macrocells. The arrays also boast 18 V/
1
.t.s slew rates—athreefold to fourfold improvement—and 10-GS1 input impedances, a10,000-fold improvement. Nonrecurring engineering charges start at
$21,000. In quantities of 1,000, the arrays sell for $5.75 each.
D
INTEL'S 32—BIT EISA CHIP SET BOLSTERS PC AT ARCHITECTURE
of MS-DOS personal computers h
powerful weapon to combat
Cloners
market incursions from IBM Corp.'s PS/2 family of 32-bit PCs. Intel Corp.
ave a

provides the ammunition with the first chip set implementing Extended Industry
Standard Architecture (EISA), a32-bit extension of the PC AT's 16-bit architecture. Available now in sample quantities, the EISA chip set includes the
82352 bus buffer, the 82355 bus-master interface controller, the 82357 integrated system peripheral, and the 82358 bus controller. The combination interfaces the current 8- and 16-bit PC AT bus with the 32-bit EISA bus and the
host CPU bus, either a 386 or a486. The chip set allows direct-memoryaccess transfer rates of 33 Mbytes/s—eight times faster than the PC AT bus.
In 1,000-unit quantities, the 82352 is $ 18.75 each, the 82355 is $35, the
82357 is $99, and the 82358 is $ 120.
El
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THEY'RE EASY TO PLANT,
AND DON'T USE A HOLE LOT OF ACREAGE.
Y

ou
e can search 'til the cows come home, but you
won't find a receptacle better suited for plugging
components into crowded circuit boards.
Mill-Max's #0553 miniature receptacles don't use up a
hole lot of space. Their slender stems fit into . 041 ± . 002"
plated-thru-holes, leaving ample room for routing the
traces of your multi- layer board. And no green thumb is
needed to plant them: a machined hexagonal feature
firmly embeds each receptacle prior to soldering.
Once planted, our receptacles keep avery low profile
above board. Plus, they come in three lengths
to suit various board thicknesses.
And at the core of every
receptacle is Mill-Max's
famous " multi- finger"
inner contact: renowned
for reliability and ideal for
plugging IC's and other
leaded components.

Looking to root more components using less board
real estate? Then write or call Mill- Max at (516) 922-6000
for our free catalog of receptacles, pins
and terminals. We'll also include asample
packet of our #0553 seedlings.
Plant some in your circuit board,
they're bound to grow on you.

Circle 3

Send me the porky Mill-Max catalog,
plus free samples of your # 0553
miniature receptacle.
NAME

COMPANY

ADOAESS

CITY

S

E

PHONE

Mail to: Mill- Max, 190 Pine Hollow Rd.,
Oyster Bay, NY 11771

High sec

AMP MICRO-EDGE
SIMM sockets provide the
highest security your memory or logic
module could ask for: Each contact
produces 200 grams normal force
on each module pad. Minimum.
And the contacts float. They're
free to move laterally, so uneven
thermal expansion can't separate
contacts from pads. Goodbye, fretting
corrosion, opens and intermittents.

AMP and MICRO- EDGE are tradernarks of AMP Incorporated

Hello, reliable performance on 100
mil and 50 mil center modules.
We've also thought about the
effects of use on long-run reliability.
So our MICRO-EDGE SIMM sockets
provide positive wiping action during
insertion. And contacts are designed
to deflect up to . 017", with full
anti-overstress protection—forgiving
enough to handle any standard
(.047" to . 054" thick) module board.

Over the life of your product, the
socket housing can take areal beating. We've thought that through, too.
Our liquid crystal polymer housings,
rated for continual use at 200°C,
give ramps and latches the strength
and dimensional stability that promise
along, useful life.
We've also seen to it that contact
retention in the housings allows
robotic application, as well as ide-

urity area.
the 50 mil versions especially attractive
Every version comes with the quality
and support you expect from AMP.

pendent repair or replacement. Closed
bottom design prevents solder wicking
and bridging. And, naturally, latching
ears are protected against overstress,
and module polarization is designed in.
Now the best part: MICRO-EDGE
SIMM sockets are available in the
style you need. We have . 100" or
.050" centerlines in awide selection
of singles and duals, vertical and
slanted. Plus options, including a

choice of gold or tin on contact mating
surfaces.
Our very-low-insertion-force design
and high-reliability contacts make

AIM F.

For literature and product information, contact the AMP Information
Center, toll-free, at 1-800-522-6752.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3608.

Interconnecting ideas
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Sprague MONOLYTHIC® Caps. . .high reliability, low-cost.
MONOLYTHIC® Multilayer
Ceramic Capacitors from Sprague:
acomplete line of ceramic caps
featuring economy, highperformance and reliability in a
variety of popular ratings and EIA
temperature characteristics. Get
fast delivery on multilayer ceramic
chip caps for general purpose,

high-voltage, high-temperature and
high-frequency applications.
Sprague ceramic chips are supplied on tape and reel to EIA
481A. Also available: molded-case
DIPs and SIPs supplied in plastic
carriers. Conformally-coated radiallead capacitors are also available
in quantity, supplied in bulk pack

8002P722

or on tape and reel. For technical
data, write for the new Sprague
Catalog WF-100A to Technical
Literature Service, Sprague Electric
Company, P.O. Box 9102,
Mansfield, MA 02048-9102.
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UK AND WEST GERMANY LOCK HORNS
OVER MULTINATIONAL RADAR PROJECT
Ferranti and AEG are wrangling over a system for the EFA fighter plane
LONDON

t's been afrustrating two years, and
lithe wait still isn't over for two teams of
European radar manufacturers bidding
to supply the pulse-doppler target-acquisition and tracking system for the advanced European fighter aircraft (EFA).
The project continues to be plagued by international wrangling over who will
make the radar that will fit in the aircraft's nose, acontract worth billions.
A four-nation effort, the EFA is due to
enter service in the mid-1990s to replace
aging Phantom interceptors and Jaguar
ground-attack planes. The radar-system
decision was supposed to have been made
early in 1988, but delays kept pushing it
back. The choice was finally expected this
month, but that now seems unlikely as
the two competing teams are cutting
prices and evaluating fallback options.
"Two years ago we were on the critical
path for the project," says Tony Scott, director of airborne radar for GEC-Marconi
Defence Systems Ltd. of Borehamwood,
UK, amember of one of the contractor
teams. "Now, nearly two years have been
lost waiting for the decision."
In contention are two teams thrown together as much by international politics
as by industrial logic. In current European fashion, the relationships among the
members are convoluted—in fact, two
companies are playing on both teams.
One side is led by AEG AG's Radar Systems Subdivision of Ulm, West Germany,
and includes GEC-Marconi, FIAR's Defense Division in Milan, Italy, and Inisel
of Madrid. The opposing consortium is led
by Ferranti International Signal plc of
the UK and includes Siemens AG of Munich plus FIAR and Inisel.
SCORECARD. Not only are FIAR and Inisel
double-dipping, but until afew months ago
AEG, in addition to heading its own group,
was amember of the Ferranti team. When
AEG finally decided to run with only its
own ball, Siemens replaced it in the Ferranti group. Take away the common denominators and it turns out that the contest is really between two UK and two
West German firms: AEG and GEC on one
side, Ferranti and Siemens on the other.
The EFA is being developed for the
British, West German, Spanish, and ItalElectronics/July 1989

The UK's Ferranti is proposing this radar, the ECR-90, but rival AEG of West Germany calls it a
technological risk. AEG is pushing an upgrade of the AN/APC-65 from Hughes Aircraft.

ian air forces. Each of the four nations is
contributing ashare of the $1.7 billion development and the estimated $7billion
production costs, and companies from
each nation will get work proportional to
that share. The West Germans and British are doing 33% each, the Italians 21%,
and the Spanish 13%.
When it comes to the heavy metal—engines and airframe—each country really
has only one contractor capable of carrying out the work, so there is no competition in forming consortiums. UK-based
British Aerospace and Rolls Royce are
the leading candidates for the airframe
and engines, respectively.
But the main radar system—the biggest single project by value, after the
heavy metal—is a different matter.
When the British nominated Ferranti as
project leader, the West German government balked. Although the West Germans now seem to be favoring the Ferranti scheme, they say they are concerned about technological risks and
don't want to pay extra for any budget or
time overruns that may result.
But as one insider puts it, "The technical arguments are, in fact, asurrogate
for the political battles between the British and West Germans. They have been
deadlocked for nearly two years."
The Ferranti team is offering what it

calls abrand-new design, the European
Collaborative Radar for the '90s (ECR90), while the AEG group wants to license
the AN/APC-65, a10-year-old system
from Hughes Aircraft Co. of Los Angeles. The AN/APC-65 was designed for
the U. S. Navy's FIA18 Hornet fighter
and then adapted as the APG-65 for
Phantoms belonging to the West German
Luftwaffe. If it gets the business, AEG
will rename the system MSD-2000.
TOO NEW? The AEG team claims the Ferranti radar is too new and represents a
high technology risk. "It will take four
years longer to get ready than ours,"
says Armin Roy, AEG's airborne radar
system department manager. "And then
there is no guarantee that it will work."
The MSD-2000, he notes, is based on aradar that has been in service for nearly six
years with the U. S. Navy and has aproven track record.
Ferranti counters that its ECR-90, although "designed with 1990s technology," has much in common with the Blue
Vixen radar Ferranti is building for the
Royal Navy's Harrier vertical-takeoff
fighters. Development models worked
straight from the drawing board and
have logged several hundred hours on
test flights over the last year, Ferranti
says. The Blue Vixen radar grew out of
the earlier Blue Fox, which saw service
29

in the 1982 Falkland Islands clash.
A detailed examination of the claims on
both sides reveals that the "brand-new"
ECR-90 shares 60% to 100% common subsystem components with the Blue Vixen
and Blue Fox systems, while only 40% of
the modules of the "proven" MSD-2000
can be found in the APG-65. Those estimates come directly from Ferranti and
Hughes, respectively.
AEG will need anew antenna for its
MSD-2000 because the EFA specification

tointieuin¡

calls for alonger range and more power
than the APG-65 supplies. The MSD-2000
will also need anew traveling-wave-tube
and transmitter-receiver system. AEG's
system will have anew processor designed around the Motorola 68020 microprocessor—the APG-65 uses aproprietary Hughes design. Consequently, its
software will have to be recompiled from
the Hughes assembler language.
Apart from national pride, there are
deeper political and financial interests at

Research for the

Newly introduced
materials and ongoing
support to its customers make EDO the
leading choice when
ting cerami"
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play in the dispute. The Luftwaffe wants
to refit its fleet of Phantoms with the
original Hughes APG-65—so it wants the
benefit of common maintenance and
spare parts for its EFA planes. The British Ministry of Defence, on the other
hand, sees benefits from using the ECR90 because of its similarity to the Blue
Vixen radar.
ECR-90 proponents have also voiced concern that the MSD-2000 will owe too much
to its Hughes ancestry. The crux of that
concern is the software. Hughes says that
the algorithms can be adapted from the
originals and that the capabilities of the
MSD-2000 processor can be verified by
comparison with the APG-65. Negotiations
for the release of the code to the Europeans have been going on for ayear, but although some progress has been made, they
are still not complete.
What's more, existing algorithms cover only 28 of the 31 modes required for
the EFA. The remaining three will have
to be written from scratch by GEC-Marconi. They relate to self-testing, the verification of atarget's identity, and the recognition of "noncooperative targets."
Scott of GEC-Marconi says these new
modules, written in Ada, could be relicensed by Hughes. A year ago, Paul Kennard, group vice president of Hughes's
Radar Systems Group, said that he had
received verbal assurances from the U. S.
Navy that the APG-65 algorithms could
be used and that amemorandum of understanding was being drafted. But that
memorandum is still not complete.
Meanwhile, Ferranti is playing to concerns about AEG's Hughes connection.
Ferranti claims it is ensuring that no component in its ECR-90 is single-sourced
from outside Europe.
—Peter Fletcher
DISTRIBUTION

CAN AN UPSTART
CHANGE THE WAY
CHIPS ARE SOLD?
LOS ANGELES
fà all the things beleaguered electronVic-parts distribution firms don't need
these days, more competition has to top
the list. But there's agood chance that
they'll be getting that, and with it acontroversial new twist to abusiness suffering from oversaturation and related profit troubles.
The competition will come from Irvine,
Calif.-based Allegiance Distribution Inc.
The company, which plans to kick off its
national operations by late summer, will
be the first distributor dedicated to pure
telemarketing—that is, selling commodity semiconductors nationally solely by
using telephone sales reps working at a
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single location. If plans jell, it will be tied
to Japanese chip suppliers by conventional franchise contracts.
There's nothing new about telemarketing itself, since distributors from the beginning more than three decades ago
have depended heavily on phone sales
augmented by big outside sales forces.
Moreover, in recent years several have
sold scarce memory chips obtained in the
gray market extensively by phone.
COSTS CUT. But the benefit of apure telemarketing operation wrapped in conventional distribution contracts is apparent,
says Michael P. Halloran, president and
chief executive of Allegiance. "By getting rid of all the costs associated with
outside selling, it ultimately can cut overhead nearly in half from the current industry average of 20%," he claims. Some
conventional firms, in fact, are moving
heavily toward telemarketing themselves, notably Semispecialists of America Inc. of Melville, N. Y. [Electronics,
May 1989, p. 122].
The key to making the Allegiance plan
work is to lock up asupply of quality
commodity parts through agreements
with at least three top chip manufacturers, Halloran says. That's important because the contracts provide price protection and other features that distributors
need in afast-changing market. Halloran
says he has been negotiating for months
with top-tier Japanese companies—he
won't name them—and says talks at this
time are at "the hammering-out stage,"
with agreements expected in early summer. Financing for Allegiance, which was
organized several years ago to market,
on alesser scale, parts manufactured offshore, will be provided by both U. S. and
Asian sources.
Those who follow the distribution business agree that telemarketing will play a
bigger role in commodity sales, which account for more than half of total sales.
"On the face of it, telemarketing makes a
lot of sense," says Clarke Walser, afinancial analyst for Chicago Corp. Overhead
costs have to come down drastically;
overhead in the industry generally
matches gross profit margins of about
20%. Allegiance's 11% overhead aim "is
not outlandish," Walser says. Distributors need aspread of 4% to 5% between
costs and profits to stay healthy, acondition that few now enjoy.
CAUSING UNHAPPINESS. Still, Allegiance
seems likely to stir discord. Its success
"would put the pressure on the old-line
distributors to do the same thing themselves," says Walser. Although many of
them are dabbling in telemarketing, most
have not pursued it wholeheartedly. Selling by phone with fewer nontechnical emplyees counters atrend that is contributing to the profit troubles: employing engineers to sell service-intensive microprocessors, programmable devices, and highElectronlcs/July 1989

price systems. Walser and others see this
as something distributors have to work
out to get back on the profit track.
Some knowledgeable distributors
doubt the Allegiance plan will ever get
off the ground. Donald Bell, for one,
doubts Japanese chip makers' support,
going so far as to state flatly that major
Japanese chip makers will not grant distribution rights to anyone taking the Allegiance path. "It's not in their best interests, because it would disrupt their entire

franchise system," says the former Kierulff president who now heads his own
firm, Bell Microproducts in Milpitas,
Calif. Presumably, Allegiance could
charge less than existing distributors,
thus undercutting service on other components. "Put me in the extreme doubter
camp; Isay it will never happen," he says.
But Halbran says the Allegiance plan
is on track. Operations will start in August or September with abig advertising
campaign, he adds.
-Larry Waller

With Cursor Controls
from Measurement Systems.
Incorporate our pointing devices into your graphics display. And
you'll see cursor control performance that goes well beyond
anything you've imagined.
These sophisticated trackballs, force operated joysticks and
mouse controls make excellent use of astore of knowledge
amassed over 25 years of research on the interaction of man and
machine. They're specifically designed for maximum efficiency
and economy in abroad range of graphics display applications:
process monitoring, laboratory analysis presentation, CAD
systems design, commercial data displays and others.
Draw your own conclusions. Call or write today for our
free catalog.

Arstwe

Measurement Systems, Inc.
121 Water Street, Norwalk, CT 06854 U.S.A. (203) 838-5561
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APRICOT BUILDS 80486 INTO FILE SERVERS
is no mean feat: the machines
Even as IBM Corp. is first to
are designed to operate at the
hubs of large networks and to
Luse Intel Corp.'s powerful
80486 32-bit microprocessor
access large amounts of disk
storage—afully configured
for apersonal computer, an
English company is first out
machine can drive up to 256
Ethernet ports and access 5
of the blocks with asystem
based on the 486—a pair of
Gbytes of disk storage—and
big machines designed to
each port and drive has direct
memory access.
quarterback office networks.
IBM is introducing the 486
The solution is acircuit that
as an add-in for its Personal
"snoops" around the data busSystem/2 (see p. 17). But Apries, sensing the addresses apcot Computers plc, aBirmingpearing there and comparing
them with those in the cache
ham, UK, company, has designed its 486-based computmemories.
Apricot's machines boast a
ers to work as file servers or
Unix hosts. And like the new
number of minicomputer-like
IBM offerings, they are schedfeatures. The 800 series Unix
uled to be delivered beginning
hosts come with 16 Mbytes of
in the fourth quarter.
random-access memory, 32 or
Production will be at the
64 serial ports, and up to 5
company's factories in ScotGbytes of disk storage. Serial
land. At Intel headquarters in
input/output capability can be
Santa Clara, Calif., aspokesexpanded by adding 32-chanperson confirms that "we are
nel communications cards
based on IBM's Micro Channel
optimistic about meeting customer commitments for the
Architecture—and there are
fourth quarter."
six free slots.
Apricot's new machines, the
Other features include fault
VX FTserver 400 and 800 setolerance, integrated disk
ries, firmly snap shut the gap
shadowing, full system-environment control, an uninterbetween minicomputers and
Apricot's new offering, the VX FTserver, is a series of network and
personal computers, says Tim
ruptible power supply, and
Unix servers built around Intel's 80486 microprocessor.
Taylor, Apricot's marketing
backup storage based on
Hewlett-Packard Co.'s new digital-audiodirector. The 400 series is designed to run pin-grid-array sockets—which could be
as anetwork server and the 800 series as occupied by a25- or 33-MHz 80386. In
tape system.
aUnix host. Both can handle 15 million to fact, existing 386-based models can be
Despite the minilike features, Apricot's
20 million instructions/s.
field-upgraded the same way the Xen mamachines are firmly rooted in the compaWhat's more, they boast low initial and
chines were.
ny's experience with PCs, and they are
running costs, says Taylor. At about
This interchangeability depends on a fully compatible with the IBM PS/2 speci$40,000 for the top-of-the-line model, he few designer's tricks, Horne says. Some
fication. "Traditional mini-makers base
says, the Apricot machines are less than
adjustments had to be made for the dif- their systems around proprietary archihalf the price of comparable systems ferent ways the two chips use their tectures," says Taylor, "so they are exfrom Bull Information Systems, Digital
pensive and are compatible with each othclocks. The 386 uses adouble-edge clock,
Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, and IBM.
which means that although the clock runs
er only at the highest level of the Open
Peter Home, director of research and
at 25 MHz, it needs to generate pulses at Systems Interconnection seven-layerdevelopment, and his team took just three
model definition."
twice that speed. The 486 uses asingle
With their open-hardware architecture,
months to design the new machines. They
clock pulse, so its clock runs at the same
got ahead start by basing them on Intel's speed as the processor. "Once we had full
the Apricot machines can run Unix, OS/2,
80386 32-bit processor, using an open-ar- 486 timing information from Intel, afew
and MS-DOS operating systems, providchitecture concept that Apricot had first programmable logic arrays solved that ing users with access to the vast volume
applied to its Xen series of PCs.
problem," Horne says.
of existing applications software. The six
WINNING GAMBIT. Those machines were
More difficult was arranging for extra free Micro Channel-compatible expansion
based on the Intel 80286 chip, but users
cache memory to allow for maximum use
slots allow feature cards designed for the
IBM PS/2 to be used as is.
could simply unplug the 286 processor of the 486's power. The 486 has 8Kbytes
and replace it with the speedier 386SX.
of on-chip cache; Apricot's designers addApricot says that within 24 hours of its
This gambit allowed Apricot to get to ed asecond tier-128 Kbytes—of Hyper- announcement of the new machines, "20
cache memory.
or 30" deals had been made for evaluation
market first with its 386-based computer,
which is compatible with the IBM PS/2,
The hardest problem to solve was what models, mainly from large corporate ussince 90% of the engineering work had
Horne calls cache coherency. Each time
ers. Taylor has not revealed the compabeen carried out beforehand.
the system's memory is accessed for ny's strategy for overseas marketing yet,
The new models are similarly designed.
data, he explains, the system has to check
but he says he is seeking original-equipwhether alater version is held in the Hy- ment-manufacturer deals from North
The 486 chip is mounted on adaughterAmerica.
-Peter Fletcher
board that plugs into the motherboard's
percache or on-chip cache memory. This
LONDON
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THE NEW GENERATION IN
MULTICHANNEL WAVEFORM ACQUISITION
Instant turn-on.
That's the new easy-to-use, powerful and flexible
System 500 from Nicolet. Better from the word go.
Better software turns start-up time from months
to minutes, enabling you to gather data instantly
from two or 200 channels. While greatly simplifying
data analysis, display, and report generation.
Its two different 12bit resolution digitizer
boards produce maximum sampling rates of 1and
10 MS/S. The System 500 can perform lightning- fast
calculations without waiting fir lengthy data
transfers to ahast computer. And the IEEE488.2
command set makes writing your own custom
software easier than ever.
So be agiant step ahead in waveform acquisition
in no time. Send now for details.

It takes time to get the new
Nicolet System 500 up and running.
About two minutes.
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MILITARY

DARPA BACKS BIG GaAs INSERTION EFFORT
Dum arsenide
pressure to pull back on galliresearch spending in fa-

WASHINGTON
espite

vor of more mature technologies, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is forging ahead with anew GaAs
technology-insertion program. Darpa
plans to support at least 11 projects over
the next four years to get currently available GaAs technology into systems that
are in the field or soon will be—including
digital radios, radar processors, digital
map systems, and frequency jammers.
The projects will take from 18 to 42
months to complete and represent a
range of challenges. But each can be handled with today's technology, Darpa officials say. So although semicustom chip
designs may be required, the gate arrays
themselves are already available. "This is
off-the-shelf, existing technology," says
Daniel Butler, director of studies and
analysis at Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc.
of Rosslyn, Va., aconsultancy that is
helping Darpa manage the program.
"There will be custom chips, but they will
be 10,000-gate devices or equivalents."
The long-awaited insertion program still
faces afew hurdles before it really gets going. Darpa is launching the effort with $9
million in research funds set aside for the
project by Congress late last year—the De
fense Department had eliminated such a
program from its own budget proposal.
The Pentagon has done the same thing for
fiscal 1990, leaving it up to Congress to
keep the program alive.
FUNDS SOUGHT. Although Darpa publicly
supports the current DOD budget, it is quietly seeking about $40 million for next
year to fund the 11 insertion efforts and a
GaAs pilot line at AT&T Co. It wants another $19 million to keep its other ongoing
GaAs research programs on track. These
include development of a32-bit microprocessor and 16- and 64-Kbit random-access
memories, both funded in recent years by
the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization and managed by Darpa.
GaAs R&D has been pared considerably over the last several years, as the
SDIO has emphasized short-term technology solutions over less mature technologies. SDIO's support for GaAs research
declined from ahigh of $35 million in 1987
to $16 million in 1988 and $14.7 million in
1989. But SDIO has spent much of this
year trying to cut $4million to $10 million
out of that $14.7 million, and although the
budget proposal now before Congress
seeks $19 million in fiscal 1990, SDIO has
since cut that back to $10 million, says
Arati Prabhakar, Darpa's program manager for the GaAs insertion effort. " It
could drop to zero," she says. "It's unrea34

sonable to expect anything from SDIO
when they're making amad dash to get
something deployed."
Such dwindling support is threatening
the GaAs technology base in the U. S.,
says Sven Roosild, Darpa's assistant director for electronic sciences. "The only
reason that GaAs is surviving in this
country is the fact that Cray had the
guts to say the Cray-4will use GaAs," he
says, referring to supercomputer dean
Seymour Cray's upcoming megamachine.
The worry that the U. S. might lose its
investment in such apotentially important technology led Congress last year to
come up with $18 million to keep active a
GaAs pilot it had helped build at AT&T
and to start funding aseries of technology insertions. But now Darpa faces the
ax again. Darpa officials had sought $39
million to keep the pilot line and the insertion efforts on track in 1990, but were unable to convince the Pentagon hierarchy.
Nevertheless, Butler of Booz, Allen expresses confidence. "There's nothing in

the budget for 1990, but there wasn't anything for 1989, either," he says. "Iwould
guess [Darpa will] get $20 million to $30
million in 1990."
Darpa's hopes could ride heavily on the
success of an amendment to the Defense
Appropriations Act of 1990 submitted by
Rep. Robert K. Doman. The California
Republican's measure not only provides
$40 million for Darpa to continue its pilotline support and GaAs insertion projects
but also gives Darpa full control of the
$19 million for GaAs research that's now
in the SDIO's budget.
If Darpa does get the money to continue the program, it will have an array of
projects to work on, ranging from the
comparatively simple to the complex. On
the simple side is an 18-month contract
with KOR Electronics Inc. The Huntington Beach, Calif., company is designing a
GaAs digital radio-frequency memory for
the Navy's ULQ-21 Threat Jamming Simulator. The unit will be flown on manned
aircraft as well as on unmanned aerial

WHERE DARPA FAVORS DIGITAL GaAs
Company

Military program office

Insertion project

E-Systems Inc.
Greenville,
Texas

Air Force Logistics
Command

Distributed array processor for special-mission aircraft will process six
times the simultaneous inputs of current silicon processor and reduce subsystem weight by 300 lbs.

E-Systems
St. Petersburg, Fl.

Army Communications
Electronics Command

Modem and synthesizer for AN/PRC126 Small Unit Radio will provide
anti jam frequency-hopping capability
and compatibility with the SingleChannel Ground-Air Radio System.

Grumman Corp.
Bethpage, N. Y.

Naval Air Systems
Command

Radar Signal Processor for Navy's E2C Airborne Early Warning Aircraft
will boost radar's range by 45%, cut
false target rate by 40%, and help
it detect smaller targets in clutter.

Honeywell Inc.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Naval Air Systems
Command

Digital GaAs components for the
Digital Map aboard the V-22 Osprey and other aircraft will replace
current CMOS components to boost
performance fourfold.

KOR Electronics
Huntington Beach,
Calif.

Navy Pacific Missile Test
Center

Digital radio-frequency memory for
AN/ALQ-167 pod used to simulate
enemy jamming capability will be
significantly cheaper than conventional ones.

Martin Marietta
Denver

(Classified)

Digital GaAs replacements for existing CMOS devices in on on-board
spacecraft signal processor will boost
speed from 75 to 560 million operations/s without altering the current
system architecture or software.
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Their way.
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Here's how to turn arelay
with 2changeover contacts into one with 4.
The MT4, our new relay with 4 changeover con-

I'm interested in the new MT4 relay. Please send me

tacts, hardly occupies more board space than the

your literature.

M12, our relay with 2changeover contacts.
So if you need 6 twin changeover contacts on

Conpany

ELE 1-7

your board, simply install an MT2 and an MT4.
Two relays of virtually ide- tical size.

Name

And the expensive space you formerly needed
for athird MT2 is now free for other important func-

Address

tions.
Plus: less testing, less component cost, less assembly effort, greater reliability.
What more can you want?

Telephone

Dr Juchll 924 SIR

(The new MT4: Power consumption at 20°C 300 mW.
Temperature range - 55'C to 85°C. Space occu-

Stancard Telephon unc Radio AG

pied per contact 12 M 2.)

CH- 8055 Zurich/Switzerland, Friesenbergstrasse 75
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targets and will simulate the jamming capability of enemy aircraft.
Far more ambitious is aMartin Marietta
Corp. project that will replace aCMOS chip
set aboard aclassified spacecraft with aset
of GaAs integrated circuits. Martin Marietta's Space Systems Division in Denver says
the new chip set will boost performance
from 75 million operationsis to 560 mops—
without architectural or software changes.

More than any other of the 11 projects, this
one comes closest to being acan't-miss
proposition, says Darpa's Prabhakar. "The
customer is very high on it," she says.
Martin Marietta is also working on adigital
GaAs signal processor for the Army's
Hellfire Anti-Tank Missile.
Among other GaAs contractors, ITT's
Avionics Division, Nutley, N. J., is developing adigital rf memory for an Army fre-

quency jammer. McDonnell Douglas Electronic Systems, McLean, Va., is adapting
its high-speed GaAs microprocessor for
use in a mast-mounted sight for the
Army's OH-58 Scout helicopter. And Texas
Instruments' Defense Systems and Electronics Group in Dallas is working on a
high-resolution upgrade of the Surface
Search Radar system aboard the Navy's P3C planes.
-Tobias Naegele

SALES

THORN FACES THE MUSIC ON DEFENSE UNIT
tions for Racal's defense holdings have
been iced pending the outcome of the
atehas decided to bring down the cur- GEC-Siemens play for Plessey.
The most likely contenders for Thorn
tain on its high-tech fling. Thorn EMI plc,
which once had visions of becoming a EMI Electronics are STC plc of the UK
and Thomson CSF, the French defense
world-class technology company, is shopping for abuyer for its defense-electron- company. STC is eager to expand its depleted defense-electronics business, anaics business, Thorn EMI Electronics Ltd.
lysts say, while state-owned Thomson
According to chief executive Colin
CSF has anumber of collaborative proSouthgate, Thorn wants to concentrate
on the three sectors it perceives as its jects with Thorn EMI Electronics and is
known to be looking for inclusion in pancore businesses: appliance rental, music,
and lighting. Earlier this year, the compa- European defense partnerships. Thomson CSF's director general, Henri Starck,
ny sold chip-maker Inmos Ltd. plc to
French-Italian conglomerate SGS-Thom- has said that European defense-electronics companies should regroup to form
son. Two other technology businesses,
concerned with the manufacture of me- transcontinental conglomerates.
Indeed, embryonic Eurodefense
ters and domestic appliances, are also up
for sale. Southgate says the three busi- groups are now forming as major UK,
French, Italian, and West German denesses on the block account for no more
fense-electronics contractors forge partthan $630 million of Thorn's $5.2 billion in
nerships. So far, however, Thomson CSF
annual revenue.
has not been involved in any of the alliA PLUM. There's no question that of the
ances. The major players that have
three, Thorn EMI Electronics is the plum.
Analysts peg its annual revenue at about emerged are GEC, Matra of France, and
Daimler Benz of West Germany. Daim$470 million, most of it from advanced
military technology, including battlefield
NETWORKS
sensors, radar and communications, sonar, airborne-surveillance and missileguidance systems, and bomb fuses. Ironically, analysts say, the company's successes in these fields have caused problems for Thorn—many of the group's toprank recording artists are unhappy to be
NEW YORK
associated with aweapons maker.
Southgate says funds raised from the
lust when bridges, routers, and
brouters are becoming known outside
sales will be used "to support expansion
local-area-networking circles, that fastin the group's chosen markets." But so
far, no buyer is in sight. One possible bid- evolving arena has added another hardder is defense-electronics heavyweight ware niche: wireless LANs that pass mesPlessey Co. plc, now in limbo pending a sages by radio using spread-spectrum
techniques. Two companies, Agilis Corp.
renewed hostile-takeover bid by Britain's
of Mountain View, Calif., and O'Neill
General Electric Co. and West Germany's
Communications of Princeton, N. J.,
Siemens AG. Although abid from Plessey would make commercial sense, it opened the market last month.
Agilis made its system compatible with
would also be interpreted as atactical
move in the cat-and-mouse game Plessey Apple Computer Inc.'s 230.4-Kbit/s AppleTalk. For the IBM Corp. Personal
is playing with GEC and Siemens.
Computer market, Agilis will license its
One other British electronics giant, Racal Electronics plc, wants to shed some of radio technology to third-party developers and let them build plug-in products.
its defense businesses, including radar,
For its part, O'Neill is positioning its
but has been waiting for the right time.
9.6-Kbit/s network primarily for lowChief executive Sir Ernest Harrison has
made no secret of the fact that negotia- data-rate file transfers among PCs. PrintLONDON

England's big entertainment conglomer-

ler Benz is seeking to gain control of
Deutsche Aerospace, and through it Dornier, Turbo Union, and Messerschmitt
Bolkow Blohm. It has already acquired
AEG and owns Mercedes Benz. Matra has
reorganized along similar lines, with Matra Defense et Aerospace, Matra Transport, and Matra Communications.
Meanwhile, Matra Aerospace and
Deutsche Aerospace have exchanged equity shares believed to be in the 20%
range. Daimler holds a5% stake in Matra.
And GEC, which grabbed a5% piece of
Matra when the company went private in
1987, is reported to have discussed gaining afurther 20% stake in Matra in exchange for asimilar equity in GEC's Marconi subsidiary in the UK. Malcolm
Bates, GEC's deputy managing director,
has denied those reports.
The " for sale" sign going up outside
Thorn EMI Electronics headquarters at
Hayes, West London, may provide the
opening Thomson's Starck needs to practice the across-the-border ownership he
has preached.
-Peter Fletcher

WIRELESS LANs EASE
NETWORK CONNECTIONS
J
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ers, modems, and any other devices with
aserial or parallel communications port
can also be attached to the network.
Although radio-based LANs will not
challenge conventional wired networks in
numbers of installed nodes, they can be
potent problem solvers in tricky situations, says Peter Cripps, vice president
and director of Agilis's Digital Radio Division. Some applications include terminals that are frequently moved or too distant from the wired LAN for easy connection. Because the radios that implement wireless LAN nodes are compact,
inexpensive, and resistant to electromagnetic noise, vendors are also salivating
over the fast-growing market for pointof-sale terminals, hand-held computers,
and laptops.
Radio-linked LANs became atechnoloElectronics/July 1989

Run the new
InteffoolsTm compiler.
It's like winning
the hundred yard das
by ten yards.

e
and buii
•ccimpe
ork together a
at system. InterTools is atotal solution, from
ateam of experts committed to supporting you every
step of the way.
etZ

Put us to the test!
Just rA1-800-356-3594¡ right now. Well send you
afree InterTools demo kit— and help you get your
next Ccross development project running ahead of
the pack.

cord Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138
FAX (617) 868-2843
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National
Semiconductor

Is this the way your 16-bit
compiler company does business .

Call National.

If you've been confronted
with a "take it or leave it— that's all
you need" attitude on the part of
your 16-bit controller vendor, we
suggest you take anew look at
National's HPC - family. Because for
today's complex designs in information control, including printers,
faxes, scanners, data storage and
communications, you need achoice
of optimized solutions that fulfill
all your requirements.
Specifically; you probably
need more in the way of intelligence, connectivity, interface and
data handling. And much less in
overall system costs.The HPC family
more than measures up to these
considerations. Let's look at just
how well.

MAKE THE
INTELLIGENT CHOICE.
Multiple functions mean
multiple benefits. Including much
faster context switching and interrupt response, due to our compact
54-instruction set. And higher
system performance, because of
our fast 30MHz clock rate, 67-ns
instruction cycle, and 16-bit memory mapped architecture. And our
ANSI-standard Ccompiler is just
one way the HPC family can lower
engineering costs, and speed
your time to market.
© 1989 National Semiconductor Corporation
HPC is atrademark and TapePak is aregistered trademark of National
Semiconductor Corporation,

HPC PRODUCT FAMILY SUMMARY
Part #

16-bit
Memory
Timers UPI I/O ROM RAM

HPC16003"
HPC16004
HPC16064
HPC16083*
HPC16104
HPC16164
HPC16400
HPC160&3MH

coacocococococo

THE HPC FAMILY.
MIMING ELSE GIVES YOU
THE SAME DEGREE OF
FLEXIBILITY AND CHOICE.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

32
0
32
0
52 16K
52 8K
32
0
52 16K
52
0
52 8K UV

Features

256
4ICRs
4ICRs
512
4ICRs
512
256
4ICRs
8CH A/O
512
512
8CH A/D
256 2HDLC & 4DMA
256
UV Emulator

Standard features: NM chdog, Synchronous Serial Peripheral
Interface, Uniform Memory Address Space, UART, 32X16-bit
divide, 16X16-bit multiply, and available as standard cell.
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS:
PC-based development system
Relocatable Ccompiler, linker and symbolic debugger
ICRs = Input Capture Registers
HDLC = High-Level Data Link Control
*MIL-STD 883C

Another
is packaging,
and specifically,
our unique feature called TapePak.®As the latest
generation in VLSI packaging,
TapePak gives you awide variety of
industry-standard, high-density,
high-leadcount options. When you
put it all together, then throw in
eight timers and up to 11 addressing
modes, you can easily see why
members of the HPC family are
considered smart cookies indeed.

OPT FOR INTERFACE
AND CONNECTIVITY
The HPC family has more
on-chip integration, and increased
I/O. And that can mean alot more
capacity to manage system functions.
It can also mean alot less, when
it comes to reducing board space
and chip count. In addition, our
Universal Peripheral Interface (UPI)
allows you to partition your system,
by using the HPC as aperipheral
to ahost processor for high-end
applications.

PUT THROUGHPUT AT
THE TOP OF THE LIST.
Thanks to our on-and-off
chip uniform memory mapped
peripherals, all data manipulation
can be accomplished on any memory location, regardless of whether
it's part of an external device, or
on the HPC itself.Which can be
very important in ISDN, SCSI and
LAN applications.

ASK ABOUT OUR
NEW COMMUNICATIONS
CONTROLLER.
For data communications, and especially for those
applications requiring prctocol
conversion, we offer the newest
member of our HPC family: the
HPC16400. It's acomplete solution,
supported by afull library of application-specific software. With two
full-duplex HDLC channels, driven
by 4-channel DMA, plus one fullduplex programmable UART channel for rate adaption, the HPC16400
is completely optimized for TE,
TA, and line-card applications.

CALL AND FIND OUT MORE.
To get afree brochure on our
full HPC family, call us today at
800-825-5805, ext. 100. Once you
discover how we do business, you'll
agree that when it comes to 16-bit
controllers, there's only one
company of choice: National.

National
IL■ Semiconductor
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gy worthy of investment in 1985, when
the Federal Communications Commission
TO
ANTENNA
allocated three bandLOCAL- AREA
widths for unlicensed
1
NETWORK
Fbroadcasting
with
RECEIVER
I
spread-spectrum ral'
L
BASEBAND
dio. Before that, anyANALOG
SPREADER/
one who wanted to
TRANSMITTER/
-..---1--..FILTER
MIXERS
-..—.-SIGNAL
RECEIVER
CORRELATOR
use abroadcast signal
I
r<
PROCESSOR
to link computers into
aLAN had to get an
t_
-1
TRANSMITTER
FCC license, and that
put adamper on the
wireless LAN concept,
TEMPERATUREVOLTAGEsays Cripps.
-"-- PRESCALER
COMPENSATED
CONTROLLED
The FCC ruling limOSCILLATOR
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
its total radio-freI
RADIO
L
_I
quency power to 1W.
Moreover,
spreadspectrum technology
reduces power densiThe transceiver architecture will eventually include three ASICs: aCMOS spreader-correlator, abipolar baseband
ty—and the potential
analog signal processor, and ahigh-speed bipolar mixer circuit.
for interference—by
spreading the signal over many frequennontechnical people such as lawyers who
and embedding the chips in arandom sigcies in the allocated band. The signals are
don't want to be bothered with wires and
nal. The chips are transmitted using the
then correlated back into abaseband signetwork connections," he says. "They can
spread-spectrum radio and then reconstinal at the receiver.
buy asmall box, plug it into the back of a tuted into the original baseband signal by
Implementing an advanced spreaderMac, and do anything they could do on a the correlator.
correlator technology was the major chal- wired network."
COST CHALLENGE. The challenge is to aclenge in wireless LANs, says Cripps, and
The company is eager to enter other
complish this at relatively high bit rates
accounts for much of the lag time bemarkets through the third-party-developand keep the cost down, says Cripps. Contween the appearance of products and the er route by licensing the radio technology
ventional methods turn out either to have
FCC's 1985 action. The three spread-spec- to original-equipment manufacturers.
aslow data rate or require complex cirtrum bands are 902 to 928 MHz, 2.4 to
OEMs will probably be able to build plugcuitry that pushes the price above accept2.483 GHz, and 2.725 to 5.85 GHz.
able limits. Agilis won't reveal details
PATENTS PENDING. Both Agilis and
about its design except to say that it has
O'Neill have applied for patents on their
been executed in a5,000-gate dedicated
OEMs can build plug-in LAN
spread-spectrum technology, and both
digital signal processor ASIC.
cards integrating the radio
have implemented their spreader-correlaAgilis has also applied for apatent on
and
IBM
PCs
for
about
$
500
tor schemes in application-specific inteits radio design, which abandons convengrated circuits. The similarities pretty
tional superheterodyne radio technology.
much end there.
The radio requires virtually none of the
O'Neill's local-area wireless network
in LAN cards that integrate the radio and
adjustments needed by superheterodyne
(LAWN) offers adata rate of 9.6 Kbits/s.
the IBM PCs for about $500, says Cripps.
radio, and it is comparatively inexpensive
It transmits at 20 mW over arange of 100
Special-purpose portable terminals, such
to build because it offers much higher inft inside buildings and 500 ft outside. Us- as those used in inventory-management tegration onto ASICs.
ers select from four channels using MSsystems, are another prime OEM opporThe Agilis transceiver architecture will
DOS software supplied with the LAWN,
tunity for the technology, he says.
eventually be implemented primarily in
which costs $495 and will be available in
Agilis selected the 902-to-928-MHz
three ASICs: the CMOS spreader-correlathe third quarter of this year.
band for its initial technology implemen- tor, abipolar baseband analog signal proThe Agilis radio runs at 230.4 Kbits/s
tation because operating in the 2GHz
cessor, which is due in the first quarter of
and transmits at 1W. Its range is 100 m bandwidths introduces afew new design
1990, and ahigh-speed bipolar mixer cirindoors and 1km outdoors. Users select problems. Besides achieving a230-Kbit/s
cuit, which is even further off, says
from 16 channels by setting DIP switchdata rate in the 900-MHz band, the techCripps. Intermediate products will use
es. The AppleTalk module that plugs usnology can be pushed to about 1Mbit/s,
discrete components.
ers into awired—or unwired—Macintosh
says Cripps, with the key limiting factor
Agilis has ambitious plans to trim the
network will cost $300 when it becomes
being the clock speed of the ASIC spread- 7-by-5-in. board in its current design to 5
available early in 1990. The system is
er-correlator.
by 3in. in 1990, and it plans to integrate
compatible with any networking softUsing the two higher bandwidths could
all major functions into afour-chip set by
ware, including the popular TOPS softboost the data rate to 10 Mbits/s, which is
1992. The price of the transceivers for end
ware for the Macintosh.
compatible with Ethernet speeds. In the
users will fall from an initial $500 per unit
Agilis developed its spread-spectrum
meantime, astore-and-forward scheme
at low-volume production of the 7-by-5-in.
radio to be the primary communications
can be used to match the data rates of board to about $300 per unit when the 5link for the rugged hand-held computers
conventional wired LANs.
by-3-in. board is being produced at arate
it introduced last month. Plug-and-play
The spreader-corrrelator technology
of 10,000 per year. The price may drop to
compatibility with Macintoshes and Ap- that is the key to spread-spectrum radio $100 per unit for the smaller board when
pleTalk is the first follow-on product, ac- involves coding each bit of the baseband production ramps up to 100,000 units, the
cording to Cripps. "It will be aboon for signal into asequence of bits called chips
company says.
Jack Shandle

GILIS DE-WIRES THE LAN
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
A PERSPECTIVE ON DESIGN ISSUES:

New ways to link digital brains
to advanced analog worlds

A PERSPECTIVE

ON

ANALOG

SYSTEM

DESIGN

Next-generation analog:
Advanced Linear ICs
A new breed of linear chips, born of leadership processing at
Texas Instruments, can help you design superperformance systems.

Sophisticated design and simulation tools shorten development cycles of Ti's Advanced Linear
ICs, helping you get to market faster. By using these tools, TI can offer as standard circuits many
designs that previously would have had to have been customized.

he human brain has separate
but dependent left and right sides.
Similarly, an electronic "brain" or
system has separate but dependent
parts, one digital, one analog. Designers accustomed to the spectacular performance gains made in
digital chips are now demanding
comparable improvements in
analog devices so that both parts of
their systems can function to full
potential. Leading the analog evolution: Advanced Linear circuits
from Texas Instruments.
These new chips are called
advanced for one or more reasons.
They are more highly integrated
than ever before, often combining
digital and analog functions on a
single chip. They offer higher performance and greater flexibility.

They are often the result of
advanced processing that may
merge two or more technologies.

Better parameters
from better processing
Because advanced analog system
requirements for performance and
flexibility vary greatly, asingle
workhorse technology typically
can't do the job any longer. Nor
can creative circuit designs alone.
We at TI are convinced the key to
driving the linear evolution lies in
the excellence of our processing
technologies.
TI is committed to developing
and implementing arange of leadership wafer-fabrication processes (
see
descriptions on back page). The

result: TI's Advanced Linear
devices are already helping system
designers link digital brains to
advanced analog worlds more efficiently and with greater ease in
many applications. Here are afew
examples.

Advanced Linear:
Displaying greater brilliance
Out of our pacesetting LinEPIC'
processing comes our high-performance Color Video Palette, operating at 125 MHz with avery highresolution 1024 x1024 pixel count.
Because of one-micron CMOS
processing, power consumption is
reduced more than 40% compared
to other CMOS implementations.
Additionally, the device is pack-

IN

THE

ERA

OF

MEGACHIP - TECHNOLOGIES

...the key to driving
the linear evolution lies
in the excellence of
processing technologies.
aged in reliable, economical plastic.
LinEPIC has also produced such
high-speed, high-density interface
chips as our Flash AID and our
Video DAC for use in graphics displays, imaging systems, monitors,

chips are ideal for use in automotive antilock braking systems,
electronic transmissions, and active
suspension systems.
Either technology can produce devices with low-side drive, high- side

to design with—it is available in
our LinASICTM cell library for
integration with digital ASICs.
A new family of Analog Interface Circuits ( AICs) is emerging
from our Advanced LinCMOS"
processing. The voice-band AICs,
designed for modems and fax equipment, combine high-performance
analog functions- 14-bit AID and
DIA converters and switched
capacitor filters—with digital
functions such as control circuitry,
program registers, and DSP interface. The usual clutter of resistors,
capacitors, and pots is eliminated.
High-speed AICs are available
for use in servo controllers and
da
hard-disk-drive applications.
These AICs are also high-performance members of our LinASIC
standard-cell library. Based on TI's
proven digital ASIC methodologies, the LinASIC library has
allowed us to develop complex,
semicustom chips in as little as
16 weeks.

Advanced Linear: Boosting
instrumentation accuracy

High-density Analog Interface Circuit chips demonstrate the greater integration achieved hy
innovative linear processing technologies. These DSP interfaces allow you to alter circuit configuration under sc)ftware control without external ad .ustments.

and cameras. Both devices require
about five times less power than
bipolar equivalents.

Advanced Linear: Intelligent
power for every car
Chips fabricated with our Power
DMOS-based BIDFET" processing
are replacing electromechanical
relays in many automotive applications, such as driving headlamps
and motors. Power BIDFET allows
us to minimize power loss in the
switch and add high-complexity
logic functions.
Multi-EPI bipolar processing, a
very cost-effective technology, is
used to produce chips having
inherent reverse battery protection
and high operating voltages. Such

drive, or H- bridge configurations.
In the future, these developments
may lead to multiplexed systems
for cars, replacing bulky wiring
harnesses.

Advanced Linear: Enhancing
modems and facsimiles
TI's dual driver/receiver is agood
example of the integration
achieved with advanced processing
technologies. LinBiCMOS"
processing has enabled us to put
the drivers and receivers needed for
RS- 232 voltage levels on the same
chip with the charge pump
required to generate the necessary
split rails from asingle 5-V supply.
You eliminate external power supplies and get adevice that's easier

Even one of the most basic analog
building blocks, the operational
amplifier, is benefiting from TI's
Advanced Linear technologies.
Our Excalibur op amp family combines low power consumption with
a5X speed improvement while
retaining low offset voltages. Offsetvoltage drift has been cut from
300 µV to 60 µV to reduce your
calibration, test, and measurement
expenses.
For high-accuracy applications,
Advanced LinCMOS is making
possible Chopper Stabilized Op
Amps with chopping frequencies
10 times higher than previously
available ( 10 kHz). Noise levels are
the lowest on the market.
The evolution in analog devices
has only begun. Dramatic progress
lies ahead throughout the 1990s.
As the Advanced Linear leader,
Texas Instruments is pledged to
remain at the forefront, supplying
you with new ways to link digital
brains to advanced analog worlds.

For suggestions on choosing alinear supplier,
turn the page.
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OF ANALOG FUNCTIONS IN ASICs BY 1990

Circuits combining analog functions with digital logic will soon he widespread in ASIC chip
designs. TI is taking aleadership role with the development of its LinASIC methodology.

Checkpoints for choosing an analog
supplier in the 1990s.
Questions and answers with 7i,m Engibous, Vice President, Semiconductor Group,
and Manager, Linear Products. Texas Instruments Incorporated.
Q. What is the first thing to look
for in choosing alinear supplier?
A. Product performance is definitely the first priority. Our customers
are asking for ever-increasing linear
device performance. At TI, we
believe creative circuit designs
alone won't meet the challenge.
Advanced process technologies—
note the plural—are becoming the
keys to success in linear device
performance of the '90s.
Q. What else should adesigner
look for?
A. Whether or not the supplier has
experience with digital as well as
analog devices. These two worlds
are merging (
see chart above). Functions once performed by analog are
now done digitally, and agrowing
percentage of our Advanced Linear
devices combines analog and digital circuitry on one chip.
At TI, we've leveraged our 30
years of digital expertise into the
development of our Advanced
Linear products and processing
with highly satisfactory success.
This has been especially noticeable
with our LinASIC methodology.
Q. Do you expect ASICs to play a
major role in your linear future?
A. Very definitely, as they already
do today. Cell-based designs will be
the rule in both user- specified functions and highly integrated stan-

dard products. Digital ASIC
methodologies are also the key to
cutting system design cycles. As our
digital experience proves, suppliers
who have advanced process technologies and fast, accurate designautomation tools will be the best
equipped to deliver single-chip
solutions. •
Today, we have customers doing
their own LinASIC designs using
our advanced processes and designautomation tools.
Q. What role does manufacturing
capability play in picking a
supplier?
A. It is always afactor, and the
need for efficient worldwide
manufacturing facilities such as TI
has in place will become even more
important. Today's semiconductor
market is global in nature. You
can't serve worldwide customers
from asingle plant—you have to be
"multilocal." This is particularly
true with ASICs.
Q. Any other important factors?
A. Yes, I'd suggest that, in choosing
alinear supplier, the designer find
one he can live with for along
time. Close supplier-customer
relationships are essential to the
development of products that will
provide the highest performance
and lowest cost systems.

DESIGN

Ti's Leadership Linear
Processing Technologies
LinBiCMOS—Combines Advanced LinCMOS, digital ASIC
CMOS, and up to 30-V bipolar
technologies to allow the integration of digital and analog standard
cells and handcrafted analog
components on amonolithic chip.
LinEPIC—One-micron CMOS
double- level metal, double- level
polysilicon technology which adds
highly integrated, high-speed
analog to the high-performance
digital EPIC process.
Advanced LinCMOS—An
N-well, silicon-gate, double- level
polysilicon process featuring improved resistor and capacitor structures and having three-micron
minimum feature sizes.
Power BIDFET—Merges standard linear bipolar, CMOS, and
DMOS processes and allows integration of digital control circuitry
and high-power outputs on one
chip. Primarily used for circuits
handling more than 100 V at currents up to 10 A.
Multi-EPI Bipolar—A very costeffective technology that utilizes
multiple epitaxial layers instead of
multiple diffusion steps to reduce
mask steps by more than 40%.
Used to produce intelligent power
devices that can handle loads as
high as 20 A and voltages in excess
of 100 V.
Excalibur—A true, single- level
poly, single-level metal, junctionisolated, complementary bipolar
process developed for high-speed,
high-precision analog circuits
providing the most stable op amp
performance available today.
Our just-published Advanced Linear
Circuits brochure examines more fully
the changes taking place in analog system design and their impact on linear
devices. The brochure also describes
TI's leadership processing technologies
and explains the performance improvements that result. For your copy, call
l-800-232-3200, ext. 3407, today.
" Trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated
(e) 1989 T1
08.8459
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WASHINGTON INSIDER

SEMATECH PUTS ITS MONEY IN OPTICAL MASK-WRITING...

S

ematech's first joint development contracts display a daring look into the
future by the Austin, Texas, chip consortium and strong support for small,
innovative equipment makers. " Sematech's really trying to experiment," says
Dan Hutcheson, an analyst with VLSI Research Inc. in San Jose, Calif. Adds
Bill McLean of Integrated Circt.0 Engineering Corp. in Scottsdale, Ariz.:
"They're reaching a little bit, going away from the mainstream and looking
ahead to the next wave of capital equipment." That was clearly the motivation
behind Sematech's development deal with Ateq Corp., which uses a unicpe
laser technology—instead of an electron beam—to produce the masks used
in stepper systems to print circuit designs on silicon wafers. Sematech is
helping the Beaverton, Ore., company complete an 1a- month-old project to
upgrade its Core-2000 reticle writer with new modules in the optical column
and improved electronics and software. The resulting system should be ready
for demonstrations by Christmas.
D

... AS IT PROPS UP THE U. S. CHIP-MAKING EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY

T

shared-cost development contracts Sematech is signing with U. S.
he
equipment makers are rooted in a shrewd assessment of the state of the
American industry. The chip- making consortium can't save the whole 150company industry, analysts say, so it must pick and choose with the goal of
preserving at least one viable U. S. source for every critical area in the equipment business. That's left some firms disgruntled, says Mark Reagan, an industry analyst at market researcher Dataquest Inc. in San Jose, Calif. But
there aren't many alternatives. "They aren't a bank," he says. " They can't
finance everyone." Sematech's deal to help GCA Inc. of Andover, Mass.,
make evolutionary improvements to its current l
line and excimer stepper systems represents a clear move to strengthen the strongest stepper supplier in
the U. S., Reagan says. GCA has been overwhelmed by Japan's Nikon, which
now dominates the wafer-stepper market, supplying systems to the likes of Intel, Motorola, and Texas Instruments. More joint development contracts will be
awarded over the next several months to fund dry etching, multichamber vacuum cluster tools, metalization, and thermal processing.
D

IS THE U. S. 'INSTITUTIONALIZING' TRADE FRICTION WITH JAPAN?

T

he Bush Administration is winning praise in industry circles for its hardball
actions in naming Japan an " unfair trading partner" in both telecommunications and supercomputers, and for having the strongest fair-trade policy of
any White House since World War II. But some industry watchers fear that
turning up the heat on Japan too high and too fast could backfire. " I'm a little
worried that with all of the ongoing investigations of unfair trading practices—
on telecommunications, computers, semiconductors, and intellectual property
rights —we may have institutionalized trade friction," says William Maxwell,
vice president for international affairs at the Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association. " It's created considerable uncertainty in the
business community." But that's a risk that must be taken, says Bill Krist, vice
president for international trade at the American Electronics Association. "The
thing is, we do have a trade problem with Japan—there's no getting around
it," he says. " In electronics alone, we have a $20 billion trade deficit that's
growing." In telecommunications, the trade imbalance is worse still, says Pat
Williams, director of government relations at the Telecommunications Industry
Association. "The U. S. is the biggest market in the world, and it's the most
open," he says. " Japan's is the second biggest and it's one of the most restrictive." Of the total U. S. telecommunications trade deficit, which is now
D
$2.6 billion, $2.3 billion is with Japan.
Electronics/July 1989
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How to get ajump
on the competition.
Whether you're racing aproduct to
an early market entry, or maximizing
engineering time; Orbit's comprehensive
semiconductor manufacturing services
can help you cross the finish line first.
Record Setting Service.
Orbit Semiconductor routinely
meets the most demanding delivery
schedules and tough manufacturing
challenges:
Guaranteed quick-turn on engineering
prototype runs
•Hi-rel volume runs
•Specialized MOS processes such as
CCD, Readout, Detector or MUX

All the Ingredients for aWorld Record.
Quality equipment. Commitment
and teamwork. Extraordinary skill. These
are the ingredients that captured aworld
record for the Orbit sponsored SS/AS
Trans Am. And these are the ingredients
that we commit to each and every Orbit
customer.
To get the world record holder on
your team, contact Technical Marketing
today. Orbit Semiconductor. 1230
Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
Twx: 910-339-9307, FAX (408) 7471263. Or call (800) 331 -4617. In California (800) 647-0222 or ( 408) 744-1800.

•Feature sizes down to 1.5 microns
drawn
•Process emulation and custom process
development
On-site CAD, quick-turn contract
maslunaking, test facilities and packaging
help speed your products to timely delivery. And our quality procedures monitor
every step of the fabrication process.

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

aft

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit instrument Corporation

What others promise, we guarantee.

Coast (
609)428-6060, - Michreet (
303)530-4520 - West Co. (
40/3)241-8111, (714)253-4626, (602)996-0635, (6(2)293-1220, ( 505)888-0800.

I
N7ERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES Canada (
514)481-3313- U K. Phone (0372)377779, 71x 897/.28 S.G. U.K.-G, Fa (0372) 376848 -Europe Phone : 06031) 6107 Tx 6031 94,
FAX (06031) 61788 - land Phone (052) 551313, 11, 342541 CANER IL Fax (052) 543890 - Australia Phone (8) 223 5802,
UNIVAD AA89141, Fax C8) 224 0464.
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EUROPEAN OBSERVER
INMOS TRANSPUTER TO BE BUILT IN TEXAS

Tas.million
Production of the 32-bit pareel-computer chip that can churn away at
floating-point operations/s is to start before year's end at the Carhe hunt for asecond source for the Inmos Transputer has ended—in Tex-

1.5
rollton, Texas, plant of SGS-Thomson Microelectronics. The Franco-Italian
group took over from the chip's English designer, Inmos Ltd., earlier this year.
Transfer of the Inmos 1.0-µm CMOS process will begin this summer, according to Graham Trickey, micro marketing manager. He says that the move will
ensure that there is asecond source for the Transputer, which he says is now
designed into more than 1,000 projects. Other Inmos products, including its
line of static random-access memories and graphics controller chips, are also
likely to be made in the Texas plant.
D
PAN—EUROPEAN ISDN TRIALS TO START, AT LAST
begin now that a memorandum of understanding has been
Lserviceby 14to countries
and 17 telecommunications operators belonging to the

ook for pan-European trials of 2-Mbit/s switched digital telecommunications

signed
European Postal and Telecommunications Conference. The European Broadband Interconnection Trial will form abackbone network that will support pilot
application services developed under the Commission of the European Communities' RACE (Research into Advanced Communications for Europe) program. Still, work on a pan-European integrated services digital network is
three years behind schedule. Although full-scale ISDNs have been launched
in West Germany and France, and trials are in progress in Britain, Belgium, Italy, and Holland, there are no standards that allow direct connections between networks. Plans set out by the Commission of the European Communities in 1986 called for the setting up of transcontinental ISDNs in time for the
Single European Market by 1992. To reach that goal, standards have to be in
D
place by the end of this year—atarget that is unlikely to be met.
CAD PROGRAM AIMS TO AVERT VLSI ENGINEER SHORTAGE
apotential shortage of engineers and scientists skilled in the deand manufacture of VLSI circuits, the Commission of the European
Tosigncombat

Communities is going to issue computer-aided-design work stations, test
equipment, and software to a " kernel group" of 58 universities and polytechnic colleges in 14 European nations. In adoition to the equipment, which will
be procured centrally, members of the kernel group will receive funding for
teaching posts and for advanced training for lecturers. Another 60 institutions,
designated as associate members, will get equipment at reduced prices, and
all 118 participants will be given access to silicon foundry services. The program, projected to cost about $ 12.5 million, is expected to double the number
E
of VLSI researchers and engineers trained during the next three years.
U. S., CANADIAN MOBILE NETS TO USE ERICSSON'S MOBITEX
of the Swedish telecommunications giant LM Ericsson is going to
provide the equipment to build nationwide mobile data-communications
A
networks in Canada and the U. S. that may be interconnected. The work will
unit

be done by Ericsson Radio Systems AB of Stockholm, using technology
based on the company's Mobitex system. American Mobile Data Communications Inc., asubsidiary of RAM Broadcasting Corp., plans to spend $55 million
on the U. S. network; the Canadian version will be built by Cantel Inc. Mobitex
is acellular data network that uses digital packet-switching technology. It was
developed in Sweden by Eritel, ajoint-venture research-and-development firm
owned by Ericsson and Swedish Telekom.
III
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Make your best move.
An advanced ASIC family, flexibility and comprehensiev technical support
help you take your ASIC project in the right direction.

OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES.

With OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES we bring it
all together, an advanced ASIC family, systemoriented flexibility and comprehensive technical
support. Oki gives you afull range of solutions.
And we do our best from start to finish to ensure
they precisely match your design objectives and
total system needs.
ASIC technology doesn't stand still
To cover today's wide range of needs, Oki has already
introduced 1.2/1 standard cells, 1.2,a high-speed gate
arrays and 1.5m. Sea-of-Gates gate arrays. Because technology never stops, as the 1990s draw near Oki is readying anext-generation of CMOS ASIC families based on
advanced 0.8,u technology.
High-performance fault coverage
The ultimate test of an ASIC design is final inproduct
operation. Oki is ready to help you pass that one the
first time around.
Introducing Automatic Test Generation (ATG), a
powerful system for automatic test program generation
that achieves more than 95% fault coverage with little
loss of space or performance. You'll find ATG running
on mainframes at Oki design centers.
Meeting customers more than half way
Total customer satisfaction is at the core of OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES. That's why we -not only
maintain large teams of field engineers, but staff and
operate design centers across the U.S., Europe, Asia and
Japan. Oki provides total project assistance, from ASIC
design, testing, packaging and manufacturing to system
components and modules. And, of course, technology
assistance is available at any development stage.
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Electronic Devices Group
Overseas Marketing Group
7-5-25 Nishishinjuku,Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 160, Japan
MITel:3-5386-8100MFax:3-5386-8110
laTelex:J27662 OKIDENED
Oki Electric Europe GmbH
Hellersbergstr. 2, D-4040 Neuss 1,
West Germany
11Tel:2101-15960 • Fax:2101-103539
•Telex:8517427 OKI D

Oki Semiconductor Group
785 North Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale,
CA 94086, U.S.A.
laTe1:408-720-19003Fax:408-720-1918
IITelex:296687 OKI SUVL
Oki Electronics (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Suite 1801-4, Tower 1
China, Hong Kong City, 33 Canton Road.,
T.S.T. KLN, Hong Kong
• Te1:3-7362336 II Fax:3-7362395
II1Telex:45999 OKI HK HX
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he horror of Pan Am Flight 103's explosion over Lockerbie persists. It is now known that about 11 ounces of plastic explosive,
molded inside acassette recorder, were deliberately detonated
last December 21, killing 259 passengers and crew on board and
11 people in the Scottish village below. Airline officials, government leaders worldwide, grieving relatives, and airline passengers all say it cannot—must not—happen again.
However compelling the sentiment, that's atall order. With
possibly one exception (see p. 49), no airports or airlines have a
security system in place that could have thwarted the terrorist
methodology or detected the materials (see p. 51) that caused
the Lockerbie tragedy. "X-ray detection of explosives has not
been effective since terrorists stopped using little round bombs
with smoking fuses," says Ronald Armstrong, chief of security
for Qantas, the Australian airline. "We badly need new technology for use in baggage checking and contents identification."
New technology is indeed on its way. The emphasis today is
on detecting explosives in checked and carry-on baggage. The
newest systems fall into two categories: vapor detection devices
that "sniff" the air, setting off an alarm when achemical element found in explosives is detected; and thermal neutron-activation (TNA) devices that sense characteristic gamma radiation
from chemical elements, such as the nitrogen that is common to
high explosives.
The advantage of vapor detection and TNA is that both technologies require minimal human interpretation. Although conventional X-ray detection equipment is also being greatly improved, it still depends upon the alertness, training, and competence of the person monitoring the X-ray picture.

The price tag
for keeping
bombs out of
our airplanes:
over a billion
dollars in
detection and
access-control
systems
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If airlines pay the total cost of security equipment, the carriers
that service the most high-risk airports would be hardest hit—
Pan Am, for instance, flies to 32 of the 45 airports that occupy
spots on the risk list. In contrast, United Airlines and Piedmont
fly to only one high-risk airport. Add to that what overseas airlines would have to spend, along with the cost of equipping the
biggest domestic airports with the same protection, and the total nears $200 million.
The total market for equipment to detect explosives could be
worth more than $1billion, estimates Tina Rizopoulos, an analyst with Paine-Webber Inc. in New York. That figure includes
260 U. S. State Department embassies and consulates abroad
and 1,400 airport concourses in the U. S.
The main line of defense against bombs concealed in checked
baggage for the foreseeable future will be TNA systems similar
to those marketed now by Science Applications International
Corp. in Santa Clara, Calif. Snoope, or system for nuclear observation of possible explosives, was developed with the support of
an .4million contract from the FAA for six TNA units. Company officials say they've been in high gear since 1985, when a
wave of terrorist incidents spurred the FAA to move up its timetable for developing advanced detection equipment.
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ith
16 in.
Snoope,
wide, 26
apiece
in. deep,
of luggage
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However, the greater security provided by vapor detection
and TNA will come at asteep price. Vapor detection units are
projected to sell for $ 100,000 when produced in quantity, and
none is yet in everyday operation, while TNA units will cost
$750,000 once production begins. In comparison, the enhanced
X-ray machines, which are coming into use in airports worldwide, cost only $35,000 to $50,000.
Despite their high cost, six TNA units already have been purchased by the Federal Aviation Administration in Washington.
The first is going into operation this summer at the Pan Am terminal in New York's John F. Kennedy International Airport.
The locations for the five other units are still being determined,
with one likely to be London's Gatwick Airport, where on-site
trials are about to begin.
Which of the world's airport pose the highest security risk?
Security experts name 45 in Europe and the Middle East as
prime targets for terrorism or likely entry points for explosives.
None of the high-risk airports is in the U. S., but included are
the capital cities of almost all other major industrialized nations,
as well as Bombay, Cairo, Riyadh (Saudi Arabia), Istanbul, and
Manila. Second-tier high-risk entry points include Nice, Basel,
and Vienna.
Other than airport in Athens, Frankfurt, London, Paris, and
Rome, airports on the high-risk list aren't likely to receive the
latest in explosives-detection devices soon beeanse of the cost.
In the 45 high-risk airports outside the U. S. that are served by
U. S. carriers, the Air Transport Association estimates that 66
TNA units and 171 vapor detection devices would be required to
adequately cover U. S. carriers—at atotal cost of $66.6 million.
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the 13-ft-long device on aconveyor belt. If the system detects the possibility of explosives, an alarm
sounds. Ten pieces of luggage can be inspected
per minute, meaning that one Snoope unit can
screen the luggage for ajumbo jet in about an hour, which is
considered workable. About 4% to 5% of baggage triggers the
alarm, based on tests in two California airports. At that rate, 20
to 30 hand searches per jumbo jet are required.
In aTNA system, unopened luggage is bombarded with neutrons generated by 300 j...g. of Californium-252 sealed in asteel
container that can withstand government-standard underground blast tests. Neutrons, which have greater penetration
power than X rays, cause elements in baggage to emit characteristic, high-energy gamma rays. These in turn are sensed by
detectors linked to adigital computer programmed with adecision-making algorithm. The computer triggers an alarm when
elements found in explosives, or explosive-masking metals such
as cadmium, are detected. Luggage that triggers an alarm is diverted by aconveyor to asecure inspection area, and information as to why the bag was routed to the inspection area is displayed on acomputer screen.
Snoope operators are exposed to less than 200 millirems of radiation per year, about the equivalent dosage of working in a
conventional nuclear facility—alevel that according to government standards is not hazardous. Snoope has met the licensing
requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the
California Department of Health Sciences.
TNA will be employed to screen-checked baggage only. Speed
is not so much of aconcern when this function is separated from
waiting passengers; questionable luggage can be diverted to secure areas for searches. Some sort of baggage-matching technology will also be incorporated into this system, ensuring that
when passengers pass through the boarding gate, computers
can verify that all are present and accounted for without cabin
personnel having to count heads—possibly the one aspect of
more rigid security that will actually accelerate departures.
A primary reason that TNA is not planned for passenger
screening is concern about radiation exposure. Stories have appeared in the press raising concerns about radioactive baggage;
by keeping the public away from TNA screening, officials hope
that such concern can be minimized. In actual tests involving
40,000 pieces of luggage, aradiation alarm was triggered twice:
47

in both instances, the radiation was
caused by legally transportable objects
emitting low-level radiation.
"TNA is not dangerous," insists Tsahi
Gozani, vice president and chief scientist
at Science Applications International,
"but we aren't even suggesting that TNA
be used on people. It's the public perception that's the problem." Thus far, U. S.
nuclear regulatory and testing agencies
agree with this assessment.
This leaves an important role for vapor
detection and enhanced X-ray equipment.
If portable sniffers continue to prove
their effectiveness, as many as 50 could
be produced this year, at a cost of
$125,000 per unit. If, as some estimates
project, the number of units produced
reaches 250 or more next year, the perunit cost could drop below $100,000.
The first portable device based on vapor detection technology was shown at
the Paris Air Show in June, after having
undergone testing in the U. S. The underlying technology came out of medical research for determining the amount of nitroglycerin, adrug commonly used to
treat chest pains by dilating blood vessels, in aperson's bloodstream. Since nitroglycerin is akey component in explosives, there was aclear opportunity for
technology transfer.
Currently, the leading vendor of vapor
detection equipment, Thermedics Inc. of

In
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Woburn, Mass., offers two types of de- about what it takes travelers to pass
vices. The Egis explosives-detection sys- through ametal detector and reclaim
tem is ahand-held device that, when run
their X-rayed hand baggage.
around the sides of luggage or aparcel,
The impact is that passengers would
draws an air sample into a chamber,
spend two or three minutes gaining acwhere aclassified number and type of cess to the secure area that leads to their
chemical and electronic analyzing instruflight. Their baggage would be sniffed at
ments determine if explosives are prethe earliest possible moment in the secusent. The analysis takes about 30 seconds
rity check. The results would be given to
and is sensitive to the presence of vapors
security personnel 30 seconds later while
on the order of one part per 100 trillion.
they are X-raying carry-on baggage and
The same device, marketed as Sentor profiling passengers. Checked luggage
and armed with adifferent set of analyti- could also be sniffed, using asecond unit,
cal instruments, can detect controlled
in airports where TNA devices are not
substances and drugs in small quantities.
available.
About one reading per hundred is afalse
The entire screening process would
alarm.
take about two minutes per passenger,
A walk-through version of the Egis
compared with afew seconds under cursystem, called SecurScan, has also been
rent procedures, once the screening protested. The detector, a6-by-8-ft closed
cess began. When many passengers arbooth, swirls air around each passenger rive at the same time, delays would be inwho steps inside. Then the air is sampled evitable, particularly when only alimited
using the same technology found in the
number of vapor detection devices are in
Egis portable unit.
place at an airport.
The main drawback to using SecurScan
Advanced X-ray technology that differis that it takes 30 seconds to get aresult.
entiates between organic and inorganic
Passengers are inside the unit for only a matter is aboon to security workers who
few seconds and must enter aholding
peer for hours on end at video images of
area until the results are analyzed. This
baggage and parcels passing through airmeans that at least six people have to port X-ray machines. Two systems, Emaintain their place in the "post-sniff"
Scan from Astrophysics Research Corp.
queue. Thermedics has SecurScan on
in Long Beach, Calif., and Hi-Mat from
hold for now while it works on trimming
Heimann Systems Co. of Iselin, N. J.,
processing time to under 10 seconds, or classify items based on the average atomic number of the materials in the item being
X-rayed.
Colored
displays
show organic materials in orange and inorganic items in blue.
Very dense objects are
displayed in green. The
systems permit easier
identification of potential problems: weapons
show up in a bright
green, plastic explosives are displayed in
orange, and homemade
bombs containing chloride and sugar appear
in green.
Most organic materials consist mainly of hydrogen (atomic number
1), carbon (6), nitrogen
(7), and oxygen (8).
Common metals, as
well as silicon ( 14) and
calcium (20) found in
glass, have atomic numbers from 13 (aluminum) to 30 (zinc). Materials with low atomic
Snoope from Science Applications International Corp., baggage passes through a cloud of
numbers attenuate Xthermal neutrons and the resulting gamma rays are analyzed by computer.
rays differently than
Electronics/July 1989

materials with higher atomic numbers. By
taking X-ray images at several kV levels simultaneously, the machine calculates the
amount of attenuation, permitting organic
and inorganic materials to be segregated
and displayed through orange and blue filters in varying degrees of density. When
overlapping organic and inorganic materials are present in the same object, or density does not permit penetration, the blue
and orange filters are both used, producing
green.
E-Scan and Hi-Mat vary slightly in
terms of proprietary technology but appear to work equally well for weapons.
To increase accuracy, ablack-and-white
display is used beside acolor one. Comparing the two images helps security personnel differentiate between the harmless and the potentially dangerous. If a
plastic explosive, which can be rolled out
like pie dough, were used to line asuitcase, it would immediately be spotted.
The systems are also useful in detecting
narcotics hidden inside objects.
The U. S. government is underwriting
much of the development costs for explosives-detection technology, largely
through the FAA. In addition, classified
amounts have been spent by the State
Department, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the Secret Service.
The airline industry thinks the government should pay more, however. "Terrorism is not an act against an individual airline or group of passengers, but an act to
influence the policies of governments,"
says Richard F. Lally, aformer FAA official who is now vice president of security
for the Air Transport Association. "The
target is the U. S. flag, not aspecific carrier, and individual airlines and passengers are not responsible for protecting
themselves against acts of governmentsanctioned terrorists," he says.
The sense among U. S. legislators is
that tax funds will continue to be spent
on airport security, but taxpayers will not

The Thermedics SecurScan system detects explosives by sweeping air around
passengers and performing a chemical analiysis.

Internationally, the United Nations-affiliated International Civil Aviation Organization, headquartered in Montreal, sets
standards worldwide under what is
known as Annex 17. Compliance is voluntary among the 160 member nations, and
because the ICAO has no enforcement
powers, it's not unusual for countries to
modify or ignore its provisions. Some nations, such as the U. S. and the UK, have
reasonably effective security systems.
Others can often be easy entry points for
terrorists; in February, the ICAO passed
aresolution urging its members to increase aid to countries that need more financial or technical assistance.
The FAA has issued aruling that all
foreign airlines flying to and from the
U. S. submit security plans for FAA approval. In just one example of how difficult it is to get international cooperation
on airport security, other governments
immediately saw this as an attempt to impose U. S. security guidelines worldwide,
and France, for one, has issued aformal
protest. This is expected to blow over
EL AL A LOW-TECH SOLUTION
with some diplomatic face-saving.
When it comes to worldwide airport sehand or X-rayed, and no one without a
lAl, the Israeli national airline, employs
apreflight security system as highly ef- ticket gets past the reception area. Lug- curity, says FAA security chief Raymond
Salazar, "we must all basically strengthgage left unattended for more than afew
ficient as it is low tech. Passengers arrive
en together if we are going to fight a
seconds is carted away.
two and ahalf to three hours ahead of decommon enemy." In Europe, few really
Though El Al has never had aterrorist
parture and are "profiled" at check-in, andisagree. "The problem of terrorism has
incident on any of its flights, experts say
swering such questions as: Why are you
done alot to break down bureaucratic
the
airline's
solution
is
limited
in
scale
betaking the flight? Do you know anyone at
barriers," says Aurelio Cozzani, police dicause it is so labor-intensive and requires
your destination? Are you carrying any
rector for the Italian Interior Ministry.
the
extraordinary
cooperation
of
passengifts as afavor to others?
International air travelers are obviousgers. "Major U. S. airlines are 200 times
Phrased to preclude simple yes or no
ly
at the greatest risk from terrorists;
or
more
the
size
of
El
Al,"
says
Raymond
answers, questioning can take minutes or
Salazar, FAA head of security. FAA rules while hijackings have occurred inside the
hours, as El Al agents go back over
do require profiling all U. S. passengers - U. S., no terrorist-linked aircraft bombpoints, trying to trip up anyone who is lyings have—yet. U. S. airport security
ing. Any suspicion results in more inter- at check-in, but the typical exchange has
rates fairly high, except for the vulnerano
bearing
on
security.
views. Also, all baggage is searched by
bear alarge burden because most are occasional fliers and many never fly. Rep.
Joseph Kennedy (D., Mass.) has proposed
that a $5to $10 surcharge be placed on
plane tickets to cover the cost of installing explosives-detection equipment
worldwide, placing the primary financial
burden on passengers.
Much conflict and confusion remains as
to who will set new rules and standards
for air-travel security. In the U. S., the
FAA is top dog; it issues rulings, funds
technology research, and is generally responsible for the flying public's safety.
Individual airports are operated by governmental bodies in all but rare instances,
and the operator, in conjunction with its
tenants—the airlines and vendors supplying food, fuel, and maintenance—are responsible for carrying out FAA mandates. Each airline pays for its own security equipment outside the U. S., which
often is shared with other carriers.
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ter, thinner, brighter.
The difference is dramatic.
Because Toshiba's new single-layer
M-ST LCD modules are 25% lighter
and 15% thinner than double-layer
panels. And their high-contrast and
brightness make them easier to see.
The M-ST LCD module from
Toshiba. Lightweight, thin, easy to
see. A new industry standard in
monochrome LCD performance.
All in all, quite afeather in our cap.
• Two sizes available: 640 x 400 dots (TLX-1501-C3M)
and 640 x 480 dots ( TLX-1551A-C3M)

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

For further information:
Toshiba America Electronic Components, Inc.. Chicago Office: One Parkway North, Suite 500, Deerfield, IL 60015-2547 Tel: 312-945-1500
Eastern Area Office: 25 Mail Road, 5th Floor, Burlington, MA 01803 Tel: 617-272-4352 Fax 617-272-3089
North Western Office: 1220 Midas Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Tel: 408-737-9844 Fax: 408-737-9905
n

$18,000, or atotal of $27 million.
bility posed by allowing curbNo one knows for sure exactside baggage check-in. Accordly what airport operators will
ing to Rome's airport police
have to spend to beef up securichief, Mario Esposito, " Most
ty around perimeters to comply
scrupulous after the Israelis
with the February FAA ruling.
are the Americans." But much
The FAA estimates it will cost
more remains to be done in Eu$169.9 million in 1987 dollars,
rope, the Middle East, and Latin
but Wilfred Jackson, director of
America.
airport operations at the BaltiU. S. experts view the total
more-Washington International
airport-security solution as
Airport and chairman of the
grounded in technology, not
Airport Operators Council Inpeople. " We want the human
ternational Safety and Security
being out of the loop," says
Committee, says that the overFred Farrar, an FAA spokesall cost may be 10 times that
man. " People get tired, people
amount, given the ambiguities
get distracted. Instead, we
of the rule and the lack of clear
want to find away to automatiguidance as to what will be accally set off an alarm any time a
tually required and how extenWith color- enhanced X rays, plastic explosives appear
bomb is headed for aplane."
orange while weapons are bright green.
sive these systems must be.
This requirement seems to
Not any company can walk in
give the nod to systems like
and sell security systems, warns Koties in complying with the FAA ruling on
TNA and vapor detectors.
satka. "The bureaucratic nature of aircontrolled access to secure areas of airYet neither of these technologies can
port purchasing is cumbersome and unfadetect guns and other weapons, so some
ports. " Potential vendors need to work tomiliar," he says; what is needed are venform of conventional or advanced Xgether, rather than approaching airport
operators with bits and pieces of an over- dors that have the ability to integrate
raying must be maintained to scan carrycomputer, telecommunications, and acall system," he suggests. The FAA issued
on baggage and passengers. FAA inspecaruling in February that requires opera- cess-point terminals.
tors regularly attempt to smuggle phony
Overall, the bottom line for the flying
tors at 269 U. S. airports to install sysweapons aboard aircraft; last year, they
public everywhere will be increased scrusucceeded in doing so 12% of the time— tems that guard against access to secure
areas by unauthorized personnel. The
tiny before boarding an airplane.
hardly areassuring figure.
Checked baggage will be carried to the
systems must be installed within 18 to 30
Lyle Malotki, program manager for seairline counter and undergo some form of
curity research at the FAA, points to ar- months, depending on the number of pasbomb detection behind the scenes. This
sengers using the airport.
eas where existing technology remains to
means earlier arrival, but it should not be
The technology for such systems albe applied. "The use of embedded microperceived as amajor inconvenience since
chip processors is progressing rapidly for
ready exists and is used by many corporamost international airlines have been
tions where limited access is required,
access security systems," he says. Opporbut the procedures for implementing it at gradually creeping check-ins forward for
tunities exist for electronics vendors as
airports are not as cut and dried.
years on international flights.
well in baggage-matching systems—even
Stricter enforcement of predeparture arThe major difference is in the number
though bar-code scanners can now be
of employees who work for different ven- rival times is definitely in the offing as airfound in small-town supermarkets, airlines centralize security screening to get
dors who require access and the number
ports haven't put anything together. "No
passengers through the process as soon as
of access points. JFK airport in New York
one system has emerged as both feasible
possible once they enter the terminal.
has 1,500 access points in 50 passengerand economical," says Malotki.
terminal buildings that are used by 18,000
When leaving the public area of the airArt Kosatka, director of technical serport, carry-on baggage will go through an
people—the cost per door for electronic
vices for the Airport Operators Council
access control at JFK is estimated at X-ray screening for weapons and an antiInternational, sees big market opportunibomb detection device, most likely avapor
detector. Passengers will pass through a
number of walk-through devices. Conventional metal detectors will continue in service, but they may be augmented by infraT he most deadly trademark of terror- er to eject debris, as projectiles, at more
red sensors that can detect plastic guns.
than 25,000 feet per second. By compari' ism is nothing new: the explosive was
son, the slug from an M16 infantry rifle
These sensors detect spots on the body
developed during World War II by the
travels at 3,000 feet per second.
where the density of the plastic weapon
British, who called it "plastique" because
blocks heat from the skin.
Moreover, the march of technology apit could be molded into any shape at any
Clearly, more partnerships can be
temperature. Its basic ingredient is cyplied to detonating it has made plastique
formed between the international eleceven more fearsome. The detonators
clonite, anitrogen-oxygen compound.
tronics industry and those responsible for
themselves are now no larger than the
Besides its versatility and imperviousensuring airport security. With 6.5 mileraser on apencil. Miniaturization has
ness to X-ray detection, plastique is the
lion flights ayear on U. S. carriers alone
made bomb timers and barometric—altimost destructive explosive, one-third
and 700 million pieces of luggage, much
tude-sensitive—triggers easy to disguise
more powerful than TNT. Just 11 ounces
cooperation is needed to find potentially
as well. The detonator for the bomb
of plastique caused the crash of Pan Am
lethal needles in an immense haystack.
aboard Flight 103 may have been hidden
Flight 103, and two pounds could blow
in the lock of asuitcase, making detection
any airplane out of the sky, say experts.
Additional reporting by Tobias Naegele
The destructiveness comes from the pow- by X ray difficult.

THE ENDURING TERRO
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What's the most
popular silicon for the most
popular network?
WITH 10 BASE TIO COME.

THE NATIONAL LAN CHIP SET
FULL SPEC PERFORMANCE
FOR ETHERNET 802.3.
It's clear that in today's marketplace one standard for local area
networks rises above all others:
Ethernet. In fact, according to a
recent Dataquest survey, over 60%
of all networks shipped last year
were Ethernet. And with faster, lowercost implementations soon to be
introduced, that trend is expected
to accelerate in the years ahead.
FIRST BECAUSE WE'RE FIRST
IN PERFORMANCE.
The role of National Semiconductor in Ethernet is also clear.
We ship more Ethernet silicon than
any other semiconductor company
in the world. There's one primary
reason: performance. In fact, according to arecent study conducted by
PC Magazine, 10 of the 12 topperforming Ethernet adapter cards
utilize our solution?' The list of
manufacturers includes 3Com,
Gateway Communications, Novell,
and Western Digital, all networking
leaders who in working with
National have contributed to the
incredible growth in the Ethernet
marketplace.

1989 National Semiconductor Corporation
Netware is aregistered trademark of Novell. Inc.
3 + Open is atrademark of 3Com Corporation.
LAN Manager is atrademark of Microsoft, Inc.
PS/2 is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc.
*Source: PC Magazine, January 31, 1989.

MUCH LESS NEED FOR POWER.
Our CMOS network controller
and serial interface give designers
on apower budget astraight answer
to power-pinching PS/2* cards, as
well as to the inherent problems
in networking laptop computers.
AND INTFROPERABILITY TO STAY
As the leading supplier of
Ethernet silicon, and as aleading
participant in the 802.3 committee,
we know that another important
consideration is compatibility Which
is why our customers' products support all popular software, including
Netwarer 3 + Open': TCP/IP, LAN
Manager- and others. And why we
have an in-house networking lab to
test new environments, under
real-life conditions.
PUSHING THE STANDARD
OF RELIABILITY
With over four million hours
MIBF data on our transceiver chips,
National not only meets the IEEE
reliability standard, we are the
standard to which all others aspire.

10 Base Twill provide full
10 MB/second performance over
unshielded twisted-pair wire, the
same kind of wiring found in office
buildings all over the world. It
combines high-performance networking with convenience, and
at lower per-node cost than ever
before.
National's CMOS controller
and our new CMOS serial network
interface support the draft 10 Base T
standard right now And when it's
fully adopted by the IEEE committee,
we'll be ready with integrated
transceiver and multi-port repeater
ICs that will perform to full specification.
WHEN YOU PUT IT
ALL TOGETHER,
Our CMOS integration of
full 802.3 spec into small VLSI chips
brings board space down to mere
square inches, and total system cost
down to the affordable. Clearly,
our IAN chips are driving the success of the Ethernet market today.
YOUR BEST CHOICE IS
NATIONAL CALL US TODAY.
Call 1-800-825-5805, ext. 104
for more information on the bestselling Ethernet chip set on the
market.And win the popularity contest that really counts — the one
with your customers.

ffl National
'Ka Semiconductor
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THE VENDORS
ARE BETTING
THEIR CHIPS ON

SILICON SENSORS
Laser trimming of
a silicon wafer
shows how semiconductor tools
can work with
silicon sensors.

S

ince the early 1980s, the advocates of silicon micromachining
have been touting the technology's potential to revolutionize
the field of sensors and carve
out vast new commercial markets. Now
there are signs that silicon micromachined sensors may finally be primed to
live up to that billing. Indeed, some market watchers are predicting explosive
growth for the technology across a
broad range of applications.
The new optimism stems from converging trends. New techniques such
as silicon fusion bonding and the use of
electrochemical etch stops are producing anew generation of commercial micromachined silicon sensors that are
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more complex and offer higher sensitivity and performance than their predecessors—all at alower cost.
Research advances in the field are
also coming rapidly, promising awider
range of even more sophisticated silicon sensors by the early 1990s.
For example, one of the latest laboratory techniques is called surface micromachining. It involves building up
structures in polysilicon or other materials on asilicon surface, as opposed to
conventional commercial approaches
that rely on carving out structures in
the silicon by selectively etching down
into awafer.
Fueling all of the activity is the continuing proliferation of microproces-

R.
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ing—are common to integrated-circuit lerometors are catching up to pressure
sors. As computing power gets cheapsensors very quickly," he says. "The
processing, it means that silicon sener, the sensors needed to link acentral
curves are going to slam at each other
sors can be made in high volume using
processor to the outside world are besemiconductor-style batchmanufactur- after some period of time."
coming alarger portion of overall sysAs with pressure sensors, the major
ing techniques.
tem cost. In many cases, the availabilmarket driver here is the automotive
Silicon micromachined sensors have
ity of reliable low-cost sensors can
industry, which needs accelerometers
already shown startling success in
make or break adevelopment project.
in high volume at low cost for sensing
some market categories. Today, lowAnd as system designers rely increascost silicon pressure sensors have all jobs in air-bag and smart-suspension
ingly on distributed computing solusystems. Because of long automotive
tions, there's an ever growing need for but replaced conventional strain-gage
design cycles, volume applications are
sensing devices in high-volume, costso-called smart sensors that incorpostill two to three years away. But the
sensitive jobs in automotive manifold
rate more intelligence at the sensing
prospect of this lucrative new market
pressure sensing. General Motors
site, either in the package or integrated
segment has got silicon sensor makers
Corp.'s auto-electronics unit, Delco
onto the sensor die itself.
Electronics Corp., builds 6million mi- watering at the mouth.
It's atrend that's spurring an inFor smart suspension alone, the new
tense effort in low-cost sensor develop- cromachined silicon pressure sensors a
automobiles will use from one to ten acyear. Motorola Inc. likewise supplies
ment. And many vendors—ranging
celerometers apiece, says Janusz BryFord, Chrysler, European carmakers,
from traditional broad-based sensor
zek, NovaSensor's chief executive offisuppliers to Silicon Valley startups— and others with about 7million silicon
cer.
" Even if we get only 10% of the
pressure
sensors
annually.
are betting their chips on micromanew car market, as many as 28 million
What's more, silicon micromachined
chined silicon devices.
parts have opened up brand-new high- acceleration sensors could be needed
"Probably no other sensor technoloper year," he says. At aprice of $5to
volume markets in applications such
gy under development today will have
$15 per sensor, "this is a $200 million to
as disposable bloodpressure sensors,
as much impact in as many markets
$300 million market."
over the next 20 years as microBryzek, like others, also sees
miniature silicon sensor technolomomentum in amultitude of new
gy," declares Paul Chapman, diapplications. These include jobs in
rector of technology at sensor-inheating, ventilation, and air condidustry leader Micro Switch, adivitioning; industrial applications for
sion of Honeywell Inc. in
automated factory control; and
Freeport, Ill.
aerospace. That's not to mention
RAMPING UP. "We see adefinite
avariety of consumer applicaramp-up," says Joseph R. Mallon
tions ranging from appliances to
Jr., chief operating officer at
wristworn computers for scuba
NovaSensor, aFremont, Calif.,
diving and new classes of home
startup that is betting its future
gadgetry.
on micromachined silicon. The
The market watchers agree
company says it is already shipwith
the industry executives.
ping silicon sensors at arate of 6
Most forecasters expect gains for
In a tiny accelerometer, a silicon sensing element
million units annually and has casilicon micromachined devices for
is integrated with the driving electronics.
pacity in place to support producsensing avariety of parameters
tion of more than 200 million debeyond
pressure. For example, UKa
business
that
topped
6
million
units
vices per year. NovaSensor projects
based McIntosh Consultants Inc. sees
1989 revenues at $12.5 million, but ex- last year.
the world market for micromachined
Automotive silicon pressure sensors
pects to become a $100 million company
silicon sensors other than pressure sencurrently sell in the $10 range in volwithin the next five years.
sors growing from $21.3 million in 1987
ume,
while
blood-pressure
sensor
chips
The growing excitement over microto $204 million in 1990.
can be priced as low as $2to $4each.
machined silicon stems from avariety
The firm sees the biggest growth for
Both
types
are
rapidly
displacing
earliof factors. For one thing, besides its
er sensor solutions that were bulkier flow and acceleration sensors, which
well-known properties as an electrical
will each top $50 million by 1990, acmaterial, silicon is an almost perfect and typically three to four times more
cording to McIntosh. But the British
mechanical material for building sen- expensive. According to NovaSensor,
consultants also see growth elsewhere,
micromachined
silicon
devices
already
sors. Though brittle, silicon has an elasnotably in silicon devices for sensing
ticity greater than stainless steel's and account for about 60% of the total $600
temperature, force, and chemicals.
million
U.
S.
pressure
sensor
market,
alow mass equal to that of aluminum.
Another market watcher, Frost &
Unlike most metals, it can be repeated- with prospects for capturing more than
Sullivan Inc. in New York, concurs,
ly stressed without weakening or de- 80% by the mid-1990s.
projecting the U. S. market for all
But micromachined-silicon vendors
forming. Silicon is also piezoresistive,
types of semiconductor sensors groware
now
setting
their
sights
on
new
tarexhibiting alarge change in resistance
ing from $340 million in 1986 to $534
gets. " Pressure sensors are still the
when subjected to stress.
million in 1990. And that's above and
highest-volume business. But the two
These and other attributes make posfastest-growing segments are in accel- beyond micromachined mechanical
sible avariety of sensor types based on
tiny, three-dimensional moving me- erometers and in custom microstruc- parts such as miniature nozzles, chanture sensors," says James Knutti, pres- nel and flow restrictors, and valves, all
chanical structures that are literally
of which are also expected to see maident of IC Sensors in Milpitas, Calif.
sculpted in silicon by the micromachinKnutti is just one of the industry jor-league growth.
ist, to provide quick and accurate sensOther prognosticators vary widely in
players who believes that silicon acceling of realworld phenomena.
their
predictions and categorize the
erometers
could
be
the
next
big
comAnd because many of the processes
sensor and microactuator markets in
mercial volume runner for the fledgused for micromachining—such as
different ways. For its part, NovaSenling micromachining industry. "Accemasking, etching, and selective dopElectronics/July 1989
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sor projects that emerging markets for
silicon sensors and microstructures of
all types could amount to $3.6 billion
worldwide by the year 2000.
Micromachining traces its roots to
1954, when a Bell Laboratories research team discovered apiezoresistive
effect in silicon. But, says NovaSensor's Mallon, "the real basis for micromachining is at the universities—particularly Berkeley, Stanford, and Case
Western Reserve—and at places like
IBM Research in San Jose." It was at
laboratories such as these, he says,
that " awhole bunch of tools for machining of silicon first became available
in the late 19'70s."
Today's commercial silicon micromachined sensors are based on avariety
of mechanical structures. For example,
apiezoresistive silicon pressure sensor
typically relies on an ultrathin silicon
diaphragm or membrane that can vary
in advanced devices down to only 1.0 or
2.0 gm in thickness. Most commercially
available pressure sensors, however,
still rely on diaphragms typically
around 50-am thick, says Robert L.
Tucker, aproduct device engineer at
Motorola's Small Signal and Sensor Division in Phoenix.
The pressure sensor's diaphragm
typically spans acavity that is anisotropically etched from the back side of a
bulk silicon wafer. Strain-gage resistors are put down on the surface of the
membrane, often in a Wheatstone
bridge configuration, using techniques
such as diffusion, film deposition, or
ion implantation.
PREDICTABLE CHANGE. In operation,
when pressure is applied, the membrane flexes, and stress induced on the
resistors causes acorresponding and
predictable change in the sensor's output voltage. Capacitive silicon pressure
sensors can also be fabricated using
similar diaphragm structures that
serve as one capacitive plate. In this
scheme, the other plate is formed on a
solid mechanical platform such as
glass, which is bonded to the silicon to
make the sensor.
A variety of other mechanical structures are employed in other sensor device types. Piezoresistive accelerometers, for example, frequently rely on
tiny, diving-board-like bending beams
attached to aseismic mass that moves
under the influence of acceleration.
These devices are read from the output
of strain-sensitive resistors, which are
placed at points of maximum stress on
the beam. Still other micromachined
sensors take advantage of silicon's
high thermal conductivity for sensing
parameters like temperature, flow,
power, and thermal radiation.
For example, commercially available
mass air- flow sensors from Micro
56

A silicon piezoelectric pressure sensor relies on a diaphragm or membrane that
may be jute 1.0 or 2.0 um thick in more advanced devices.

Switch rely on atiny heater flanked by
two temperature-sensitive resistors, all
made with thin-film metal, all thermally isolated by deposited insulators, and
all suspended over a silicon trench.
Flow rates are read when agas moving
through the channel transfers heat to
the central element, causing temperature differences in the two resistors.
The resulting change in resistance between the two is directly proportional
to the flow.
Besides the innate suitability of silicon for many sensing tasks, silicon micromachining practitioners also have
another big element going for them:
they are riding the coattails of mainstream IC technology.
This brings with it the advantages of
available high-quality ultrapure starting materials, along with advanced processing, batch-manufacturing, and
packaging techniques—all of which
can be borrowed by the micromachinist. It means too that in high volume,
silicon sensor learning-curve yields and
cost reductions can mimic those seen
with electronic circuits. Compatibility
with IC materials and processes also
means that micromachined silicon sensors can be integrated on the same chip
with electronic support circuitry.
Based on some economic lessons
learned in the marketplace, however,
some silicon sensor makers are now
backing off on the once ballyhooed concept of the monolithic "smart sensor."
This device was to integrate vast
amounts of intelligence along with all
of the sensor suport circuitry on the
same die with the micromachined sensing element.
As Chapman at Micro Switch puts it,
"What we're trying to do is not make
such abig deal any more about wheth-

er or not the associated electronic circuitry is on the same piece of silicon
[with the sensor], but rather on whether it resides in the same package." Indeed, sensor makers say that in most
applications, it is still not economically
justifiable to integrate large amounts
of circuitry on-chip with asensor. "The
industry is still well away from putting
much smarts on the sensor chip for
most applications," agrees Mallon at
NovaSensor. "The products you can
buy today basically have the intelligence in the package."
"We do build smart parts for people,
but they're in adefinite minority," says
IC Sensors' Knutti. In most cases, it is
cheaper to house even simple support
circuitry for signal conditioning and
signal amplification on aseparate chip,
he says.
At Delco Electronics, engineers
reached asimilar conclusion when they
set out afew years ago to design a
next-generation silicon pressure sensor
to meet the needs of the European
automotive market.
"Like most people in this business,
we had been searching for the Holy
Grail," says Robert M. Burton, manager of sales and program management
at Delco, in Kokomo, Ind. "And to most
people, that means asingle-chip, all-silicon approach." But Delco determined
that "the technology step was too far
down the road for us to wait on," he
says. "What we were looking for was a
reduction in size and cost and some improvement in reliability. And a couple
of years ago we decided we could meet
most of those objectives by taking a
two-chip approach."
The result is the new two-chip, all-silicon automotive pressure sensor that
Delco is introducing this month. " It
ElectronIcs/July 1989

Clearpoint SNME-350
The Only Plug-in Alternative
for Your Sun 3/50
aft
Fag
CLEARPOINT

Warranteed for Life!
The Winning Solution ...

The Clearpoint Difference!

Check out the advantages of
Clearpoint's memory solution for the
Sun 3/50. Plug-in modules mean no
soldering, and that means acleaner,
easier installation. Expensive and
time-consuming installation delays
aren't acceptable solutions. Clearpoint
offers the user- installable SNME-350,
complete with installation guide,
optional toolset, and astep-by-step
instruction video. Or choose our
authorized depot or on-site installation
options. Flexibility, service, reliability you win with Clearpoint.

What separates Clearpoint from the rest
of the pack?
'Unconditional lifetime warranty on
every product
•24-hour repair/replacement guarantee
*Guaranteed customer satisfaction
through consultation and our 24-hour
technical support hotline.
'Superior, innovative add- in design

1-800-CLEARPT

for Your Sun 3/50.
Tired of waiting for hard disk accesses
under Sun's version 4.0 operating
system? Increase your 4MB system
memory with Clearpoint's SNME-350/
4MB or SNME-350/8MB. YOUF Sun
3/50 will rival 3/60 performance! Keep
pace with Sun software enhancements
while avoiding costly hardware
upgrades.

CLEARPOINT
CLEARPOINT RESEARCH CORP.
99 South Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748-2204
1-800-CLEARPT ( 508) 435-2000
Telex: 298281 CLEARPOINT UR
Clearpoint Europr BY. (31) 23-273744
Clearpoint Canaria (416) 620-7242
Clearpoint Aria (03) 221-9726

OTHER PRODUCTS FOR SUN
WORKSTATIONS
SNXRAM (
for Sun 3/12LX ): Fits up
to 28 MB in one slot. Using onemegabit DRAM technology,
SNXRAM gives you the highest
density plus increased reliability.
SNX2RAM (for Sun 3/2XX and
4/2XX): Up to 32 MB on one board. A
microprocessor-controlled "diagnostics
hotline" is included for local or
remote diagnostics.
SIMMs (for Sun 3/60, 4/110 and
3861): Available in 1MB SIMMs with
amegabit DRAM for parity checking,
in sets of 4or 16.
Call for the 1989
edition of the
"Designer's
Guide to Add- in
Memory," our
1989 Product
Catalog and the 30minute Clearpoint
video demonstrating
how Clearpoint
memory makes a
critical difference.
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The Analog ASIC Solution

All the pieces—from Raytheon, your development partner:
Raytheon's RLA Linear Array Family of user-configurable macrocell
arrays—and full design support.
(RLA 40, 80, 120, and 160)
Ill Configurable macrocells: 4, 8, 12
or 15 gain blocks that can be configured into avariety of analog functions to achieve your system's needs.

Software includes SPICE' model
data files that can run on PCs and
various workstations.
Application engineers provide personalized service and full support
from design conception through
product delivery. Take advantage
of Raytheon's extensive experience
in custom and semicustom products.

Analog ASICs need not be apuzzle.
Not with Raytheon's RLA Family.
And the support we provide with
more than 15 years' experience as a
supplier of high-volume commercial
custom and semicustom devices.
Call us for complete RLA program
information and details on the RLA
Macrocell Array Design Kit.

D Design support: Raytheon offers

acomprehensive design kit containing applications and design documentation, 200X plots, aprinted
circuit board, and 23 macrocell
kit parts.

D And more: Choose from awide

variety of packages including plastic
and ceramic DIPs, SOICs, PLCCs,
and LCCs in commercial, industrial
and military temperature ranges.

Raytheon Company
Semiconductor Division
350 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94039-7016
(415) 966-7716

Raytheon
Where quality starts with fundamentals.
SPICE developed by University of California
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semiconductor industry that allows the
bonding of two silicon wafers without
using intermediate adhesives and without the use of applied electric fields, as
in glass-to-silicon anodic bonding.
SILICON
"What this means is that we can preetch structures on both pieces of material, line the two pieces up, and end up
DIAPHRAGM
with cavities and structures that are
more or less encapsulated between the
BONDING
two pieces," says Knutti at IC Sensors.
PADS
Another new tool involves the use of
electrochemical etch stops. This techCONTACTS
nique provides for more precise etching of cavities and thin structures than
GLASS
is possible with older micromachining
methods, which rely on timing an etch.
Electrochemical etch stops have made
feasible the micromachining of silicon
diaphragms down to 1.0 or 2.0 gm in
When pressure is applied the membrane flexes, and stress induced on the resisthickness, compared with about 5.0 to
tors causes a corresponding change in the sensor's output voltage.
15 p.m in the past, according to NovaSensor's Mallon.
motive pressure sensor is "the indusperforms the same function as our
The combination of silicon fusion
high-volume pressure sensor today,"
try's first fully signal-conditioned
monolithic integrated solution," ac- bonding and electrochemical etch-stop
Burton says. "But that one is in abig
micromachining techniques is producheavy rugged package that is placed cording to Tucker at the Phoenix
ing arange of benefits, vendors say.
under the hood, on abulkhead or a Small-Signal and Sensor Division. The
wheel well." The new one, by contrast,
MPX4100 is scheduled for formal intro- These include improved structure com"is small enough that it will be mount- duction in late summer. Unlike the new plexity and higher-performance sensor
Delco pressure sensor, the Motorola ofproducts at continuously lower prices.
ed right inside the engine controller on
fering integrates all signal-condition"We get better precision, the dice are
acircuit that is not much bigger than
ing and amplification circuitry with the
smaller, and we get more of them per
an 18- or 20-pin dual-in-line package."
Compared with the 3-by-2-by-1-in. thickmicromachined sensor element itself.
wafer," Knutti says. Over the last
three years, the introduction of electrofilm hybrid assembly of the earlier de"Everything we've done says we can
make a one-chip [solution] cheaper chemical etch-stop techniques alone
sign, the new all-silicon sensor package
than atwo-chip," Tucker says.
has reduced processing costs at IC Senmeasures about 1by 1
2 by % in.
/
No matter how much or how little
sors by about 25%, he estimates.
Delco got to the smaller size not by
AT THE LABS. What's more, there are
integrating the electronics on the sen- electronic circuitry is integrated on the
further advances percolating at an
sor die, but through innovative packag- die, makers of micromachined silicon
ever quickening pace in anumber of
ing that does away with the hybrid.
sensors agree on one thing: prices are
university laboratories around the
"We have put some temperature com- coming down rapidly.
country. Researchers at the University
There is ahigh end, of course. Micropensation on the sensor chip," Burton
machined sensors sold by NovaSensor of California at Berkeley, the Massaallows. But signal-conditioning circuitchusetts Institute of Technology, and
ry for gain, offset, slope, and amplifica- can typically cost up to $ 100 each in
fully packaged configurations. Pricing the University of Wisconsin, for examtion is housed on acompanion silicon
ple, are working on so-called surface
chip, which is wire-bonded directly to a for high-performance sensor chips
micromachining techniques.
alone can range from $ 10 to $50. But
lead frame. The sensor chip itself is
many lower-performance sensors sold
This method uses acombination of
quartz-isolated and is mounted on an
structural and sacrificial materials that
into the consumer market go in volume
aluminum backplate.
can later be dissolved to build new
Compared with the $10 volume-quan- at prices "well below $1," according to
kinds of structures on top of a silicon
tity selling price for Delco's current hy- the company.
wafer. These techniques look promisbrid silicon pressure-sensor product,
The trend is evident even on the newly emerging silicon accelerometers. IC
ing for the fabrication of micromathe new two-chip silicon unit will be
priced initially about $7.50, adrop of Sensors, for example, is currently of- chined actuators and purely mechanifering accelerometer chips priced at $5 cal moving structures. They should
25%, says Burton. He expects the price
each in high volume. " We're moving also have applications in building highto be further reduced as manufacturdown the learning curve very, very rap- er-performance and lower-cost microing volume grows. The new unit will
machined sensors, the researchers say.
idly on accelerometers," Knutti says.
show up first in model year 1990 cars
Surface micromachining is so far
"We're finding atremendous number
from one or more European manufacused only sparsely in the commercial
of ways to keep reducing our cost and
turer. But the unit will catch on more
increasing our yields. Only acouple of sector. But at least one school, the Unislowly in the U. S., Burton predicts,
versity of Wisconsin, has already sold
where automakers are less inclined to years ago, a $5price tag would have
licenses to several unnamed commerbeen unheard of."
mount amanifold pressure sensor dicial vendors for an advanced high-volMost industry executives cite the
rectly in the engine controller.
Although Delco chose atwo-chip ap- emergence of new micromachining ume polysilicon pressure sensor built
using surface micromachining techproach, some automotive-sensor suppli- tools within the past two to three years
niques. Initial commercial parts based
as amajor factor enabling both lower
ers see benefits from integrating more
on the technology could be on the marprices and higher performance.
circuitry on the sensor die itself. One
ket within two to three years, says a
One such technique is silicon fusion
such supplier is Motorola. The compauniversity official.
bonding, amethod borrowed from the
ny's next-generation MPX4100 auto-

A PRESSURE SENSOR UP CLOSE
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Imaging
As U. S. businesses and government agencies
groan under an avalanche of paperwork,
electronic-imaging systems are offering solutions:
ways of converting documents into digitized form

A

growing mountain of paper is threatening
to bury the corporate world. Arrayed
against this threat are the tools of electronic imaging, poised to convert all these
paper documents to digitized images and
store them on magnetic and optical disks.
And at the foot of that paper mountain are a host of
companies in the burgeoning image-management industry, about to mine for gold.
Even a cursory look at statistics on the document glut boggles the mind. A
recent study by Big Eight accountancy Coopers & Lybrand for the Association
for Information and Image Management (AiIm), an industry group, found that
each day, U. S. companies produce 600 million pieces of computer printouts, 234
million photocopies, 76 million letters, and 21 million other paper documents; 45
sheets of file-folder contents are generated per office worker. Despite the
growing amount of data being kept on electronic and optical storage media, 95%
of the nation's information still resides on paper. And demand for paper as a
storage medium is still growing to the tune of 5% to 7% a year.
A basic burden is storing all these documents, in sizes
BY
ranging from credit slips and checks to E-size engineering
drawings. Beyond that lie the more complex problems of indexing, retrieving, distributing, and, if required, editing or
SAMUEL
changing these documents in atimely manner. Companies—
particularly in paper-intensive businesses like insurance or
WEBER
banking—are feeling the effects of clogged paper pipelines
Electronics/July 1989
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WHO USES ELECIIONIC IMAGING,
•

,

that slow throughput, reduce
make imaging part of alarger
productivity, and pile up huge
information-processing soluoverhead costs. All this is drivtion, rather than simply an
ing an explosion in the marketelectronic archiving tool used
SERVICE 4.4%
LEGAL 5.3%
place for electronic imaging
to replace paper storage."
equipment: this market will be
MEDICAL 3.0%
Although electronic image
ENGINEERING 6.4%
worth $2billion to $12 billion a
processing relies on many proyear by the mid- 1990s, comprietary products, much of its
TRANSPORTATION
MANUFACTURING 6.4%
pared with about $500 million a
hardware was developed in
2.7%
year in 1989.
other contexts. Scanners, for
10.4%
Although market figures
example, evolved from facsimiINSURANCE
UTILITIES 1.6%
vary, governments and the mille equipment; high-resolution
PROCESSING
itary are easily the biggest cusmonitors originally served
OTHER
tomers, according to Datawork stations, optical and mag5.8%
FINANCIAL
quest Inc., the San Jose, Calif.,
netic storage devices, networkSERVICES
GOVERNMENT
market research firm, which
ing, and laser printers. In other
183% ( FEDERAL, STATE,
pegs the world market at $2.16
words, imaging isn't atechnolLOCAL, AND
billion by 1993. Next in line are
ogy-driven market—it's an apMILITARY)
financial services and insurplication. The real key to suc35.5%
ance processing.
cess is developing an architecThe startling growth numture that permits easy customibers have attracted acrowd of
zation and adherence to open
competitors. At least 45 compastandards, as well as software
SOURCE, DATAQUEST IN
nies in the U. S. alone are now
that ties all these disparate eleparticipating in the electronic
ments together. The emerimage-management systems
gence of open-system stanmarket, Dataquest says. Once the pur- guage, but very few Japanese systems
dards is making that easier.
view of ahandful of companies producing are exported.
A basic image-based document-manstand-alone image-processing systems—
"We're moving to broad acceptance,
agement system consists of ascanner
including Eastman Kodak and some rela- but we're not there yet," says Dave Lidand acontrolling computer. The scanner
tively small specialist firms like FileNet dell, IBM Corp.'s marketing manager for
converts the document page into digital
and Plexus—the potential is so huge and
imaging in White Plains, N. Y. One major
form; the computer controls the periphercustomer interest so great that the big,
impetus in that direction will be the Deals, provides an indexing function to pertraditional systems houses are getting
fense Department's CALS, for Computermit retrieval of input documents, and
into the game. Among them: Digital
aided Acquisition and Logistics Support,
compresses and decompresses the digital
Equipment, IBM, Unisys, and Wang.
aimed at converting all paper documentadata or bit map representing the convert"The big guys have all discovered
tion associated with weapons and aeroed image. Such compression is required
there's alot of interest," says Pamela
space procurement into electronic form
because an 81
/
rby-11-in. document page,
Stone Bliss, who follows the industry for [Electronics, April 1989, p. 46].
scanned at aresolution of 300 dots/in.,
Dataquest. "The customers are becoming
Many industry players see image proconsumes a megabyte of a data file.
more and more familiar with imaging,
cessing not as astand-alone function but Without compression, the memory remainly through the rise of scanning and
destined to be merged with conventional
quirements would be prohibitive.
fax technology, and with the concept of a data processing, amarriage that would
Once digitized and indexed, the docudocument being more than just ASCII
yield total control over information flow
ment can be processed further, or called
text, but containing words and pictures
in acorporate or government office enviup on amonitor and viewed, passed on to
and numbers and drawings." The major
ronment. As Harry C. Andrews, vice
other work stations over anetwork for
players, she says, have " all introduced
president of 3M Information Systems
further editing or processing, or stored
compound document architectures.
Group in St. Paul, Minn., pointed out at for later retrieval. And at any point,
They're going to be stepping on the toes
the AIIM show in San Francisco last copies can be made on alaser printer or
of the FileNets."
month, there has been asplit between the
high-speed plotter.
The rise of the IBM PC as an imaging document and the alphanumeric data it
The simplest setups are single-user
platform is another important market contains. " On the one hand," he says,
document-storage and -retrieval systems.
trend, says Bliss. "These are low-volume,
"data-processing people argue that the
Larger systems can be enhanced for dissmall-scale systems being used for archi- value of any document is derived from
tributed multiuser operation, controlled
val storing and viewing of documents.
the information it contains. If this inforby ahost mainframe or minicomputer.
These systems are selling well, and Iexmation could be stored as alphanumeric The larger systems combine magnetic
pect that they will drive imaging from the
data, it could be accessed more quickly,
memory for temporary storage of digidesktop up, in much the same way that manipulated in hundreds of useful ways,
tized images and optical multiple-disk
we saw electronic publishing rise from
and transmitted quickly and easily to redrives in "jukeboxes" for more permathe desktop."
mote locations." On the other hand, Annent, large-capacity storage.
Happily supplying the imaging demand
drews says, document images contain
Dataquest's Bliss sees athree-part
are companies that produce scanners, opmore than alphanumeric data: they also
market for electronic imaging: high-,
tical-disk drives, software, and peripher- have photos, graphics, and signatures.
mid-, and low-volume systems. High-volals such as monitors, printers, and plotThe advent of electronic imaging promume systems, based on mainframes, are
ters. The Japanese have been in the imagises to overcome this dichotomy. "As imhighly customized and transaction-orienting business for along time as alogical
age-management applications are reed. They serve from 10 to 100 users, store
outgrowth of their pictorially written Ianfined," says Dataquest's Bliss, " it will
more than 1million pages on line, read
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from and write to 12-in, optical disks, and
access them through jukeboxes. Prices
range from $300,000 to several million
dollars. Some of the major players here
are FileNet, Integrated Automation,
Plexus, and Wang.
Mid-volume systems, which usually
serve corporate departments, are based
on 32-bit work stations or 386-based PC
servers. They handle from 20,000 to 1million pages of on-line storage with up to 10
users, and storage is on 5.25-in. or 12-in.
optical disks. Prices range from $100,000
to $300,000. Competing here are MicroDynamics, Eastman Kodak, FileNet,
ViewStar, Wang, and newcomer Imix.
At the low end, systems are generally
for one or two users and based on high-performance work stations or 286/386 PCs.
They have from 20,000 to 50,000 pages
stored on line, using either 5.25-in. optical
disks or magnetic media. Prices range
from $35,000 to $100,000. Besides LaserData and Summit Software, vendors include Bell & Howell, Eastman Kodak, Imnet, and Tab Products.
Among the imaging pioneers is FileNet
Corp. of Costa Mesa, Calif., which now has
almost aquarter of the U. S. high-volume
market, according to Dataquest. FileNet
systems are based on adistributed clientserver architecture using the Unix operating system and multiple windows. At the
low end, the Series 1000 consists of two
low-cost, 5.25-in, optical-disk systems: the
single-server 1100 and the 1500, which has
multiple servers to handle scanning, storage, retrieval, and printing.
At the midrange is the Series 3000. The

The market is
huge and the
competition heated
as the big systems
houses take aim at
the specialty firms
that founded the
imaging industry
3100 system has centralized image-management servers cabled to adocument
scanner, printer, and image terminal. Users can also attach multiple optical-disk
units, each containing one or two opticaldisk drives, or optical storage and retrieval
(OSAR) libraries containing up to 288 optical disks. The 3100 accommodates up to
four cluster work stations, each with up to
four image displays for atotal of 16 users.
At the high end, the 3500 system is designed for high-volume, paper-intensive
customers that scan tens of thousands of
documents per day and maintain very
large archives. Each function—document
entry, printing, and so forth—has its own
server. With the addition of networked
work stations and PCs, the 3500 system
can handle more than 1,000 users. Besides its own work station, FileNet sup-

ports the IBM PC AT and compatibles, the
PS/2, Sun Microsystems' work stations
running Sun OS, and DEC VAX work stations and systems.
Robert L. Castle, FileNet's marketing
vice president, says the company isn't
perturbed by the entry of the big systems
houses into the imaging market. "An important difference between us and those
vendors is that we built our system from
the bottom up," he says. "We didn't have
to cobble together different pieces that
weren't really designed to address this
problem, and try to force the use of images into our system." The result, he
says, is that " we have amuch bettertuned system and amuch more complete
set of software."
Castle's confidence comes in the face of
amajor market thrust by players like
DEC, IBM, Unisys, and Wang. Wang has
already established asolid installed base
in FileNets high- and mid-volume playing
field. For its part, IBM ayear ago introduced ImagePlus, adocument-management system aimed at high-volume users.
Like other large-system vendors, IBM
doesn't intend to sell image processing as
astand-alone function. "We're approaching the market as an integrator providing
complete solutions—not as acomponent
supplier," says Liddell. "We'll use thirdparty vendors and components from other manufacturers," and even form business partnerships to develop imaging applications in the more complex fields.
IBM's ImagePlus is available for two
different system environments. One, for
large enterprises and high-volume opera-
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tions, is ImagePlus System MVS/ESA for
IBM's ESA/370 processors, which power
the 3090 and 4381 mainframes; the system can support hundreds to thousands
of work stations. The other is ImagePlus
System AS/400 for midsize businesses or
large departments depending on the AS/
400 and System/36 midrange processors.
Pilot systems are installed at about 10
beta sites. Prices range from $200,000 to
$15 million.
Meanwhile, Wang Laboratories Inc. of
Lowell, Mass., one of the first data-processing system vendors to offer imaging capability, has established abeachhead in the
midrange and high-end markets with its
proprietary VS-based Wang Integrated
Imaging System, which was introduced
just over two years ago. Dataquest pegs
Wang's share of the U. S. midrange installed base at 10.6% and the high-end,
12.9%.
WIIS can be integrated with other Wang
applications such as E-mail, Wang Office,
and Wang's PACE relational data base.
The company recently announced that the
WIIS applications library has doubled to 62
imaging software applications, most developed through third parties. While WIIS is
widely perceived as aproprietary system
that must run on Wang processors, the
company points out that it can be linked to
other vendors' systems.
Digital Equipment Corp. is arelative
newcomer in the imaging field, having
announced VAXimage earlier this year.
Its Digital Image System Architecture allows imaging to be integrated with current applications running on VAX proces-

duced the second-generation components
of the LaserView family. These include
the high-performance C,orVette ScanStation, CorVette ViewStation, and Add+Image, asoftware utility that adds imaging to standard EGA-, VGA-, and Hercules-compatible PCs. ViewStation displays
images in less than half asecond—four
times faster than LaserView.
The PC-based segment is providing a
growing opportunity for manufacturers
of components and board-level products.
A specialist in IBM PC-compatible board
products for image management is KoFax Image Products of Irvine, Calif. The
company's line includes compressor/decompressor boards, adocument processor that combines scanner and printer interfaces with compression/decompression, agraphics-display adapter tailored
to high-resolution display monitors, and a
document-display adapter that eases document retrieval from ashared data base.
Recognition Equipment Inc. of Dallas,
aleader in scanning technology, is parlaying that skill into afull-fledged entry into
the document-management arena. Recognition introduced two new high-performance systems at the AIIM show. System
1000 is ahigh-volume, image-capture and
management system for large financial
organizations that operates in an IBM
MVS environment and can provide avariety of scanning options. To be built by
Recognition and FileNet, the System 100
is Unix- and PC-based and aimed at timecritical documents such as insurance
claims, charge-card applications, and
transportation waybills.

sors. And Unisys Corp. has no products
yet—only an announced intention to
move into imaging with an integration
strategy similar to IBM's.
At the low end of the imaging hierarchy, competition is crowded and keen.
Primarily PC-based single-user or
networked systems, much of this relatively low-cost segment is aimed at
straightforward archiving and retrieval
functions. But these systems, too, can be
customized for particular applications.
LaserData Inc. of Tyngsboro, Mass.,
was one of the first companies to reach
the market with aPC-based document image-management system. Dataquest estimates that LaserData is the leader in the
low-volume arena, with amarket share of
17.4%. The firm also may have as much as
41.7% of the market in networked PCs
and 28% of the stand-alone installations.
The company's LaserView work-station
line is sold primarily through value-added
resellers. LaserData designs and manufactures the controller boards for its systems, which integrate avariety of monitors, scanners, printers, write-once-readmany (WORM) optical-disk drives, and
jukeboxes. A stand-alone system for
small single-user applications sells for
about $50,000; atypical network configuration—one scanner and three retrieval
stations—sells for about $150,000.
The networked configuration can be
connected with DEC VAX/VMS minicomputers or IBM mainframes over HostLink, LaserData's document image-management networking software. At the
AIIM show last month, LaserData intro-
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.7 ns FCT-C Logic from IDT
World's first logic < 4ns
We set the standard three years
ago with our FCT-A logic family.
Tbday we are announcing aspeed
breakthrough and setting anew
standard with our FCT-C logic
family which is up to 30% faster
than KT-A logic. By using FCT-C
logic, 33MHz high-performance
microprocessor systems can realize
a10% increase in timing margin
safety factors.

The need for speed
You need the fastest TTL logic to
optimize system performance and
lower system cost. Our FCT-C
buffers and transceivers operate at
3.7ns, eliminating speed bottlenecks
to achieve significantly higher
system performance. FCT-C is the
best TTL solution for 25MHz and
33M5Hz RISC- and CISC-based
systems.

Good, better, best — IDT
has the fastest logic
Our CMOS products have
established IDT as the industry's
speed leader, and today we have the
fastest TTL logic you can buy. Our
FCT family matched FASTrm
specifications; the FCT-A family was
40% faster. Now our FCT-C family is
over 55% faster than the best bipolar
devices!
FCT-C devices offer 64mA output
drive for heavy capacitive loading
and better signal quality. And all the
benefits of low CMOS power levels,
at less than one-third the dynamic
power consumption of equivalent
bipolar logic.
Ferc devices are pin and
function compatible with other
high-performance TTL logic
products, but offer superior
performance levels not found
elsewhere.

You can count on us
We'd like to tell you more about
how you can use FCT-C Tn.. logic to
improve your system speed. Call
(408) 492-8550 today for more
information on FCT-C logic. Or call
(4081492-8225 for your copy of the
FCT data sheets and the 1989 IDT
Data Book Supplement with details
about our current line of CMOS
products.
IDT offers afull range of other
high-performance building blocks
including RISC processors, SRAMs,
multi-port and FIFO memories,
standard and complex logic, and
RISC subsystems and modules.
IDT, P.O. Box 58015, 3236 Scott
Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95052-8015,
FAX 408-492-8674.
When cost-effective performance counts

Immediate availability
You don't have wait to break the
speed barrier. The FCT-C family of
TTL logic is available today in
high-density SOIC packages for
improved packaging density. Plastic
and hermetic DIP, LCC, and
Cerpack packages will be available
in late 1989.
FAST Is atrademark of Nancnal Semlconductor Corporation.
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ust as it's getting firmly entrenched as an industry standard, IBM Corp.'s Video Graphics Array personal computer graphics technology is already becoming
passé. Manufacturers and users
alike are eager to push displays past
VGA in terms of resolution and number of available colors. The higherperformance technology is here, in
the form of graphics boards and
monitors that go way beyond VGA's
resolution of 640 by 480 pixels and
16-color simultaneous display. But
up until now, each piece of hardware
has had adifferent software interface, necessitating special drivers
for every board.
Out of this hodgepodge, several
efforts are under way to standardize
personal computer graphics beyond
VGA, with four main alternatives
emerging. Since VGA is quite adequate for many applications and is
not about be replaced, these higherperformance alternatives will complement VGA and coexist with it.

NG

One approach moves alittle beyond VGA by adding extended-resolution modes to VGA-type video controllers. A brand-new organization—
the Video Electronics Standards Association—was formally established
in April by anumber of PC-graphics
hardware and software vendors to
set standards in this arena. A second
route is to make IBM's advanced
8514/A graphics-processor-based
system an industry standard. Several independent chip and board vendors are going down this track.
Rapidly emerging as athird highperformance contender is Texas Instruments Inc.'s graphics architecture interface specification for its
extremely popular TMS340 graphicssystem processor family. TI's specification, the TIGA-340 interface, is
gaining widespread support among
graphics-board, PC-system, and software manufacturers.
A fourth alternative is to standardize an interface for one of the
many graphics processors now on
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The Genoa Systems Corp. highresolution 6400 graphics board
displays many windows.

from its superior performance on
both text and graphics—and also because it represented astandard in an
arena that sorely needed one. All
three components of agraphics subsystem are compatible in VGA—controllers, monitors, and software. If
VGA's 16 colors and 640-by-480-pixel
resolution are acceptable—and for
many applications, they are—then
life is easy for users. They can buy
standard hardware and select from a
wide variety of applications that
work with it.
However, there are quite afew applications, such as computer-aided
design, high-end presentation graphics, desktop publishing, and computer art, that will be improved by higher resolution and more colors. Here
the user does not have aclear choice.
If his needs revolve around one ma-

group is quickly gaining the support
of amajor segment of the PC-graphics industry: its 25 members represent agood cross-section of chip,
board, system, and software players. Along with its Super VGA effort, VESA has also formed asubcommittee on 8514/A.
The details of the VESA VGA
BIOS Extension have been published, and VESA members are starting to use the standard. It will allow
software developers to write one
driver for all Super VGA cards that
conform to the standard. The VESA
group plans similar standards for
modes supporting other resolutions
and color depths. Two such modes—
for 640-by-480-pixel resolution with
256 colors and for 800-by-600-pixel
resolution with 256 colors—have
been proposed so far.
A couple of companies have jumped
on the VESA bandwagon right away
by introducing products. On the
graphics-board side, the first was

BEYOND VGA
jor application—CAD, for example—
the market, such as Hitachi's
he can select a popular program
ACRTC 63484, National Semiconducsuch as AutoCAD or VersaCAD and
tor's DP8500 Raster Graphics Profind many high-resolution controlcessor, or NEC's graphics proceslers and monitors that these packsors. There are no big independent
ages support. But if he plans to run
standards activities under way
a variety of applications, he will
around these architectures, although National has announced a have to stitch together his own solution—or wait until the industry setjoint effort with Graphic Software
tles on astandard (or two).
Systems of Beaverton, Ore., to stanOne of the main thrusts in standardize on the Direct Graphics Interdardizing higher- resolution PC
face Standard (DGIS).
graphics is in extending the modes
In one way or another, all this acof VGA. The initial members of the
tivity piggybacks on IBM's own efnew VESA organization are starting
forts, which date back to April 1987,
the ball rolling by agreeing on a
when Big Blue introduced enhanced
standard BIOS interface for what
graphics as an integral part of its
they are calling a " Super VGA"
Personal System/2 line of PCs. This
mode boasting resolution of 800 by
was VGA, and it quickly became ade
600 pixels and 16 colors. "This was
facto industry standard. IBM also inan easy one," says Greg Reznick,
troduced VGA capability on an
vice president of systems marketing
adapter card for its older PC XT and
at Headland Technology Inc. in FreAT machines, and the rest of the inmont, Calif., and the newly appointdustry soon followed suit with builted chairman of VESA. "We were all
in VGA-compatible graphics and
able to agree quickly on standardizVGA board products.
ing this mode." The fledgling VESA
VGA's quick rise to the top came
Electronics/July 1989

Another example of PC graphics beyond VGA
is Nth Graphics Inc.'s three-dimensional
engine, which can render computer- aided
design images in seconds.
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Headland Technology, formerly known as
Video 7, which announced support of the
VESA BIOS interface for the initial version
of the Super VGA mode. Headland's entire
line of VEGA VGA, FastWrite VGA, and
V-RAM VGA products will support the
VESA standard when upgraded with anew
BIOS electrically programmable read-only
memory. In reducing the software development effort by letting programmers write
one driver for all VESA-compatible boards,
Headland and other vendors hope to up the
number of applications that use 800-by-600pixel resolution.
Another Super VGA player is Genoa
Systems Corp., which unveiled at the
Spring Comdex show in Chicago last
April an application-specific integrated
circuit that will provide high-resolution
graphics across all PC operating environments. Called the GVGA, the chip offers
both noninterlaced and interlaced monitor support at resolutions up to 1,024 by
768 pixels for computers running MSDOS, OS/2, Unix, and Xenix. The San
Jose, Calif., company says the chip conforms to the VESA standard.
Meanwhile, IBM itself has been trying
to push beyond VGA. At the same time
that VGA made its debut, IBM also took
the wraps off its 8514 monitor and the
companion 8514/A graphics-processorbased controller for higher graphics performance on PS/2 systems. The 8514/A,
as the whole subsystem is usually called,
offers 1,024-by-768-pixel resolution with
16 colors. The 8514/A adapter card for
PS/2 systems contains two proprietary
IBM chips that form the heart of apowerful graphics coprocessor. IBM has yet to
release any technical details on this duo.
But far from garnering the status of a
de facto industry standard, 8514/A has
not caught on in abig way. The main reasons for this seem to be the lack of published specifications for the register set,
the performance loss that occurs when
using the IBM-supplied software interface, and the flicker in the interlaced display. Also, anumber of key functions, especially those involved with text handling, are missing.
IBM chose not to publish the hardwareregister specifications in an attempt to
encourage software developers to use the
Adapter Interface, an application programming interface Big Blue supplies. If
everyone followed this procedure, it
would leave IBM some flexibility to
change the 8514/A while keeping the interface consistent. However, to get maximum performance from 8514/A, some
software developers have bypassed the
application interface altogether and addressed the hardware registers directly.
Microsoft Corp. did this with Windows
and the Presentation Manager.
Electronlcs/July 1989

One major thrust
is to extend the
modes of VGA;
VESA's choice is
'Super VGA,' with
800-by-600-pixel
resolution
But now, enter acouple of independent
hardware vendors that are willing to
champion 8514/A and push it as astandard: Headland and Western Digital Imaging of Mountain View, Calif. The VESA
organization, too, is contemplating supporting 8514/A as another standard.
Western Digital, astrategic business
unit of Western Digital Corp., has released a specification for an 8514/Aequivalent chip set. The so-called PWGA1spec contains the first public release of
the 8514/A register information, critical

data for ensuring hardware and software
compatibility if 8514/A is to become a
standard. The company figured out the
specs during its reverse engineering of
the 8514/A controller and decided to
share them as away of making 8514/A a
standard in much the same way that VGA
is. If everyone making an 8514/A product
uses the register specs, all the products
will be compatible. And as the PC industry has so amply demonstrated, compatibility sells more products.
Western Digital's motivation, of
course, is not adesire to enrich IBM. By
announcing specifications for achip set,
the firm is showing its intention to offer
8514/A circuits and boards of its own.
Headland Technology will also be offering an 8514/A chip set.
But 8514/A has some competition in
the 1,024-by-786-resolution league. For
example, Metheus Corp. of Beaverton offers afamily of VGA graphics controllers, the models 1104, 1124, and 1128, that
provide aresolution of 1,024 by 768 pixels
with 16 to 256 colors. And Miro Datensysteme GmbH of Braunsweig, West Germany, offers PC/AT and PS/2 boards at the
same level—the MiroGraph 511 VGA and
MiroGraph 515 VGA, respectively.
In the midst of all this activity, Compaq
Computer Corp. has come out with its
own 1,024-by-768 Advanced Graphics System—the 1,024 graphics board and amonitor to go with it. As it is wont to do, the
Houston PC company went beyond IBM's

At the high end of the resolution scale is the Lundy 1612 Personal Graphics
Workstation, which offers 1,600 by 1,200 pixels with 16 colors. It's based on the
Texas Instruments 34010 processor.
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trox Electronic Systems of
high-resolution offering, supDorral, Quebec, Canada, and
plying 256 colors rather than
the MiroGraph 530 and 534
16. The Compaq 1,024 board
VGA boards from Miro Datenuses the TI 34010 graphics
Number of Colors
Graphics Type
Resolution
systeme. The West German
processor, which is the object
boards use Hitachi Ltd.'s
16
of astandardization effort of
640 X 480
IBM VGA
ACRTC 63484 processor.
its own. The processor, which
256
640 X 480
Enhanced VGA
Even in the heady resoluTI brought to market two
16
800
X
600
VESA
tion realm beyond 1,280 by
years ago, is now the chip
256
800 X 600
Further enhanced VGA
1,024 there are afew products
most used for high-perfor16
IBM 8514 ,A
1,024 X 786
for PCs. For example, Lundy
mance PC graphics—the Dal256
1,024 X 786
Unnamed
Electronics of Glen Head,
las-based company lists 51 PC
N. Y., offers both a1,600-byadd-in graphics boards using
1,200 color monitor and a 386-based
faster DGIS for the Texas Instruments
the 34010. And TI has just launched an
graphics work station with agraphics
all-out effort to make the 340 family an TMS340 architecture.
controller powered by aTMS 34010. AnAll the standardization efforts for
industry standard.
other player is Aura System Inc. of CarlsLast April at the National Computer high-resolution PC graphics fall in the
bad, Calif., with graphics controllers for
range of resolution between VGA at the
Graphics Association show in Philadel1,664-by-1,280-pixel resolution and up to
low end and 1,024 by 768 pixels at the top.
phia, TI announced the completion and
256
colors. The products are based on the
But
1,024
by
768
is
not
where
graphics
publication of its TIGA-340 (Texas Instruresolution stops. Engineering and graph- TMS 34010 at 40, 50, and 60 MHz.
ments Graphics Architecture) interface
Topping off the resolution climb are
ics work stations have been offering resospecification. Among the 28 supporters
that TI says intend to provide compatible lutions of 1,024 or even 1,280 by 1,024 for ultrahigh-resolution gray-scale monochrome monitors aimed primarily at pubmany years now. A few boards and monihardware and software products are
lishing applications. MegaScan Technolosome industry heavyweights, including tors boasting these resolutions have been
gy Inc. of Gibsonia, Pa., makes a200-dot/
available for PCs, too. And some graphics
Compaq, Hewlett-Packard, Intergraph,
in. monitor subsystem with 8bits of gray
subsystems beyond 1,280 by 1,024 are
Microsoft, and Number Nine Computer.
scale and 2,560-by-2,048-pixel resolution.
As for the 340 hardware itself, TI con- showing up as well.
There is, for example, aboard-and- And Flanders Research Inc. in Flanders,
tinues to enhance it. Early this year it
N. J., supplies the Exact-8000M series of
monitor product offering 1,280-by-1,024
started offering a60-MHz version, and
two monitors reaching for the resolution
resolution and four shades of gray from
now comes an upgrade, the 34020, which
Relisys of Milpitas, Calif. The company, a sky at 3,300 by 2,560 pixels. But one-upthe company says boasts 20 times the perping them all is MegaScan's UHR-3000, a
formance of the workhorse 34010. Sam- wholly owned subsidiary of Taiwan's
1-bit monochrome monitor with resoluples of the 34020 became available in TECO Electric & Machinery Co., unveiled
tion of 4,096 by 3,300 pixels.
the product at Spring Comdex. It uses an
April, and production will begin in the
It is unlikely that very many PCs will
ASIC produced by Gemini Technology
second half of this year.
need adisplay with this much resolution.
Inc. of Richmond, B. C., Canada. Also ofThe first products using the 60-MHz
However, there are applications in page
fering 1,280-by- 1,024-resolution color
34010 were introduced by Number Nine
graphics is the TIGA-based TI-1210 board display, medical imaging, some CAD
Computer Corp. at the NCGA. Two of the
work, and military imaging that justify
Cambridge, Mass., company's Pepper from IMAgraph of Woburn, Mass., the
this level of display quality.
E
PG-1281 and PG2-1281 boards from Mafamily of graphics boards use the soupedup processor, azero-wait-state machine.
These Pepper Pro1024 boards for the
IBM Micro Channel Architecture and the
industry-standard bus offer 1,024-by-768
resolution with 256 colors.
The multitude of other graphics chips
and processors that can be used to provide resolutions beyond VGA are taking a
back seat in the standardization movement. National Semiconductor Corp.'s
DP8500 Raster Graphics Processor and
Genoa's GVGA Super VGA ASIC at its
highest levels of resolution are just two
examples out of many—no major standardization efforts appear to be under
way for any of them.
However, National, based in Santa
Clara, Calif., is working with Graphic
Software Systems to provide astandard
graphics protocol for the DP8500 that
uses DGIS, which is National's choice for
astandard DOS graphics interface. This
firmware will make the DP8500 compatible with more than 600 DGIS software
The Matrox PG2-1281 board for PS/2 systems delivers the resolution necessary
packages. On another front, Graphic
Software Systems recently announced a for displaying detailed information such as that seen on this radar image.

PUSHING BEYOND VGA
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Born yesterday, and already
talking 20 megabytes asecond.
The new SV Series IPI-2 VME disk
controllers from Xylogics. . . aprodigy
of data rate performance.
Xylogics announces the SV7800 and SV6800 singleboard disk controllers for VMEbus systems that will
more than triple the disk data transfer rate currently
available. With internal data paths up to 80 MB/sec,
the SV Series controllers can sustain adata rate
across the VMEbus of more than 35 MB/sec. This
more than doubles the rates of current controller
solutions. And our SV Series features anew
"Universal Bus Silicon" architecture that sets the
stage for future generations of controllers.
Addressing acritical market need for faster, higher
capacity disk storage at an affordable price, the
SV7800 and SV6800 IPI-2 controllers are the new
standard for data- intensive applications such as
supercomputing, real-time data acquisition, graphics,
Circle 18

imaging and electronic publishing. And RISC users
will find the SV Series eliminates major disk I/O
bottlenecks.
For acomplete list of features and specifications
on the newest, most remarkable members of the
Xylogics family, the SV7800 and SV6800 controllers,
call or write today.

rnXygici
Your Partner For Performance
Corporate Headquarters:
Xylogics, Inc.
53 Third Avenue
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 272-8140

International Subsidiary:
Xylogics International Ltd.
2A Cofferidge Close
Stony Stratford
Milton Keynes MK11 1BY
United Kingdom
(908) 569444
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LIGHTS,

CAMERA,

COMPUTE!
Get ready for
multimedia
PCs, with
high-fidelity

T

audio and

he stage is being set for audiovisual com1il

puting. When the curtain rises in the
990s, the multimedia show will be run-

full-motion

ning on personal computers with inter-

color video

faces enriched and enlivened by high-fidelity audio and full-motion color video.
IBM Corp. and Apple Computer Inc. have
already let it be known that they crave
starring roles. Microsoft Corp. showed its
faith in the technology's potential last
month by forming a separate Multimedia
Division. But dozens of lesser names are
auditioning too, such companies as Comsell, Digital FIX, MacroMind, and Owl.
If the future is up for grabs, there's
plenty of action right now in business and
government organizations eager to try
out the nascent technologies. PC-based in-

A Digital FIX work station lets artists do special effects
formerly possible only in video postproduction studios.
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teractive video is proving itself an effective teacher in training applications. SevElectronics / July 1989
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eral software companies have fielded
packages for the Apple Macintosh and
the IBM family of PCs that weave audio,
graphics, and video into flashy desktop
presentations for sales or in-house corporate meetings. At the very high end, PCbased systems are penetrating video
postproduction studios, where special effects and graphics are merged with video
shot on location.
The leading multimedia platforms for
interactive training are IBM's PC and
Personal System/2, with more than
50,000 in use, according to Multi-Media
Computing and Presentations, aSanta
Clara, Calif., newsletter. Training stations include the PC, an IBM InfoWindows touch screen and software, and an
analog videodisc player.
VALUE ADDED. In training applications,
custom software is the value-added ingredient. For example, Comsell Inc. of Atlanta has an interactive-video product line
that helps users learn the fundamentals
of PCs and applications programs such
as Lotus 1,2,3, says Glenn Crews, director of marketing and product development. Its ToggleWare software "returns
the user directly to Lotus 1,2,3 after he
learns aspecific skill, such as gritting a
macro," he says. Toggling back and forth
in this way gives students hands-on experience that reinforces the lesson.
Comsell, which also markets interactive training products for law enforcement and the financial industry, scored a
coup in May for its Financial Flashfax
courseware, which trains bank and security personnel. That's when the firm
signed on Nynex Computer Services as a
system integrator.
But Nynex's audio-video computing interests go beyond shrink-wrapped software, says Mark Maltz, marketing manager for Nynex's Video Information Services Unit in Pearl River, N. Y. Nynex's
strategy is to develop applications that
use the parent company's telecommunications network, he says. For the time being, that means retail point-of-sale terminals, information kiosks, and catalog
sales. Nynex has developed two IBM-PCbased platforms, one capable of linking
hundreds of kiosks over phone lines and
the other for stand-alone applications.
Nynex will install more than 200 information kiosks in Atlanta to help visitors
find their way around town. It also has
installed 14 kiosks for New York Telephone, where customers can pay bills and
have an interactive session concerning
products and services. In the market for
catalog sales terminals, Nynex has
signed on to build an interactive device
for Call Center Services Corp., the national leader in 800-number order fulfillment
for department stores, says Maltz.
Electronics / July 1989
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Pathology students at Cornell University use Owl International's Guide to master more than 40,000 facts with the aid of multimedia interactivity.

The enormous market potential for multiple media linked via phone service has not
been overlooked by IBM and Apple. Universal phone service that handles audio/
video updates will arrive in the mid-1990s,
in the form of the integrated services digital network. That falls in the same time slot
that IBM and Intel Corp.—which supplies
videocompression technology through its
Digital Video Interactive board set—have
set for interactive video in the home. "Intel
and IBM are trying to make DVI the [multimedia] standard early," says Nick Arnett,
editor of the Multi-Media Computing
newsletter. " If they succeed, they could
have astandard for video on ISDN."
Meanwhile, Apple has signed up First
Pacific Networks Inc. of Sunnyvale,
Calif., to supply its broadband local-area
network product transmitting video,
voice, and data in forms compatible with
most private branch exchanges. It will
use Macintoshes initially as the front end
for government command-and-control integration projects.
For the time being, IBM and Apple are
concentrating on short-range targets.
IBM will have little difficulty adapting Intel's DVI from its original PC AT platform to the PS/2 Micro Channel architecture, says Satish Gupta, manager of
IBM's Mixed Media Products Division in
White Plains, N. Y. The challenge, says
Gupta, lies in software development,
where radically different data bases—audio, video, and graphics—must be synchronized. IBM will bring aMicro Channel multimedia product line featuring
DVI data compression to market by the
first quarter of 1990, he says.
Most multimedia products running on
the Macintosh are the work of third-party

developers. One of the earliest is MacroMind Director, from San Francisco-based
MacroMind Inc. It synchronizes text,
graphics, and video with music and sound
effects. Aimed at corporate users, the
software started shipping in April.
Owl International Inc.'s Guide has similar capabilities, but does not interleave
audio with graphics and text. On the other hand, Owl offers versions that run on
IBM PCs as well as the Macintosh. Applications include education, on-line reference, and electronic publishing. Built
around Hypertext—amore comprehensive implementation than Hypercard—
the Bellevue, Wash., company's Guide
has been used to tutor pathology students at Cornell Medical School and tame
600,000 pages of technical documentation
for the F-16 Fighter.
Although low-end applications—audiovisual presentations, data retrieval, and
the like—dominate today's multimedia
product offerings, afew high-performance systems are also PC-AT-based. Occupying the top of the hill is avideo postproduction system from Digital FIX Inc.
that costs $129,000 but competes handily
with proprietary systems priced at $1million or more. The DF/X 200 replaces systems consisting of special-purpose boxes
developed for broadcast postproduction
studios, says Steve Mayer, chief executive officer of the Mountain View, Calif.,
company. The system integrates high-end
paint and video typography with realtime digital effects. And it's finding customers in nonbroadcast markets. Aerospace companies use it to combine video
with high-resolution graphics, says
Mayer, and interactive-video producers
have also expressed interest.
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Sizing Up
the Earth
in 200 B.C.
Eratosthenes believed the earth was round.
As director of the great library at Alexandria
in Egypt, he decided to go beyond abstract
argument and actually measure it to back
up the argument.
Knowing that the midsummer
noon sun shone straight down
avertical well in Syene far to the
south, he measured the slight
angle of the sun's shadow in Alexandria on the same
Eratosthenes
day. He figured the distance between
the two cities by how long it took acamel to
walk there. Then, with alittle simple geometry,
Eratosthenes came up with fairly accurate
figures for the earth's circumference and
radius. His pioneering measurement made
asignificant impact on history.

Communications Support for 2000 A.D.
Today, Anritsu's pioneering efforts in communications measurement are also paying
off. Anritsu has long been aleader in the
most sophisticated measuring methods, and
continues to reach new levels of accuracy.
The complex technologies behind modern
multiplex techniques, for example, demand
the highest degrees of precision. That's
why carriers and manufacturers alike turn
to Anritsu for the answers when it comes to
accurate measuring and test equipmfmt for
communications.
Anritsu continues the pioneering tradition
in measurement.
MP1601A

5GHz

Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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omewhere in the frozen Siberian tundra, a
nuclear missile blasts
off from its launching
pad and rockets into
the sky. Instantly, a3-ft-long
U. S. rocket orbiting the Earth
spots the superheated missile,
determines its speed and trajectory, takes aim, and launches after it. The tiny U. S. rocket blasts through space, first
tracking and then intercepting
and destroying the Soviet missile— long before any warheads are deployed. This is
Brilliant Pebbles, the cornerstone of the Strategic Defense
Initiative.
A soldier, sitting on arise

selves trying to incorporate
the arrays into weapons systems. Indeed, in addition to
Brilliant Pebbles and the
AAWS M, such high-profile
weapons as the Air Force's
Advanced Tactical Fighter
and the Army's LHX attack
helicopter and M-1 Tank will
all have focal-plane arrays on
board, as will arevamped version of the Navy's F-14.
"We're beginning to see
dramatic increases in the programs that are interested in
focal-plane arrays," says one
Defense Department source.
As aresult, demand for arrays in the 1990s could total
300,000 units or more, present-

FOCAL-PLANE ARAYS
These tiny, highly sensitive infrared
detectors are the objects
of a massive development effort
by government and industry. They
hold great promise—but difficulties
with materials have made for
manufacturing headaches and
sky-high prices

76

near enemy lines on adark
ing afinancial bonanza worth
winter night, peers through a at least $6billion, and probamissile sight and spies an enebly much more.
my tank several miles away.
But although several comLining up the tank with the
panies, including Hughes Aircross hairs in the sight, he
craft, Rockwell International,
locks on the target, pulls a and Texas Instruments, can
trigger, and launches amisproduce focal-plane arrays,
sile that is guided by its own
output is limited, yields pitiful,
infrared detector to destroy
and prices out of this world. A
the tank. This is the Advanced
single 128-by- 128 array—
Anti-Armor Weapons System
which has 16,384 detectors in(Medium).
tegrated on asingle chip—can
What both weapons have in
cost upward of $60,000. That's
common is atiny infrared fofar too much for any tactical
cal-plane array, ahighly sensiapplication. "There's still alot
tive imaging system that proof witchcraft in detectors,"
vides detailed pictures at
says a branch chief at the
night, in heavy smoke, or
Strategic Defense Command.
through clouds from orbit. DiSo defense electronics comrect descendants of the nightpanies and the Pentagon are
vision systems developed in
sinking millions into aseries
the late 1960s and '70s, focalof efforts aimed at slashing
plane arrays offer wider fields
those costs to $2,000 or less.
of view, increased sensitivity,
For example, Texas Instruand improved resolution over
ments Inc. has already investtheir predecessors—all in a ed $35 million in capital and famuch
smaller
package.
cilities for manufacturing foWhat's more, the arrays are
cal-plane arrays, says Jesse C.
based on a passive sensing
Wilson, vice president of TI's
technology: unlike radar, IR
Defense Systems and Elecdetection doesn't emit asignal
tronics Group in Dallas. Other
that an enemy can use to aim
firms have done likewise.
return fire. Focal-plane arrays
But the big money is comobtain imaging data simply by
ing from the Pentagon, which
absorbing light from the IR
is spending $ 50 million or
spectrum; they are invisible to
more ayear to fund aseries of
the enemy.
efforts aimed at cutting proThese attributes have deduction costs. That's in addisigners falling all over themtion to the hundreds of milElectronics/July 1989

lions it's spending to develop
detectors for individual applications. One of these is DStar—the Defense Strategic
and Tactical Array Reproducibility program. Managed by
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, DStar will cost the Pentagon
around $200 million over the
next five years.
The first-phase D-Star
awards, announced last
month, provide $30 million
over two years for manufacturing and process development work at Hughes, Rockwell, and Fairchild Weston
CCD Imaging Division of Milpitas, Calif. TI, at first considered aleading contender for a
D-Star contract, was knocked
out early on atechnicality.
Darpa said the company didn't
precisely address its requirements, apoint TI disputes.
However, D-Star isn't the
only game in town. The Air
Force's Wright Research and
Development Center
at
Wright- Patterson Air Force
Base in Dayton, Ohio, is funding Hughes Aircraft Co. and
Rockwell International Corp.
to the tune of $30 million over
afour-year period to refine
their materials-processing capabilities. And the Army's
Strategic Defense Command
in Huntsville, Ala., is spending
$15 million ayear to improve
the ability of focal-plane arrays to withstand radiation.
Focal-plane arrays are difficult to make because the materials involved are not easy to
work with. The most common
material used is mercury cadmium telluride (MCT), because
it offers the greatest flexibility: it can handle both shortand long-wave IR detection
and can operate at room temperature or, for improved sensitivity, at asupercooled 77 degrees K.
Other options include extrinsic silicon, which offers excellent long-wavelength performance but operates only at
10 to 15 degrees K, and platinum silicide, which is easier to
process but is not as efficient
as MCT.
It's not surprising, then,
that the majority of the Pentagon's investments are aimed
at MCT, even though it may be
the most difficult of the materials to use. " MCT is comparaElectronics/July 1989
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Rockwell's 256- by- 256 array, of MCT on a sapphire substrate, is the largest of its type ever built.

ble to talc," says TI's Wilson.
"It's soft and brittle." Engineers have concocted anumber of techniques to get
around this problem. The oldest and most problematic is to
simply build the arrays on an
ultrathin layer of MCT grown
on acadmium telluride substrate. But because both materials are so delicate, wafers

are limited to about 1-in.
squares, so only avery few arrays can be built at once. With
acomplex, multistep process,
few if any of the arrays produced with this method will
ever operate to spec.
Rockwell and others have
begun to look at growing MCT
epitaxially on other materials,
notably synthetic sapphire

TI's arrays, like this 64- by- 64 long- wavelength model, are
mounted directly on a silicon readout circuit.

and gallium arsenide. " We
felt that if we were going to
improve MCT, we had to make
it more silicon-like," says Mike
Andrews, director of Rockwell's ElectroOptical Center
in Anaheim, Calif. Rockwell
needed larger substrates to
produce more arrays at once,
round
substrates
that
matched what was called for
by standard silicon manufacturing equipment, and harder
substrates that wouldn't
break so easily. Growing MCT
on silicon posed basic physical
problems, so Rockwell settled
on sapphire and GaAs.
Although neither sapphire
nor GaAs is considered ideal
in the IC world compared with
silicon—designers complain
that these materials are defect-ridden and too soft and
brittle—both are more robust
than cadmium telluride. "Everything in life is relative,"
Andrews says.
But even on sapphire, MCT
yields are mired at the 1%-to3% level. Rockwell is now under contract with the Wright
Research and Development
Center to improve the MCTon-sapphire process yield to
around 10% or more by 1991.
That improvement should help
drop costs down to about
$1,500 to $3,000 per unit from
$30,000 to $60,000 per unit.
The MCT-on-GaAs process
is less mature but should get a
major boost from D-Star funding. " GaAs probably has the
highest payoff potential,"
says Ray Balcerak, D-Star
program manager at Darpa.
"You might eventually be able
to integrate data processing
on the GaAs substrate."
Rockwell is investigating
both technologies because neither substrate alternative offers the same flexibility that
made MCT the focal-plane material of choice in the first
place. In building any array,
designers must arrange for
output data to reach areadout
circuit. That chip, which is
generally bonded to the back
end of the array, typically includes an amplifier for each
detector and amultiplexer to
pare down the number of connections between the array
and its signal processor.
However, when the array is
built on material grown epitaxially on a foreign sub77

strate, the challenge increases. No one
has yet come up with amethod for either
building the readout circuit on the substrate itself or for wiring through the
substrate to the array. That leaves only
one alternative: bonding the readout circuit to the exposed MCT. This means the
array must be built to look at the world
through the substrate. Sapphire is transparent to IR light in the 3-to-5-pm band;
GaAs is transparent at 8to 14 µm.
Critics of this process point out that illuminating through the substrate causes
problems for the optical system and
makes it more vulnerable. It also adds
processing steps that can have asevere
effect on yield. After the detector is built,
there are two process steps that can destroy the MCT layer: indium bump pads
must be deposited, and the readout circuit must be bonded to those pads. Improper handling can ruin an array.
There is one approach, however, that
does not require the array to look
through its substrate. TI builds its detectors right on top of its silicon readout
chip, atechnique that has helped the vendor win more focal-plane-array development contracts for specific weapons systems than any of its competitors.
"We've got afactor-of-two more programs under way than any other competitor," says TI's Wilson. TI is now developing individual arrays for at least 13 military systems, among them the M-1 Tank,
the LHX, and two SDI programs, including aBrilliant Pebbles prototype.
In the TI scheme, the readout circuit is
built first, using standard silicon processing techniques. The finished wafer is
probed and the bad dice marked. But
rather than dicing the wafer at this stage,
it is kept whole. A pick-and-place machine
then bonds individual pieces of compara-

Focal- plane- array systems like this one, from Hughes Aircraft, let a foot soldier
spot and track an enemy vehicle from several miles away.

tively thick MCT—about 30 mils—with
epoxy over each working readout circuit.
TI uses the thick MCT slab so that it
won't break during the bonding process.
But, Wilson says, the piece is too chunky
to use for an array. So the slab is thinned
down to less than 1mil before the focalplane array is finally built. A final metalization step bonds the array's output circuits to the silicon chip beneath. TI won't
disclose yields, but Wilson claims that
they are the highest now available.
The prime advantage of Ti's process is
that operator handling is held to aminimum. From the time the MCT is inserted

into the pick-and-place machine, through
the warm and cold probe tests that are performed just before final dicing and packaging, no hands touch the material at all.
That's precisely the goal for D-Star's second phase, which should begin around
1991—in time to meet heavy demand for
focal-plane arrays in the mid-1990s, when
weapons systems now under development
move into production.
In that phase, D-Star will seek to establish afull-fledged, diversified manufacturing base for focal-plane arrays, says
Darpa's Balcerak. "We plan on building
an entire manufacturing system."

HOW AN ARRAY WORKS: IT'S 'LIKE AN EYEBALL'
I nfrared focal-plane arrays are aclose
relative of the charge-coupled-device
cameras that make consumer video camcorders possible. But they are far more
complex, more sensitive, more expensive,
and more difficult to manufacture than
their monolithic silicon cousins.
A typical focal-plane array includes
thousands of tiny infrared detectors on a
single chip. The detectors "look" through
acomplex set of optics, absorb infrared
light, and then download the incoming
data to asilicon readout circuit bonded to
the back of the array.
This readout circuit multiplexes the
data, converts it to digital form, and
sends it on to asignal processor.
"It's like an eyeball," says Mike Andrews, director of Rockwell International
Corp.'s ElectroOptical Center in Anaheim, Calif. "Focal planes see thermal information and convert it into information
78

that can be displayed on ascreen and understood by aviewer." IR light, in the
form of photon emissions from atarget,
hit the focal plane and are processed into
an image.
The result is adetailed temperature
map that, when properly analyzed, can
yield all the data necessary to identify
and track atarget—everything from the
size and shape of an object to its speed
and location.
Focal-plane arrays come in awide variety of configurations. They can range
from systems boasting very broad fields
of view to systems with an extremely narrow focus. Depending on the application,
arrays can be built in formations ranging
from squares-128 by 128 detectors, for
example—to very long and narrow-960
by 4detectors. They can also be designed
to operate in either of two modes: scanning or staring.

Scanning arrays, which are based on
more mature technology, are used in applications that require awider field of
view, such as night-vision systems or targeting systems for the new breed of sophisticated missiles, such as the Advanced Anti-Armor Weapons System
(Medium). These systems typically scan
'across each of their detectors 30 times/s;
providing an image that's adequate for
long-range sensing.
But once amissile is launched and is
closing in on its target, it needs amore
continuous update. That's where the
newer staring arrays come in.
"Staring arrays are for seeker applications, where you have arelatively small
field of view—just afew degrees—but
you need avery detailed, continuously
updated picture," says an official at the
Army's Strategic Defense Command in
Huntsville, Ala.
—TN
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Get surface mount news
that probes beneath the surface!
Read all about it!
The sensational new IVlepco/Centralab Surface Mount Device
Catalog tells you everything you need to know to select anc
specify America's broadest line of SMD'passive components:
• Tantalum capacitors
• Monolithic ceramic chip capacitors
• Aluminum electrolytic capacitors
• Trimmer capacitors
• Thick- film and precision metal- film resistors
• High-performance trimmers
• Miniature SMD selector switches
Take your choice of high- reliability MIL-grade, industrial-grade or
quality commercial- grade devices in awide selection of ratings
and constructions.
Every product section contains complete mechanical, electrical
and performance data. You'll even find helpful design tips that
can make short work of your next project.
There's also avariety of packagilg options to match your production requirements, including bulk or blister- pack trays for
manual placement, and magazine or tape- and- reel for your highspeed automatic machines. Plus, solder mounting recommendations are clearly spelled out.

To give your circJits greater density, start with the maximum
volumetric ef'ciency of surface mount devices from
Mepco/Centrakab — the active leader
in passive components.

Mail to: Mepco/Centralab
Attn: Corp. Advertising
2001 W. Blue Heron Blvd.
P.O. Bde 10330
Riviera Beach, FL 33404
Please send me the following:
Ill Surface Mount Device Catalog
O Leaded Resisfor/Capacitor Data Book
O Please have asales representative call
Name/Title
Firm/Dept.iDiv.
Address/MS
City/State/Zip
Phone(
ELE 700/89

MEPCO/CENMAL413
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SMD° is aservice mark of North American Philips Corporation.
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Next act:
network
norms

The Network
Management
Forum is
accelerating
product cycles
for OSI-based
solutions to
pressing problems

BYJACK SHANDLE

D

on't look now, but network-management standards are just around the
corner. In its first year of
work, the OSI/Network
Management Forum has laid asolid
foundation for implementing standards
to manage multivendor networks. Network-management products conforming to the seven-layer Open Systems
Interconnection model may be available by late 1990—two to three years

BUILDING A SOLID FOUNDATION
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ahead of what reasonably could have
been expected ayear ago.
That's not abad piece of work for an
organization that started out last July
with eight members and the comparatively modest goal of accelerating the
product-development cycle of OSI-compliant network-management hardware
and software. The forum now boasts
more than 60 members in 11 countries.
For network managers struggling to
keep tabs on dozens of local-area and
wide-area networks, the Network
Management Forum arrived not amoment too soon. In essence, the forum is
an implementers' group that stands between the International Standards Organization—the developer of the OSI
model—and conformance testing
groups, says John Miller, president of
the Bernardsville, N. J.-based group.
"People have been through adecade
of plugging boxes together," says Jim
Warner, senior marketing manager for
the Open Network Management System Division of Digital Communications Associates Inc. in Alpharetta, Ga.
"Now they want to turn their networks
into tools that will give them acompetitive advantage by optimizing the networks' capabilities."
International standards may ultimately provide the communications highway
of the future, but so far that road has
been tortuous indeed. Standards-making
organizations like ISO tend to move
slowly, if only because they must cover
all technological bases before they issue
astandard. In fact, OSI's network-management standards have yet to be finalized. Ironically, the very completeness of
the OSI protocol set hinders implementation. In general, the ISO provides several
options for each major segment of a
standard. If different companies choose
Electronics/July 1989

MANY NETS TO MANAGE
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8,000-

PRIVATE NETWORKS, INSTALLATIONS

different options for their products,
there's no guarantee their equipment
will be compatible.
The forum's self-defined role is to ensure compatibility by identifying asubset of standards options on which all
members will base at least their first
round of equipment. That guarantees
the boxes—and software—will play together. The organization has already
agreed on a subset of OSI networkmanagement protocols and formed a
partnership with two conformance
testing organizations, the Corporation
for Open Systems in McLean, Va., and
the Standards Promotion and Applications Group in Brussels, Belgium. Remaining work—specifically, the publication of documents describing acommon management language and defining the objects to be managed—is due
by the third quarter of this year, says
Dave Mahler, product marketing manager for Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Open
View Network Management System
Division in Roseville, Calif.
Mt« moss. The forum is pursuing a
three-stage strategy: endorse asubset of
networking standards from among
those that seem most likely to be in the
final OSI protocol set; agree to build
products conforming to that subset; and
secure conformance testing for the subset With the likes of computer and communications giants Amdahl, AT&T, HP,
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone,
Northern Telecom, and Unisys as members, the forum has enough muscle to
push for early standards that overwhelm competing efforts.
Of course, the forum can't bring
standards into existence on its own.
"The ISO documents we rely on are not
all that complete," says Ian Sugarbroad, vice president of Northern Telecorn Inc.'s Network Systems Division
in Austin, Texas. The forum, he says, is
in the peculiar situation of speeding implementation without being sure what
the ultimate OSI standards will be. "We
don't want to lead the pack by too
much," Sugarbroad says. " We don't
want to revise the document two or
three times."
The forum's protocol document, published in January, describes the list of
protocols that will be forum-compliant—
as opposed to the much longer, albeit
still incomplete, list of OSI-compliant protocols. "We decided that mechanisms for
two transports—wide-area networks
and local-area networks—were of particular importance," says HP's Mahler.
"In WANs, the forum's protocol committee settled on X.25, and in LANs, it
chose IEEE 802.3," he says. (The IEEE
802.3 protocol is similar to the Ethernet
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standard.) Moreover, Mahler says, the
committee chose to make X.25 mandatory for any company that wants to
field aforum-compliant product.
Next in line for publication are the
so-called FCAPS messages. FCAPS
stands for the five types of management message sets—fault, configuration, accounting, performance, and security—that create alanguage for the
transmissions. In fault management,
they specify how alarms are to be set
up and filtered to keep the network
from being flooded. Configuration
management lets network managers
define their network hierarchy and archive information. Accounting message sets help keep track of services
being used. Security message sets provide network access, network control,
and privacy for users. The performance sets keep track of the quality of
service, recording data concerning system availability and utilization.
The forum's third set of documents
will define the objects—modems, multiplexers, and the like—to be managed in
terms of the attributes that network
managers consider important. Attributes go beyond such characteristics
as serial number or baud rate to include, for example, whether aparticular modem can be turned on and off.
Besides the internally generated protocol, message, and objects standards,
the forum is also addressing the issue
of conformance testing, acritical component in the standards-making process. Users typically are skeptical of

manufacturers' claims that their products conform to astandard; tests by
third parties can significantly speed
the acceptance of anew standard.
The organization took abig step in
that direction in May, when it agreed to
set up a decision-making executive
council with two independent conformance testing groups, COS and SPAG.
The cooperation will "ensure acommon
technical focus and maximize the use
of resources," says Patrice d'Outremont, SPAG's managing director.
The forum has been so successful in
meeting its deadlines to date that few
observers doubt that its Showcase
'90—a presentation of forum-compliant
products—will go off as scheduled in
October 1990.
As the forum winds down its first
year of activity, its key goal remains interoperability. There are more than
25,000 private networks operating
worldwide, most of which include more
than one vendor's product line. That's
because no one anticipated that LANs
could be linked, so enterprise-wide
compatibility rules were not developed.
Also, the recent wave of mergers has
left most corporations with avariety of
vendors' solutions.
"We're making the transition from a
single-vendor world to heterogeneous
vendors and standards," says Lou
Krieg, director of network architecture
for Unisys. " The old days are over.
We're entering atime when no one will
look for acomplete solution from one
vendor."
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Simulate the real world.
Unique DesignSim A&D algorithm
reduces simulation run times by allowing
analog and digital simulators to schedule
efficient time steps and reduce intersimulator communications.

DesignSim A&D is an open environment accepting your custom models
and models from third parties and
user groups.

DesignSim A&D plots analog and
digital waveforms with same time base
for easy viewing and analysis.

Single and multi-ASIC design are
simulated in systems context.

DesignSim A&D's extensive libraries
of standard logic, digital and templates
support board- and system- level
simulation.

121131E1

Your product design is brilliant. Inspired.
A masterwork.
There's just one hitch.
Your design overwhelms the capabilities of
your simulator.
It can't handle your mixed-signal analogdigital circuits even at the ASIC chip level.
Not simultaneously. Not accurately Not
with feedback.
And at the system level? With multiple
ASICs? No way.
You need asimulator that can handle real
world design.
That's NCR DesignSire A&D. This thirdgeneration tool tightly couples analog and
digital simulators to ensure the function
and performance of mixed-signal ASICs.
From the behavioral to transistor level. At
the chip to multichip level. All within the
system's context.

Plus, you can actually simulate complete
systems and subsystems using optional
models and templates for standard components, electromechanical devices, motors
and sensors.
Imagine how that could shorten the design
cycle and boost first-pass chip and
system success.
And because DesignSim A&D is fully
featured, one system provides many types
of analysis such as fault-grading and
frequency analysis.
DesignSim A&D is just one benefit of
working with NCR's Knowledge-based
Engineering Environment (KE 2).
To receive acomplete information package
on DesignSim A&D and KE; rm call
1-800-334-5454.

DestgnSim A&D is based an Saber ( Mabee) and CADAT ( HHB, rstabsidiuy of Daisy/C.81cent). C1989 NCR Corporation. DesignStrn and KE are trademarks of NCR Carporanon.
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BREAKING THE
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POWER FACTOR
BOTTLENECK
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HERE'S A NEW BARRIER IN THE BAT- Calif., which will introduce its UC1854 later this sumtie to improve computer performance: the mer. A third player is Siemens AG of West Germany,
wall socket. Even as high-power processors which is on the market with apower-factor correction
emerge to boost the performance of work sta- controller originally designed for fluorescent tubes.
tions, minicomputers, and high-end personal The Munich-based company is developing acircuit
computers, the new deterrent to higher throughput is
geared more directly toward computer makers.
So just what is apower factor? Simply stated, it is
the dc power supply that converts the ac supplied by
the percentage of usable power derived from the powutilities into the de needed by the system.
Currently, only designers of larger computer sys- er grid; in other words, the apparent power divided by
tems are hitting the wall. But in the longer run, de- the true power. Poor power factor is an inherent problem with typical de supplies in computer systems; it
signs of personal computers and any appliances using
ranges from 60% to 80% efficiency. Thus, in order to
microcomputers or microprocessors will have to deal
with the power factor, mostly for problems of power- get 800 W of apparent power from the line, the grid
must deliver in the range of 1,000 to 1,200 W. This inefline noise and distortion. Already, in Europe, the International Electrotechnical Commission
has drawn up standards to control the
harmonics, voltage fluctuations, and
noise in all household appliances. And
although they're still only in the beginning stages, restrictions on power9
line distortion and noise may be im5-V
OSCILLATOR
posed by U. S. utility companies.
REFERENCE
To address the problem, anumber
of manufacturers of computer systems and work stations—such as
Apollo Computer Inc. and Digital
Equipment Corp.—are beginning to
ERROR
OUTPUT
AMP
consider incorporating so-called power-factor correction circuitry to gain
PULSE- WIDTHefficiency and allow more power to be
0
MODULATION RAMP
used. A/se incorporating such circuitCOMPENSATION
ry into their switching power-supply
SINE- WAVE
modules are subsystem manufacturDRIVE
MULTIPLIER
ers, such as ACDC, Acopian, Aztec,
Bosehert, Cherokee, Elpac, HC Power,
Jeta Power, Power One, Pioneer MagUNDER- VOLTAGE
netics, RTE Power-Mate, and SorenLOCKOUT
son. Joining them, anumber of semi0
conductor firms are also assessing the
OVER- VOLTAGE
need for such circuitry.
SHUTDOWN
The first to offer products in this
new application area are Micro Linear
SOURCE MICRO
Corp. of San Jose, Calif., which introduced its monolithic solution, the
Micro Linear's bipolar ML4812 can supply up to 25% more power from
ML4812, last month, and Unitrode
a standard 120-V wall outlet. It also improves noise immunity.
Corp.'s IC Division in Santa Ana,

BOOSTING POWER WITH THE ML4812
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ficiency stems from the high peak-input
current developed when charging the
power supply's input capacitor. These
peaks have high harmonic control, which
is effectively out of phase with the input
ac voltage and thus degrades the power
factor. Only in-phase current produces
usable power.
The ac input current of these systems is
often significantly higher than the calculated current, quite often causing the 15-A circuit breakers on the line voltage to trip.
Without some form of power-factor correction, this limits system design in terms of
the functional load it places on astandard
line. In addition, the harmonics produced
by the excessive peak current develop substantial amounts of power-line noise and
distortion. And since alarge amount of the
current is lost to these harmonics, aconsiderable amount of apparent (or unusable)
power is produced, lowering the available
"true power" of the supply to as little as
600 or 700 W.
System designers have long been aware
of the power-factor problem but have been
unwilling to deal with it for one simple reason: cost. "Adding power-factor correction
circuitry into adesign costs anywhere from
2cents to 10 cents per watt using current
technology," says Robert White, principal
engineer in DEC's corporate power-conversion group in Maynard, Mass. "The extra
$70 to $150 that it adds to the cost of asystem can be the difference between making
or not making asale."
But the prospect of IEC555, the IEC's
regulation in Europe, is forcing ashift in
thinking. Right now still primarily voluntary on acountry-by-country basis, it is
expected to take on the force of law
throughout Europe by 1992, when the 12
countries in the European Community
combine to form asingle market. IEC555
places absolute limits and scaled limits by

The new deterrent to
higher throughput is
the power supply that
converts the ac
furnished by utilities
into the dc needed by
computer systems
power level on the harmonic content for
all power supplies, says Charles Gopen,
vice president of marketing at Micro Linear. "This will make necessary some
form of power-factor correction for all
supplies rated higher than 300 W," he
says. That encompasses not only highperformance minicomputers, superminis,
and work stations, but PCs and awide
range of consumer products as well.
Initially, many power-factor circuit designs being implemented by system houses
such as Apollo and by many switching
power-supply makers use the simplest and
lowest-cost option: apassive approach
based on simple choke filters. This produces about 90% efficiency, says White.
The disadvantage is that such an approach
requires bulky capacitors and is limited in
range. By comparison, active power-factor
correction designs, such as those being considered by companies such as DEC, boost
the efficiency to 95% to 99%. But in discrete
designs, the added cost is greater complexity and circuit count—at least six or seven ICs, including apulse-width-modulated
switching converter controller plus adozen
or so resistors and capacitors for atypical
1-kW design.
But the trade-off is simpler and less expensive overall system design, says
White. " Among other things, it allows

you to use smaller bulk capacitors
throughout your design and allows you to
run the switching power supply at a
much higher duty cycle—but with considerably lower peak current." It also simplifies greatly the problem of distributing
power to such systems.
With the introduction of monolithic active ICs to correct the power factor, such
as Micro Linear's ML4812, much of the
cost differential between the active and
passive approaches can be eliminated,
says Gopen. The bipolar controller circuit,
made with 3.0-p.m, 40-V, double-metal-layer techniques, can supply up to 25% more
power from astandard 120-V ac, 15-A
wall outlet. It acts as apreregulator for a
conventional PWM converter to achieve
efficiencies beyond 99.5%.
Incorporating at its core acurrentmode boost regulator, the circuit also contains aprecision reference, an error amplifier, overvoltage protection circuitry,
programmable ramp compensation circuitry, and a500-mA totem-pole output. A
unique current-input multiplier improves
noise immunity, and an undervoltage
lockout circuit simplifies startup.
To achieve its high power-factor rating,
the MIA812 employs aform of waveform
synthesis in which the input current wave
form—normally anarrow pulse—is modified to closely follow the phase and shape
of the input voltage waveform at the output of asystem's bridge rectifier, says Jon
Klein, Micro Linear's bipolar standardproduct marketing manager. The current
supplied to the PWM, he says, is actually
the product of the sinusoidal line voltage
and the output of the error amplifier. "By
reducing the peak current in this fashion,"
says Klein, "the harmonics produced by
the high current spikes are minimized, effectively eliminating the apparent power
while significantly reducing noise."

HOW A POWER-FACTOR CORRECTION CIRCUIT WORKS
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As the first monolithic active IC to correct the power factor, the ML4812 incorporates a pulse- width- modulation converter
This is a greatly simplified design compared with discrete solutions, which typically require six or seven ICs.
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FOR EEs, LIFE IS ROSY
IN SAN FRANCISCO
That's where salaries are highest, says an IEEE report

T

he Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers
is talking money again—
that is, how much of it
EEs are earning these days, and where
and how they are earning it. The organization has just published the results
of its biennial "U. S. Membership Salary and Fringe Benefit Survey," and for the electronics
manager, the report can be
enlightening.
Not only does the survey
deal with salaries, but it also
examines pay in relation to
location, specialty, and position; looks at the distribution
of fringe benefits; assesses
changes over the years; and
delves into ahost of other ancillary questions.
Among the facts turned up
by the IEEE's detailed sixpage questionnaire:
•The 1988 mean pretax income of nonstudent IEEE
members was $54,700. That's
a slight increase over the
1986 survey's figure of
$53,400.
•In areas with the highest
concentration of engineers,
the three top-paying cities
are San Francisco ($59,000), New York
($58,000), and Washington ($56,100). At
$60,000, the overall leader is Poughkeepsie, N. Y., where IBM Corp. holds
sway—but the low number of respondents in the area may have skewed the
findings, says James H. Beall, chairman of the survey committee. Ranking
No. 47 and last is New London, Conn.,
where EEs averaged $40,000 in 1988.
•Nearly aquarter of the engineers in
the sample are job hunting.
•EE salaries tend to stay even with inflation. "There is anet growth in nominal income equal to inflation," says
Beall, but not in purchasing power.
•A salary drop-off occurs after age 60.
The survey forms went to 10%—or
every 10th name—of the IEEE's nonstudent, U. S. members at the associate level and higher. Of those, 7,141,
or 36%, returned surveys.
When it comes to salary, "We're
about in the same spot we were in
Electronics/July 1989

about 20 years ago," says Beall, who
retired from the Bell System five years
ago and lives in New Port Richey, Fla.
"We had been behind, then we got
ahead, and now we're staying even."
Taking inflation into account, he says,
"the purchasing power of the EE is
about the same now as with the $19,000

[income] of 1971." Reflecting that, the
survey shows that although nominal
income increased 3.9% between the
1987 and 1989 studies, purchasing power has remained essentially static.
On the other hand, there is apositive
change from adecade or more ago,
says Beall. " In 1975, unemployment
was double what it is now," he says.
But even that is subject to geographic
vagaries. "As Iget around to various
IEEE functions," he says, " Iget the
impression that in some parts of the
country they are saying that things
aren't bad, but in others they're not
that good. For example, it's not too
good in the Northeast."
Looking at the pay picture from the
angle of particular industries rather
than locations, the big winners are EEs
in communications ($61,600), independent research ($60,300), and electronic
by Howard Wolff

equipment ($59,000). Engineers in the
electrical machinery industry—which
includes numerical control—topped
those three categories at $64,000, but
here again, says Beall, there were only
29 respondents, too few to accord this
segment first place.
Even as salaries remain more or less
in place, there are more EEs looking
for ajob change today than two years
ago. According to the survey, 24% of
the respondents are job hunting; the
figure in the last survey was only 20%.
On the fringe-benefits side of the
compensation equation, the extent of
coverage and the number of survey respondents covered have dwindled.
More than 90% of the respondents reported that their employers offer coverage in
standard areas of health and
life insurance. Major medical,
dental, and disability are
available for 80% to 90% of
employees, though only 45%
get eye care. But these numbers are lower than those reported in 1987, when health
care was available for 99%,
versus 95% in the most recent
study. By the same token,
life-insurance coverage was
reported by 97% in 1987 and
just 91% last year. And the
percentage reporting dependent health care dropped to
92% from 97%.
Retirement vesting and
portability of benefits, long a
sore point with the traditionally mobile EE, come in for
their share of attention.
Some 92% of the engineers who returned their questionnaires report that
they are not vested or vested in only
one company, while 7% say they are
vested in two companies. And about
half the respondents say they have portable benefits, with 25% reporting that
they do not. (However, there is some
question about the way the query was
worded, says the survey committee in
its report, because ahigh percentage25%—replied "not sure.")
Of those who reported participating
in aportable retirement-benefits plan,
34% had a401(k) or variant, 31% asocalled SEP (for Special Employee Plan,
usually favored by smaller companies),
and 21% were in other plans.
The report may be obtained from Publication Sales, IEEE Service Center, 445
Hoes Lane, R O. Box 1331, Piscataway,
N. J. 08855-1331. Ask for Publication No.
UH0183-4. The price is $59.95 for IEEE
members, $79.95 for others.
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PEOPLE TO WATCH
HOW AN ENGINEER 'GONE WRONG'
GOT TO HEAD A SOFTWARE FIRM
SiIc's Steadman figures it took experience, knowledge—and availability
BURLINGTON, MASS.

D

avid R. A. Steadman gives
three reasons why he was
selected as chief executive officer at Silc Technologies Inc.:
his previous experience with a
company whose business has
asubstantial software component, his intimate knowledge of the world
of venture capital, and the fact that he
was available.
Based in Burlington, Silc leads the market for design synthesis with its SilcSyn
family of tools, which automatically generate structural representations of application-specific integrated circuits from
high-level behavioral descriptions. SilcSyn runs on Apollo, Digital Equipment
VAX and MicroVAX, and Sun Microsystems platforms. The company spun out of
GTE Laboratories Inc. of Waltham,
Mass., in 1986, got its first venture funding in February 1987, and began delivering SilcSyn last year.
As astartup software firm, Silc can
make good use of Steadman's experience
with software and venture capital. A selfdescribed "engineer gone wrong," the
British-born Steadman has degrees in
electrical and mechanical engineering
from London University. The software
savvy springs from his position as president of Raytheon Data Systems, which
Raytheon Co. sold in 1984 to Telex Corp.
Steadman then delved into seed financing by setting up and running Raytheon's
corporate venture-capital division until
his departure in mid- 1987 to become
chairman and CEO of GCA Corp., the Andover, Mass., manufacturer of semiconductor production equipment. Steadman's charter there was to help restructure the company and bring it back to
profitability after financial hard times—a
task made difficult after the stock market crash of October 1987.
After GCA got back into the black,
Steadman was instrumental in finding a
corporate parent for the company, overseeing its sale to in General Signal Corp.
of Stamford, Conn. That sale is what
made him "available"—after alittle more
than ayear at GCA—when some Silc investors approached him to run the company. He signed on last December, con86

vinced that SilcSyn, which
was already shipping to customers, was aunique product,
"but the marketing game
wasn't fully together."
As an open system, SilcSyn
can be integrated with existing computer-aided engineering systems and ASIC design techniques.
It generates designs in familiar gate-array and standard-cell libraries, including
those from Fujitsu, LSI Logic, NCR,
Standard Microsystems, and Toshiba.
The product can link to CAE systems
from Mentor Graphics, Valid Logic Systems, and Viewlogic. Support for other interfaces and cell libraries is coming.
Steadman believes design synthesis
will play an increasingly important role in
design automation. This market should
grow to some $200 million by 1992, says
The Technology Research Group, aBoston-based market research firm. Design
synthesis using SilcSyn drastically reduces the time now required for schematic capture and test-vector generation.

The task now for Steadman and Silc is
to solidify the company's market position
and broaden SilcSyn's sales reach
through additional OEM relationships
with CAE houses and deals with distributors. Another goal is to move into design
tools beyond the ASIC arena.
Toward those ends, Silc has secured
Marubeni Hytech Co. Ltd. as adistributor in Japan and is working with European Marketing and Sales Ltd. to establish
aEuropean distributor network. Steadman says both firms have good track records in marketing CAD/CAM products
for U. S. companies.
"Last year was one of rolling out the
product, testing what customers thought
about it, and getting revenues rolling,"
Steadman says. "Now we have to move
from alow level of revenues to apoint at
the end of the year somewhere between
$2.5 million and $6million." Silc is now developing aVHSIC Hardware Design Language (VHDL) strategy, with release of a
VHDL tool set slated for the first quarter
of 1990.
-Lawrence Curran

MIA Technologies' CEO David Steadman believes that design synthesis is playing an
increasingly important role in design automation.
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One Of
America's Most
Successful
Companies
Makes The
Least Money
ClOni3EIII1C1
AMERICA'S BEST RUN CHARITIES
CHARITY

TOTAL
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REVENUE

SPENDING ON
PROGRAMS
(in millions)
°/0 of total
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Volunteers
of America

$166

Salvation
Army

$865

$740
86 %

UNICEF

$463

$392
85%
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FORTUNE Magazine has named CARE
the best run, best managed charity in America.
We aren't surprised.
95% of every dollar CARE receives goes
to help impoverished people. No other charity
gives more to charity So when you give to
CARE, please give generously.
You know we will.

e're Helping People
I
CARE IW
Learn To Live Without Us.
1
800-242-GIVE
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COMPANIES TO WATCH
WHAT'S THE NEXT STEP
FOR SILICON COMPILER SYSTEMS?
The goal: to become abroad-line supplier of CAD/CAE tools for IC and system designers
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

widing abetter mousetrap
has paid off for Silicon
B
Compiler Systems Inc. Target-

ing aniche for complete silicon
compilation systems, the company's computer-aided design
and engineering tools for chip
designers have chalked up a40% increase
in software revenue since the third quarter of 1987. But silicon compilation hasn't
become amainstream design method, as
company executives had hoped. So now
Silicon Compiler has decided to go after
broader markets.
Last month James T. Hammond, president and chief executive officer, announced that the San Jose company was
being repositioned as abroad-line supplier of CAD/CAE tools to serve designers
of systems and integrated circuits alike.
The company is unbundling its software
tool set and is at the same time offering
tools that allow for the use of more conventional design methods.
Of the company's three new packaged
systems, one is for custom-IC designers,
another is for system designers performing IC layout, and the third is for system
designers building application-specific
ICs. Silicon Compiler already offers systems in each area, but the new packages
add layout capability.
Another bold move on Silicon Compiler's part was to open up its tool offerings
to accept CAD/CAE tools from vendors
that offer so-called point solutions—individual tools, rather than complete tool
sets—such as Gateway Design Automation Corp. in Lowell, Mass., and Synopsys
Inc. in Mountain View, Calif. In addition,
Silicon Compiler has begun offering its
own point solutions as well as adesign
framework to tie the tools together, a
strategy that could strike fear in the
heart of the only other framework vendor, Cadence Design Systems Inc. of San
Jose [
Electronics, June 1989, p. 121].
Until recently, Silicon Compiler took
aim at IC designers at major semiconductor houses, such as Intel, Motorola, and
National Semiconductor, or at captive
foundries inside large system manufacturers such as Digital Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, and IBM, says Robert Her88

wick, senior analyst at Hambrecht & Quist Inc. in San Francisco. The company has done
well by this market. In 1988, Silicon Compiler had profits of
about $3.9 million on revenue of
$33 million, and it anticipates
chalking up approximately $50
million in revenue this year.
In fact, the company has turned aprofit every quarter since its 1987 merger
with Silicon Design Labs Inc. of Liberty
Corner, N. J. Revenue grew from afew
hundred thousand in the third quarter of
1987 to more than amillion in the fourth
quarter of 1988. In this period, software
orders rose 43%.
But Silicon Compiler has had to revamp
its strategies to keep up with IC designs
that grow ever more complex; chips are hitting the 12-million-transistor mark. Because laying out such adensely packed
chip one transistor at atime is impractical,
designers of custom ICs are turning to reusable designs, says Andrew Rappaport,
president of the Technology Research
Group, aBoston market research firm.
Reusing the layout of existing designs
rather than re-creating the function in a
new design saves time and money. The
68040 and 80486 microprocessors from

Motorola Inc. and Intel Corp., respectively, were designed this way, for example.
"Designers are no longer designing using aCalma, polygon layout, and editing
system," says Hammond. "They are moving toward reconfigurable design tools."
Reconfigurable designs are made possible by advanced tools, with which designers capture adesign in areusable language. Later, they can quickly reconfigure the design to get anew, higher-performance part.
To beef up its software-tool offering
for this market, Silicon Compiler purchased Sunnyvale, Calif.-based Caeco
Inc. in January. "Caeco brought us asophisticated layout editor," says Hal Allis,
vice president of engineering. The Caeco
tools, with other Silicon Compiler tools,
make up the new Composite Designer,
one of three turnkey systems in the Explorer series.
A second offering, called the IC Designer, combines the Caeco tool with Silicon Compiler's block-cell and route tools
for what is called composite design capability. For example, says Hammond,
chips such as the Motorola 68030 are
composite designs made up of blocks of
handcrafted layouts mixed with compiled
cells—read-only and random-access mem-
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ACTUAL SIZE
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Up to 58.5 Watts/inch
•
front panel space for
160m m deeP, 3L1 height
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LAMBDACARD

LI
SERIES:

Now . Lambda introduces the new
150W LIS 9and LIS 91 packages in single
output units from 2V to 48V. Including
60W and 110W triple oJtput units, the
LI Series is the largest off the shelf VME/
DIN power supply selection currently
available.
Rack space . salways at apremium in
electronic systems. The plug-in capability of VME/DIN type power supplies
as well as the back plane approach allows the power output to be located
relatively close to the loads, thereby reducing the potential for power distribution problems associated with some
electronic systems. Robotics, process
control, factory automation, and other
microcomputer based systems can benefit from the modularity and low MUR
associated with these pluggable systems. Many applications have system
requirements that vary from simple

HIGH WATTS/INCH UTILIZATION
OF FRONT PANEL SPACE FOR
ALL DIN/VME RACK APPLICATIONS.

RS- 232 transmission, to the dedicated
polling of asignificant number of anabg
and digital remote data points wh.ch
requires a considerable amourt of
memory and CPU throughput for system operation. The hardware is usually
in card plug-in format giving the design
engineer maximum versatility and ease
of repair with every application.
Expandability is also a critical design
parameter. For this reason, Lambda has
paid close attention to power density in
the form of front panel width leaving
more space for the electronic system
and possible expansion.
The VME/Eurocard solution is a
growth technology primarily designed
to reduce the time associated with the
prototype, preproduction, and production cycle for electronic applications.
With over 96 standard modules,
Lambda makes it easy for the design

engineer to tailor power supplies to the
application with aversatile selection of
modules.
FEATURES
• Worldwide 110/120 AC inputs availabre at output connector
• Input/Output via industry standard
type H-15 connector
• Available in PC board LambdaCard or
fully shrouded unit
• Guaranteed operation to published
specifications from 0-60°C
• Overvortage protection ( inverter shutdown) is standard on all units ( main
output of triple output units)
• 20 msec holdup after loss of AC
power at full load, Vo max, and
105VAC (210VAC) 60Hz ( 50Hz)
• Designed for worldwide safety agency
approvals
• Mounting in standard 3U height
subracks

LAMBDACARD LI SERIES
SINGLE OUTPUT.
MAX CURRENT AT
AMBIENT OF (AMPS)
50°C

60 °C

30.00

27.00

24.00

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

8270.00

8243.00

$185.00

30.00

27.00

24.00

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

300.00

270.00

210.00

3.00

2.40

1.80

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

147.00

129.00

94.00

LIS3-5

3.00

2.40

1.80

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

173.00

152.00

115.00

US-3I-5

6.00

4.20

3.20

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

157.00

136.00

100.00

US-5-5

6.00

4.20

3.20

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

184.00

160.00

121.00

US-5I-5

10.00

7.50

5.70

100.0 x 43.9 x 171.0

189.00

164.00

121.00

LIS6-5

10.00

7.50

5.70

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

215.00

187.00

142.00

US-6I-5

15.00

12.00

8.00

100.0 x 54.0 x 171.0

210.00

182.00

134.00

US-7-5

15.00

12.00

8.00

128.4 x 60.7 x 176.5

236.00

205.00

155.00

LIS71-5

20.00

17.50

15.00

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

236.00

205.00

152.00

US-8-5

20.00

17.50

15.00

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

262.00

228.00

173.00

LIS81-5

40°C

e
in...
;
+la

_

15V ± 5%
ADJ.

12V ± 5%
ADJ.

6V ± 5%
ADJ.

5V ± 5%
ADJ.

> <
r4

PRICE
DIMENSIONS
(millimeters)

QTY.
1

QTY.
100

QTY.
1000

MODEL

LIS9-2
LIS91-2

30.00

27.00

24.00

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

270.00

243.00

185.00

US-9-5

30.00

27.00

24.00

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

300.00

270.00

210.00

US-9I-5

2.50

2.00

1.50

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

147.00

129.00

94.00

LIS3-6

2.50

2.00

1.50

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

176.00

152.00

115.00

US-3I-6

5.00

3.50

2.60

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

157.00

136.00

100.00

LIS5-6

5.00

3.50

2.60

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

184.00

160.00

121.00

LIS51-6

8.50

6.40

4.80

100.0 x 43.9 x 171.0

189.00

164.00

121.00

LIS6-6

8.50

6.40

4.80

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

215.00

187.00

142.00

LIS61-6

12.50

10.00

6.70

100.0 x 54.0 x 171.0

210.00

182.00

134.00

US- 7-6

12.50

10.00

6.70

128.4 x 60.7 x 176.5

236.00

205.00

155.00

LIS71-6

16.70

14.70

12.60

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

236.00

205.00

152.00

US-8-6

16.70

14.70

12.60

128.4 x 10.8 x 176.5

262.00

228.00

173.00

US-8I-6

26.00

23.00

21.00

100.0 x 65,1 x 171.0

270.00

243.00

185.00

US-9-6

26.00

23.00

21.00

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

300.00

270.00

210.00

LIS91-6

1.25

1.00

0.75

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

147.00

129.00

94.00

1.25

1.00

0.75

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

173.00

152.00

115.00

US- 3I-1 2

2.50

2.00

1.50

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

157.00

136.00

100.00

US- 5-12

2.50

2.00

1.50

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

184.00

160.00

121.00

LIS51-12

4.20

3.80

3.40

100.0 x 43.9 x 171.0

189.00

164.00

121.00

LIS6-12

4.20

3.80

3.40

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

215.00

187.00

142.00

LIS61-12

6.30

5.70

4.40

100.0 x 54.0 x 171.0

210.00

182.00

134.00

US-7-12

6.30

5.70

4.40

128.4 x 60.7 x 176.5

236.00

205.00

155.00

US-7I-1 2

8.40

7.40

6.30

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

236.00

205.00

152.00

US-8-12

8.40

7.40

6.30

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

262.00

228.00

173.00

US-81-12

13.00

12.00

10.00

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

270.00

243.00

185.00

US-9-12

13.00

12.00

10.00

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

300.00

270.00

210.00

US-9I-2

1.00

0.80

0.60

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

147.00

129.00

94.00

1.00

0.80

0.60

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

173.00

152.00

115.00

US-3I-1 5

2.00

1.60

1.20

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

157.00

136.00

100.00

LIS5-15

2.00

1.60

1.20

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

184.00

160.00

121.00

LIS51-15

3.40

3.10

2.70

100.0 x 43.9 x 171.0

189.00

164.00

121.00

LIS6-15

3.40

3.10

2.70

128,4 x 50.5 x 176.5

215.00

187.00

142.00

LIS61-15

5.00

4.50

3.50

100.0 x 54.0 x 171.0

210.00

182.00

134.00

LIS7-15

5.00

4.50

3.50

128.4 x 60.7 x 176.5

236.00

205.00

155.00

US- 7I-1 5

6.70

5.90

5.10

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

236.00

205.00

152.00

LIS8-15

6.70

5.90

5.10

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

262.00

228.00

173.00

US-81-15

11.00

10.00

8.80

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

270.00

243.00

185.00

US-9-15

11.00

10.00

8.80

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

300.00

270.00

210.00

US-91-15

US-3-12

US-3-15

Compatibility

Worldwide

Wh
it Worldvvide Delivery

ARDP¼

TO ORDER CALL YOUR LOCAL LAMBDA SALES ENGINEER.
Open 8:00 AM to 7:30 PM (East Coast Time).
To contact the direct factory Lambda Sales Engineer responsible fcr your account and located in your area, or to contact
Customer Service for price, delivery or placing purchase orders, call as follows:

IN EASTERN
UNITED STATES
(Shaded area)

à

1-800-LAMBDA-4

(or call 516-694-4200)

A

A

Canada

England,

Lambda Electronics
4125 Cousens St.,
St. Laurent
Quebec H4S 1V6

High Wycombe, Bucks
Lambda Electronics
Tel 36386/7/8

1-800-361-2578
FAX: 514-337-1235
In Metropolitan Montreal
514-337-0311

France, Orsay

IN WESTERN
UNITED STATES

Lambda Electronique
Tel: 6012-1487

1-800-LAMBDA- 5

(or call 516-694-4200)

7/89 L-11 9

Japan, Tokyo

ADDRESS ALL CUSTOMER
CORRESPONDENCE TO:
LAMBDA ELECTRONICS
515 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD
MELVILLE, NY 11747
TWX: 510-224-6484
FAX: 516-293-0519

NEMIC-Lambda K.K.
Tel: 03-447-4411

Germany.
La m bd a ElecA
tro
ch
niecsm GmbH

Tel 07841/5031
Israel, Tel Aviv
IsLAMBDA ELECTRONICS, I
Tel (
03) 493941-2

Singapore
NEMIC-Lambda(S) PTE LTD
Tel 251-7211
Korea, Seoul
Veeco-Korea K.K.
Tel: 02-556-1171/2

MOD
Electronic

Lambda Group of Unifech plc

LAMBDACARD LI SERIES
SINGLE OUTPUT.

48V ± 5%
ADJ.

28V ± 5%
ADJ.

24V ± 5%
ADJ.

20V ± 5%
ADJ.

MAX CURRENT AT
AMBIENT OF (AMPS)

PRICE
DIMENSIONS
(millimeters)

QTY.
1

QTY.
100

QTY.
1000

40°C

50°C

60°C

0.75

0.60

0.45

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

147.00

129.00

94.00

US-3-20

0.75

0.60

0.45

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

173.00

152.00

115.00

LIS31-20

1.50

1.20

0.90

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

157.00

136.00

100.00

LIS5-20

1.50

1.20

0.90

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

184.00

160.00

120.00

LIS51-20

2.50

2.20

2.00

100.0 x 43.9 x 171.0

189.00

164.00

121.00

LIS6-20

2.50

2.20

2.00

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

215.00

187.00

142.00

LIS61-20

3.80

3.40

2.60

100.0 x 54.0 x 171.0

210.00

182.00

134.00

US- 7-20

3.80

3.40

2.60

128.4 x 60.7 x 176.5

236.00

205.00

155.00

LIS71-20

5.00

4.40

3.80

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

236.00

205.00

152.00

LIS8-20

5.00

4.40

3.80

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

262.00

228.00

173.00

LIS81-20

8.20

7.40

6.60

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

270.00

243.00

185.00

LIS 9-20

8.20

7.40

6.60

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

300.00

270.00

210.00

LIS91-20

0.65

0.55

0.40

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

147.00

129.00

94.00

LIS 3-24

0.65

0.55

0.40

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

173.00

152.00

115.00

LIS31-24

1.30

1.05

0.80

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

157.00

136.00

100.00

US- 5-24

1.30

1.05

0.80

128 4 x 50.5 x 176 5

184.00

160.00

121.00

LIS51-24

2.10

1.90

1.70

100.0 x 43.9 x 171 0

189.00

164.00

121.00

LIS6-24

2.10

1.90

1.70

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

215.00

187 00

142.00

LIS61-24

3.20

2.90

2.20

100.0 x 54.0 x 171.0

210.00

182.00

134.00

LIS7-24

3.20

2.90

2.20

128.4 x 60.7 x 176.5

236.00

205.00

155.00

US- 7I-24

4.20

3.70

3.20

100 0 x 65.1 x 171 0

236 00

205.00

152.00

LIS8-24

4.20

3.70

3.20

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

262.00

228.00

173.00

LIS81-24

6.90

6.20

5.50

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

270.00

243.00

185.00

LIS9-24

6.90

6.20

5.50

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

300.00

270.00

210.00

US-9I-24

0.55

0.45

0.35

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

147.00

129.00

94.00

LIS3-28

0.55

0.45

0.35

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

173.00

152.00

115.00

US- 3I-28

1.10

0.90

0.65

100.0 x 41.7 x 171.0

157.00

136.00

100.00

LIS5-28

1.10

0.90

0.65

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

184 00

160.00

121.00

LIS51-28

1.80

1.60

1.40

100.0 x 43.9 x 171.0

189.00

164.00

121,00

LIS6-28

1.80

1.60

1.40

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

215.00

187.00

142.00

LIS61-28

2.70

2.40

1.90

100.0 x 54.0 x 171.0

210.00

182.00

134.00

LIS7-28

2.70

2.40

1.90

128.4 x 60.7 x 176.5

236.00

205.00

155.00

LIS 71-28

3.60

3.20

2.70

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

236.00

205.00

152.00

LIS8-28

3.60

3.20

2.70

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

262.00

228.00

173.00

LIS81-28

6.20

5.50

5.00

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

270.00

243.00

185.00

LIS9-28

6.20

5.50

5.00

128 4 x 70.8 x 176.5

300.00

270.00

210.00

LIS91-28

1.10

1.00

0.90

100.0 x 43.9 x 171.0

189.00

164.00

121.00

LIS6-48

1.10

1.00

0.90

128.4 x 50.5 x 176.5

215.00

187.00

142.00

LIS61-48

1.60

1.50

1.10

100.0 x 54.0 x 171.0

210.00

182.00

134.00

LIS7-48

1.60

1.50

1.10

128.4 x 60.7 x 176.5

236.00

205.00

155.00

LIS71-48

2.10

1.90

1.60

100 0

65.1 x 171.0

236.00

205.00

152.00

LIS8-48

2.10

1.90

1.60

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

262.00

228.00

173.00

US-8I-48

3.60

3.20

2.30

100.0 x 65.1 x 171.0

270.00

243.00

185.00

LIS9-48

3.60

3.20

2.30

128.4 x 70.8 x 176.5

300.00

270.00

210.00

LIS91-48

K

MODEL

TRIPLE OUTPUT.

OUTPUT
NUMBER

ADJUSTABLE
VOLTAGE
RANGE
(VDC)

2
3

5V It 5%
11 4-15.75
11.4-15 75

5.00
1.20
1.20

4.50
0.85
0.85

2.50
0.50
0.50

128.40 x 40.64 x 176.5 $ 235.00 $ 209.00 $ 197.00

UT-61-5152

1
2
3

5V
5%
11.4-15.75
11.4-15.75

10.00
2.00
200

750
150
1.50

5.00
1.00
1.00

128.40 x 60.70 x 176.5

UT-8I-5152

MAX CURRENT AT
AMBIENT OF (AMPS)
40 °C
50 °C
60°C

DIMENSIONS
(millimeters)

QTY.
1

350.00

PRICE
QTY.
100

309 00

QTY.
250

290.00

MODEL

•

LI SERIES
The LIS31, 51, 61, 71, 81, 91 and LIT-61, 81 are standard enclosed
units. These models include afront panel with handle, LED Vo
indicator, and shields on both sides of the PC board to
eliminate shock hazard. The LIS 3, 5, 6, 7, 8and 9 models are
PC L
AMBDACARDS only.
DC OUTPUT
Voltage range shown in tables.
REGULATED VOLTAGE
regulation, line

regulation, load

ripple and noise

temperature
coefficient
remote programming
resistance
remote programming
voltage

0 1% from 95 to 132VAC or 187
to 265VAC on LIS3, 5, 6, 7and 8
models. 85 to 132 VAC or 170 to
265VAC on LIS9, 91 and LIT
models.
02% from 0to full load. (0.1%
on LIS9, 91 and on all outputs of
LIT models. All LIT outputs are
independently isolated from each
other and from the chassis.)
20mV RMS, 120mV pk-pk on 2V,
5V and 6V single output models
and 5V outputs of LIT-61, 81.
20mV RMS, 150mV pk-pk on 12V
through 48V models of LIS Series
and on secondary outputs of
LIT-61, 81.
O03%/°C.
1000 SIA/ nominal ( LIS Series
only).
volt per volt ( LIS Series only).

AC INPUT
(User selectable at connector without changing internal jumper.)
line
95 to 132VAC, 187 to 265VAC,
47-440Hz (85 to 132VAC/170 to
265VAC on LIS9, 91 and LIT
models).
power
LIS3, LIS31: 26.0 watts max.
LIS5, LIS51: 52.5 watts max.
LIS6. LIS61: 77 watts max.
LIT-61: 92 watts max.
LIS7, LIS 71: 113 watts max.
LIS8, LIS81: 150 watts max.
LIT-81: 165 watts max.
LIS9, 91: 240 watts max.
DC INPUT
290V • 10% 240 to 370 VDC at 220V input on LIS9, 91.
EFFICIENCY
55% minimum on 2V models. 70% minimum on 5V models of
LIS Series and on LIT-61, 81. 75% minimum on 12V through
48V models. 60% minimum on all LIS3, 31, 5, 51 models.
OVERSHOOT
No overshoot at turn- on, turn-off or power failure.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
Continuous duty 0°C to 60°C with suitable derating above
40°C.
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE
55 C to + 85°C.
OVERLOAD PROTECTION
ELECTRICAL
External overload protection. Automatic electronic current
limiting circuit limits the output current to apreset value,
thereby providing protection for the load as well as the power
supply.
HOLD UP TIME
All models will remain within regulation limits for at least
20msec after loss of AC power when operating at full load,
Vo max, and 105VAC ( 210VAC) at 60Hz ( 93Hz).

Specifications
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Non-crowbar, inverter shutdown type OV protection is
standard on all LIS models and on main output of LIT models.
COOLING
Convection cooled. No fans or blowers required.
IN- RUSH CURRENT LIMIT
An in- rush current limiting device limits the peak in- rush
current from acold turn on, to 25A on LIS3, 31, 5and 51; 45A
on LIS6, 61, 7, 71 and LIT-61, 81; 80A on LIS9, 91; 90A on LIS8,
81.
DC OUTPUT CONTROLS
Single turn output voltage adjust pot located on front edge of
PC board. Access hole is provided on front panel of LIS31, LIS51,
LIS61, LIS71, LIS81, and LIS91. Three single turn pots on LIT-61,
81.
INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTIONS
All connections to the unit are made via aDIN type H15
connector,
MOUNTING
Mounting is compatible with standard 3U-high Eurocard
subracks. Depth is standard 160mm (pc board only). Unit
width is: 81e ( HP) for the LIT-61; 9Te ( HP) for the LIS3, 5, 6;
101e (
HP) for the LIS31, 51, 61; 111e (
HP) for the LIS7; 121e
(HP) for the LIS 71, LIT-81; 13Te ( HP) for the LIS8, 9; 141e ( HP)
for the LIS81, 91.
REMOTE SENSING
Provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate the effects of
power output lead resistance on DC regulation on all LIS
models.
OUTPUT STATUS INDICATOR
LED indicates presence of voltage on all LIS models and on SV
output of LIT- 61, 81.
ISOLATION RATING
1250VAC input to ground. 3750VAC input to output ( 1250VAC
on LIS 9, 91 and LIT models). 9)0VAC output to ground.
PHYSICAL DATA
Package
Model

Lbs.
Net

LIS 3
LIS31
LIS5
LIS51
LIS6
LIS61
LIT-61
LIS7
LIS71
LIS8
LIS81
LIT-81
LIS9
LIS91

0.69
1.50
0.69
1.50
1.31
1.69
1.80
1.44
1.81
1.50
2.06
2.20
1.50
2.06

Weight

Lbs.
Ship
1.00
1.75
1.00
1.75
1.63
2.00
2.20
1.75
2.13
1.81
2.38
2.%)
1.81
2.38

Size
Millimeters
100.0
128.4
100.0
128.4
100.0
128.4
128.4
100.0
128.4
100.0
128.4
128.4
100.0
128.4

x 41.7
x 50.5
x 41.7
x 50.5
x 43.9
x 50.5
x 40.64
x 54.0
x 60.7
x 65.1
x 70.8
x 60.7
x 65.1
x 70.8

x 171.0
x 176.5
x 171.0
x 176.5
x 171.0
x 176.5
x 176.5
x 171.0
x 176.5
x 171.0
x 176.5
x 176.5
x 171.0
x 176.5

FINISH
All units have tan covers. Enclosed units have tan shields,
brown front panels with black handles, and brushed aluminum
handle inserts.
GUARANTEE
One year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee
applies to operation at full published specifications at end of
one year.
9 /CSA/TUV
All LIS models are UL recognized, CSA certified and are all under evaluation for TUV. LIT models and LIS9, 91 are under
evaluation for UL, CSA and TUV.

ones, programmable logic arrays, standard cells, and macro cells.
Although composite design is attractive to custom-IC designers, analyst Herwick says, in recent months system designers have begun taking on IC layout to
achieve acompetitive advantage in their
market.
Serving system designs is creating new
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.
market opportunities for companies like
ike achallenger preparing for achamSiIcon Compiler and Cadence, which leads
pionship fight, Daisy/Cadnetix Inc.—
afield that includes Mentor Graphics and
or Dazix, as the Mountain View company
Valid Logic. But system designers perhas nicknamed itself—believes it has a
forming layout represent no more than
good shot at the title. The firm's confi10% of all system designers, warns Rapdence is up now that the merger of Daisy
paport. That proportion is growing, he
Systems Inc. and Cadnetix Inc. is about
concedes, but it isn't expected to surpass
to be completed. But some industry
15% of all system designers.
watchers think the company has away to
NONE TOO SOON. For the most part, sysgo before it can trade blows toe to toe
tem designers are performing gate-array
with the heavyweights in the design autoand standard-cell designs. As aresult, Silmation market.
icon Compiler has rolled out the ASIC DeFor the past few months, Dazix's most
signer, the third offering in the Explorer
formidable opponent has been itself. The
series. The move came none too soon,
hostile takeover of Cadnetix by Daisy Syssince rival Cadence earlier this year purtems caused some initial hard feelings bechased Santa Clara, Calif.-based Tangent
tween the two. But internal rifts have been
Systems Corp. for its well-regarded set of
mended, company executives say. Norman
gate-array and standard-cell design tools.
E. Friedmann, chairman and chief execuThough Silicon Compiler has come up
tive officer of the merged company, says
with aseries of products to address the
the merger has created aleaner, more effimajor CAD/CAE markets, to some cuscient competitor.
tomers the company name suggests a
The fact that Daisy borrowed heavily
closed-system, niche-tool supplier.
to fund its acquisition—including a $50
The company may have been slow to
million nine-month bridge loan—and sold
reposition itself in the market, but it is on
ADVERTISEMENT
steady ground now. Helping to put it
Senior Engineer, Trunked FM Radio Systhere is Foundation, the company's open,
tems: supervisory position providing techuser-extendable design framework, along
nical leadership, including training to sevwith several new modular point-solution
eral electrical engineers in the design &
development of fixed, mobile & trunked sitools that plug into Foundation. This obmulcast frequency modulated (FM) radio
ject-oriented design data base is the bedsystems. Serve as focal point & catalyst
rock of the Silicon Compiler approach,
for resolution of product & system probHammond says, since it eases reusable
lems on major wide area trunked radio
design and rapid iteration of design
systems & related microwave systems.
changes. Foundation maintains design
Provide field assistance in implementation
& optimization of customer trunked radio
data while also providing design managesystems. Direct integration of solutions to
ment, ahuman interface, and asimulaproblems into system design process &
tion infrastructure, he says. Changes are
disseminate throughout organization. Manhandled easily because Foundation conage software development for system contains every representation of adesign.
trol & diagnostics. Direct development of
To become more competitive, the comtools, design aids & standards to facilitate
system design. Bachelor's degree in Elecpany has opened up its tool environment
trical or Computer Engineering required as
to more easily accommodate outside tools
well as 3years experience in job offered
and to provide tools within their environor 3 years experience as Systems Engiments, such as its enhanced logic-syntheneer (junior). Candidate must have comsis tool, Autologic, to be used in other depleted at least 1course in each of the folsign systems.
lowing areas: communications systems including digital systems; & filter theory &
Other new tools included in the Explordesign. Prior work experience must have
er series are packages for schematic capincluded each of the following areas: deture; circuit simulation (Lsim-C) and syssign of trunked simulcast FM 2-way motem simulation ( Lsim-S); logic libraries;
bile radio systems, including troubleshootRAM, ROM, PLA, and data-path compiling; resolution of Frequency Division Multiplexing ( FDM) microwave communication
ers; block route and cell place and route;
system problems in the field; & interface
and aplotter tool called Hotplot.
with customers & field personnel. All canSilicon Compiler seems ready to take
didates must be willing to travel at least
on all comers in the competitive market
50% of the time, including some internafor CAD/CAE IC design. But it remains
tional. 40 hrs, 8:30am to 5:00pm, $38,200/
to be seen whether the company's maryear. Send resume to Illinois Dept. of Employment Security, 401 S. State-3South,
keting ability will prove as sharp as its
Chicago, IL 60605, Attn: Marie Ninneman,
technical acumen.
Jonah McLeod
Ref. # 9272-N. Employer paid ad.
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A NEW ENTITY,
`DAZIX,' ARISES
AFTER TAKEOVER

L

PICO

ULTRA- MINIATURE

DC-De

Converters
Low Profile .
5' x.5 x.3 ht.
o

ec'e

4e.

ActJal
Size

;\

LIVERY—
O ONE WEEK
PICO's high reliability DC- DC
Converters are produced in an
ultra-miniature encapsulated
package (. 5"x . 5"x . 3" ht.).
Over 80 different models operating over the temperature range
of - 25°C to 1-70°C ambient
without derating.
•/ 6new high voltage models
100-250 volt output
• Up to 1.25 watt output at
-25°C to + 70°C ambient
• Ultra-miniature size (0.3" Height)
• 5input voltage ranges 5, 12, 24, 28
and 48V DC
• 28V Input/Output now standard
• Input/output isolation
100 megohm @ 500V DC
• Single and dual output
• No heat sink required
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
•Expanded operating temp
(-55°C to + 85°C ambient)
•Stabilization Bake (125°C ambient)
• Temperature Cycle (-55°C to + 125°C)
• Hi Temp, lull power burn in
(100% power, 125°C case temp)

Over 500 miniature low profile
standard models deliver
up to 20 watts power.
PICO also manufactures over 2500
standard ultra-miniature transformers
&inductors.
Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacOuesten Piney. M1. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free
NEW YORK CALL

800-431-1064
914•699.5514
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HHB Systems Inc. has made the company
vulnerable in the eyes of some analysts.
But Ron Collette, senior industry analyst
for Dataquest Inc., amarket research
firm in San Jose, Calif., says the merger
was the best thing Daisy could have done
given its market status. " It had lost
ground in the printed-circuit-board computer-aided-design market," he says.
Robert Herwick, senior technology analyst at Hambrecht & Quist Inc. in San
Francisco, adds that Daisy's decline

would have accelerated and says Friedmann had to take action.
The fact that the merger was the first
successful hostile takeover of ahigh-tech
company, whose primary assets are its
employees, also fueled skepticism. If Cadnetix staffers jumped ship, the merger
could have been disastrous. Friedmann
contends that the dispute between Daisy
and Cadnetix was over money. That issue
has been resolved, he says. Cadnetix employees who traded their stock for Dazix

Daicel Chemical: AWorldclass Leader
in Recording Materials

Daicel Chemical Industries is a worldclass leader in the development and manufacture of optical
and magneto-optical disk products. The Company is leading the industry in research and
development of disk substrates and magnetic film materials, focusing on polycarbonate
substrates and magnetic films made from amorphous ( non-crystalline) four element
alloys of neodymium, dysprosium, iron, and cobalt.Our research has brought about
results:results that mean an improvement in recording densitities, an improvement in performance, and an improvement in overall disk quality. At
Daicel we will continue to apply our "chemitronics"total system
approach to solving our customers problems and developing a new generation of technologies to
support the information age.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL IWUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Heed Office: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome. Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 103, Japan Phone: 1031 507-3112 [Optical Memory Division]
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL JFacsimile: 1031593-2708
Disk* [U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017, U.S.A. Phone: 12131629-3656/3657
Deiced [Europe] Gmbek kenigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
FR. Germany Phone: 102111134158
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debentures cannot easily cash out, Herwick points out, because the securities
are currently heavily discounted. Those
employees have afinancial stake in making Dazix profitable.
Friedmann took another step toward
mollifying the Cadnetix crew by making
Bruce M. Holland, president of Cadnetix,
the new president and chief operating officer of Dazix. In addition, Dazix is keeping Cadnetix's offices in Boulder, Colo.
With the hostility apparently behind it,
Dazix still faces the tough task of merging two disparate product lines. Friedmann says the company will begin shipping an integrated product—" not two
products tied together"—by year's end.
Analyst Herwick notes that Cadnetix
had already begun some integration work
with Daisy's front-end tools at the request
of Pittsburgh-based Rockwell International Corp., which uses both Daisy and Cadnetix work stations. "Integration is ashortterm weakness for the company," he says,
adding that Dazix's main competitors—Cadence Design Systems, Mentor Graphics,
and Valid Logic Systems—are still integrating their tools.
Herwick believes that by year's end
Dazix will have all its software running
on the Sparc-, 680X0-, and 80X86-based
platforms from Sun Microsystems Inc. of
Mountain View. Indeed, Friedmann asserts that astrong relationship with Sun
is critical to Dazix's success.
MOVING UP? If Dazix succeeds in integrating its product lines, it could move up
from its No. 2position in the design automation market, behind Mentor. The
merger has already provided one big advantage: Daisy and Cadnetix both had
been spending big money on research, development, and sales in their battle
against each other. Dazix is in the process of consolidating its branch offices
and it has trimmed its sales staff significantly. "There were more people in sales
than we needed to penetrate the markets
we are going after," Friedmann says.
"We kept the best-performing salesmen."
The company is building on astrong
product base, analysts note. " Cadnetix
had set the standard in pc-board layout,"
says Charles Foundyller of Daratech, a
market research firm in Cambridge,
Mass. Friedmann believes that Dazix is
now in shape to weather any blows that
the competition may dish out Most analysts, however, are reserving judgment—
they're waiting for Dazix to score some
points in the ring.
—
Jonah McLeod
RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
PeiCalc 2automates MIL HDBK-217E on your IBM PC ,
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $25
T- CUBED SYSTEMS
31220 La Baya Dnye n110
(8181 991-0057
Westlake VIllage CA 91362
FAX ( 8181 991-1281
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To Advertise Call Brian Ceraolo (201) 393-6478
Analog Circuit Simulation

*

*

*

" The Best

Completely Integrated CAE from $95

NEW

8051 Emulator"

Source Level
support for
PL/M-51
l

From Schema l
Entry through

68HC11

PC- based emulator for 68HC11

SPICE
Simulation to
Post Processing
IsSpicE $ 95,

tim

complete
Serer
program, runs on all
PC's.
IsSeest386 $386, The fastest PC based Spice prog
available. Has virtually no circuit size limitations.

11.141. a
li
nd C-51
511

8051

(15051/51F&52/11/32/44/152/451/452/535/552 . CMOS
boards or RS- 232 box

SpicENEr $295, a schematic editor for any S
simulator Generates acomplete Spica netlist.

•Pull-Pown menus corn0ned wdb

le-ruScoet $250, a graphics post processor ti
performs all the functions of a digital oscilloscope.

•20 MHz reel firne ernulatron

$200, extensive model libraries, Monte C
analysis, and parameter sweeping.

P.O.

Please Write or Call

Box 6607
San Pedro. CA
90734-6607

SOFTWARE

(
213) 833 -0710
30 Day Money
Back Guarantee
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See EEM 88/89
Page D-1304

PC based emulators for the 8051 family
•PC ',Jug

PRESP10E

caste

Command-Dr.ven User Interace

o more ..

•Program Performance analyee
•Powerful Macros ant', IF- ELSE

REPEAT.

WHILE structures

Context sensol.ve help and

•Source Level debug lo, PUM

OxSereen Echtmg of dala

•Syn.1,c debuçang wotb m•fine assemble,

and C-51

and dosassernbler

• 1.2.0P ernulatron memory

• Executen trme counter

•48 el •
vrde

• Trace can be Hewed dunng emulator'

16N deep treee Puffer

rem too, cDun. ,

32K Emulator for 8031 81790 4K Trace 81495'
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
Ask about our demo VIDEO!

PRICES

.

noHau

CORPORATION

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell CA 95008
FAX (4081 378-7869
( 408) 866-1820

NOHAU

CIRCLE 520

o

target over 30
microprocessors

DSP products for the IBM PC/XT/AT based on the TI
TMS320C13 and TMS320C25 Up to 12 MIPS operation. Designed for applications in communications, instrumentation, speech, audio, and numeric processing.
Offered witi 12 bit A/D and DIA. Software includes
Assembler, Debugger, Signal and Spectrum Display,
and continuous, no gap sampl ng to/from disk at high
rates. From $ 595.

DALANCO SPRY
89 Westland Avenue, Rochester, NY 14618
(716) 4733610
DALANCO SPRY

CIRCLE 502

•48 bit wide 16K deep
trace An functions usable
without disturbing emu.
lation Time stamping
Two level trigger
•Symbolic and C Source
Level Debugging. including in•line assembler
and disassembler

PRICES: 64K Emulator and pod $ 2590,*
4K Trace $ 1995'
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!

noHau

CORPORATION

NOHAU CORP.

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell CA 95008
FAX ( 408) 378-7869
(408) 866-1820
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'US only

SMA ADAPTORS
I
— '7
BA20

CROSS
ASSEMBLERS

PC BASED DSP AND DATA ACQUISITION

•PC plug-In or RS-232 boo
•Pull-down menus with
full window support
combined with command
driven User Interface
•Up to 33mHz real time
emulation
•No intrusions to the
68HC11 sresources

8.4 18

BA
8.423

BA25

Universal Linker, Librarian

e.

micro VAX, VAX VMS, PC/MS DOS
•Powerful macros
•Relocatable or absolute code
•Binary or ASCII Hex file output
•Fast Version 2.2
•Universal Linker for all targets
•Conditional assembly
•Prompt delivery
ENERTEC INC., 811 W. Fifth St.,
Lansdale, PA 19446 • 215-362-0966
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
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8.4,26 '
▪

8.427

8.628

.
— BA36

BA38

BA09

Prompt delivery on these and SMA connectors o
ready made cables in standard or custom lengths.

Ecom;
L-CON DIRECT

1755 Osgood ST. N Andover, MA 01845
Orders 800 343-1455 • FAX 508 689-9484
Ingwries 508 682-6936
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20 MHz SCAN CONVERTER
VME, VSB SUBSYSTEMS
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E/EPROM & MICRO
PROGRAMMER
. .
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$895

i
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Tanga. Now More Than Ever,
The Best Value in PCB Design.
Take alook at the all new Tango Series II. Our pop-up menu
interface sets anew standard for ease-of-use aud produc:ivity. Lay
out simple prototypes or complex, multi- layer SMT designs with
over 100 new features including user-definable tracks, pads, and
grids.
For IBM- PCs and compatibles. Tango- PCB Series II, just $595.
Tango-Route Series 11 autorouter, last $405. Both in. lude one
years updates, free tech suppor., 3n-day motey-back guarantee
Call today.

FREE EVAWATION PACKAGE

8004337801

619-554-1000

ACCEL Technologies, 6825 Flanders Dr.,
San Diego, CA 92I2 I
SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 507
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RADAR, SONAR DATA CONVERSION AND DISPLAY
—20 MHz 8-bit A/O, 1024 samples per event
— Programmable 20 MHz analog gain (STC)
— Signal Proc. with prog. and EPROM sine, cosine
— 1.5 MB dual ported (VSB) buffer with RS- 170 disp.
— Synchro to Digital converter board
—Avail. sep. or packaged in 68020/30 systems

II FPII40 includes: software, cable, user's manual, 2
tree software update coupons, toll-free technical
support, one-year warranty & aunconditional 30
day money bock guarantee
al Programs 24-, 28-, 32- & 40-pin E/EPROMs
a Supports 874X & 875X series microcontrollers
la Connects to astandard parallel port
NI Hardware to support future parts to 8Megabit
• Software updates on floppy disk
a 32-pin model, EP-I132, available for $ 695
The Engineer's ProgrammerTM

CALL TODAY 800-225-2102

(IDINTEGRAD
II( f-1,010GILs

131:1MICROSYSTEMS

10681 Haddington, # 190, Houston, TX 77043
713/461.4430 FAX 713/461-7413

75 de Lotbiniere. Donon, Quebec, Canada J7V 2T5
tel. 514-455-0739
INTEGRAD TECHNOLOGIES INC.
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9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT/AT

IPECIAII/11 MIMS C44444
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BP MICROSYSTEMS
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IP111111

0.10,141.

ELECTRONICS TOOLS AND
TEST EQUIPMENT

Color illustrated 210-page catalog from Specialized
Products Company details an edensive selection of
electronic tool kits, test equipment, telecommunications equipment and electronic production aids. Indeed catalog shows digital multimeters, breakout
bcxes, hand tools, soldering equipment and more—
all with specifications and prices.
Specialized Products Co., 2117 W. Walnut Hill Lane,
Irving, TX 75038. Phone (800) 527-5018
SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS
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Don't Get Zapped!

Now you can exchange data files between
your I
BM PC and any mainframe or minicomputer using IBM compatible 1600 or
6250 BPI 9-Track tape. System can also be
used tor disk backup. Transfer rate is up
to 4 megabytes per minute on PCs and
compatibles. Subsystems include 7" or 10 /
2 "
1
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card
and DOS compatible software. For more
information, call us today!

PURLSTRR,.
e

9621Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: (
818) 882-5822
CIRCLE 501

OUALSTAR

PRECISION CLIP- ON DC MILLIAMMETER

High inrush current can destroy you , sensitive VAX
CPUs and peripherals in less time than it takes to
flip a switch.

:ry

ternary lasers includes gain-guided and index-guided SelfAlignment Structure lasers. and Proton- Bombarded gainguided lasers. Find out what Philips' MOVPE lasers can do for
you. Send for our free brochure.

Philips Components,

MC Dept. ( Bldg. BA), PO. Box 218,
5600 MD. Eindhoven. the Netherlands Telex 35000 phtc nl/
nl je vmc

-^

PHILIPS
CIRCLE 504

FREE BROCHURE

FREE UV ERASER
For $995 the 201 gives you:

TT

_

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay TM circuitry
sequences your power-up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surges, EMI & FIFI, that destroy
your hardware and erase your data. And our
remote on/off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.
All Pulizzi Engneering MTDTm controllers are
compatible with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $436 TO $305
DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!
LIZZ1 ENCINEERIM:
3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6885
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062
ZUNE WC 115-10 PATD

MOVPE technology offers your laser-based products
unmatched reliability, wavelength flexibility and achoice of
relevant optical parameters. Philips' latest range of MOVPE

WITH DATA I/O'S 201
EPROM PROGRAMMER.

THE SOWTION?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 WO Thl
the smallest power distribution
and control system available.
POWER UP WITH — — —

- • - . - •

Free Laser Brochure from Philips.
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MODEL APS428C
•ENABLES CURREN1 MEASUREMENTS FROM 20 µA to 2A
WITHOUT CIRCUIT INTERRUPTION
•DC AND TRUE RATS AC MODES
•PRECISION OFFSET CAPABILITY UP TO 2A
•ENABLES MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC FIEEDS FROM 1µG TO
2 G (WITH OPTIONAL MAGNETOMETER PROBE)
•PROBE ISOLATION 300Y
•COMPATIBLE WITH HEWLETT PACKARD CLIP-ON PROBES AND
MAGNETOMETER PRE/BES
Call us to discuss your specific application!

•Support for EPROMs
and EEPROMs
up to 512K,
•Full after-sale
support from
Data I/O!
Order a201 today and
get aFREE UV eraser— a $40 value. The
Datarase II erases up to 4EPROMs in
3minutes.

1-800-247-5700
Ext. 865

APPLIED

P

DATA I/O

HY
SI
CS
Y STEMS

415-965-0500
897 Independence Ave., Mountain
APPLIED PHYSICS SYSTEMS

View, CA 94043
CIRCLE 522

DATA I/O
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DIRECT

Free MSDOS & Mac
Software Catalog for
Electronic Engineers

IC

Engineering
Professional

Software

2023 Chicago Ave., Stuite B-13 • Riverside, CA 92507
Tel (714) 781-0252 • U.S.A. • TELEX: 6503089864
SOFTWARE
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PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

a

A•or

SAME DAY SHIPPING ( USUALLY)

Ou4NT, ONE PRICES SAOAN for JUNE 18 1989

OUTSiDE OKLAHOMA

eg`
AC/DC Circuit Analysis • Active and Passive
Filter Design • Screen/Printer & Pen Plotter
Graphics for Engineers • LaPlace Transfer
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation •
Root Locus Analysis • CAD/CAE • Digital
and Analog Signal Processing e Curve
Fitting • Statistics • Thermal Analysis •
Math • Microstrip Design and Analysis •
Data Acquisition • VISA & M/C Accepted
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NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
256Kx36
80 ns $400.00
t
Mo9
80 ns 220.00
(
2)
1Mx9
85 ns 195.00
256Kx9
80 ns
95.00
isixi 100 ns
16.50
256Kx1
60 ns
8.50
256Kxt
80 ns
7.35
256Kx1
100 ns
5.95
256Kx r 120 ns
5.75
64Kx4
120 ns
8.50
(/
641(94
120 ns
12.50
EPROM
27C1000 1281(013 200 ns $28.50
27512
64Kx8 200 ns
9.95
27256
32Kx8
150 ns
7.25
27128
16Kx8 250 ns
4.50
STATIC RAM
62256F- to 32Kx8 100 ns $26.50
6264p-12
81(08
120 ns
8.25
6116Ae-12 2Kx8 120 ns
4.95
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
SIMM
1Mbit
41256
41256
41256
41256
4464
41264

3

OPEN 6./2 DAYS, 7 „la 0,00 PM SHIP VIA FED-EX ON SAT.
sT DELIVERY AlaslerCard VISA or UPS CASH COD
INCLUDED ON
FEO ORDERS
RECEVED
%Mee
MIS
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SUSS 1 •

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC

(
918) 267-4961

SECOS
24
"" OK
Pe''""
74421
No minimum order iiiem "
o,

cc

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

CIRCLE 525

ADS

EZ-ROUTE
VERSION II
„ ......
••••

""t‘T
Titibtin_•":."-

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $ 500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
EZ-ROUTE Version II trnm AMS for IBM PC. PS/2 and Corndabbles is an integrat!d CAE System which supports 256
layers, trace width tram 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch, flexible
grid. SMD components and outputs on Penplotters as well
as Photo plotters and pr inters.
Schematic Capture $ 100. PCB Layout 5250, Auto Router $250

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
1-800-972-3733 or 1305) 975-9515

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
1321 N W 65 Place - Ft Lauderdale FL 33309
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS CIRCLE 523

New, Gridless, 100% Autorouting
6800 FAMILY DEV. SOFTWARE
Combine our software and your editor for apowerful development system. Our C- Compilers feature a
complete implementation (excluding bit fields) of the
language as described by Kernigan & Ritchie and
yields 30-70% shorter code than other compilers. Our
Motorola-compatible Assemblers feature macros and
conditional assembly. Linker and Terminal Emulator
are included.
WINTEK CORPORATION, 1801 South St., Lafayette,
IN 47904.
(800) 742-6809 or ( 317) 742-8428.
WINTEK

CIRCLE 526

PCB SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC
With smARTWORK R, create double- sided printedcircut boards in a fraction of the time hand taping
requires. It features continual design- rule checking,
automatic pad shaving, and text for all 3 layers.
smARTWORK with autorouting is $895 ( without, $495)
and cornes with a 30- day money- back guarantee.
Credit cards welcome.

WINTEK CORP., 1801 South St.. Lafayette. IN 47904
(800 742-6809 or ( 317) 742-8428.
WINTEK

CIRCLE 527

HiWIRE-Plus® lets you quickly create and revise
schematics and PCBs on your IBM PC. With the
new, gridless, mu tilayer autorouter (AR) for
HiWIRE-Plus, creating printed-circuit layouts is
even faster. AR ano Hi WIRE- Plus are each $895
and come with thirty-day money-back guarantees. Credit cards are welcome.
OWINTEIZ
Wintek Corporation
1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or ( 317) 742-8428
WINTEK CORPORATION

CIRCLE
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HOW MANY

JUMPER WIRES
SENSING
CONTROLS
&SYSTEMS

CAN YOU. COIN f?

NONE?

ONE SENSE AHEAD

sa
STD BUS PRODUCT GUIDE

Brochure details line of STD bus boards, including counter frequency
cards, STD Bus processor cards. RAM memory cards, parallel I/O
cards, serial communication cards, chassis and backplanes, power
supplies, and other STD Bus cards.
Sil DATRICON DIVISION,
31066 Genstar Rd Hayward, CA 94544 1.900.221-7060
PRODUCT GUIDE
CIRCLE 528

ASI's patented. automated and UL recognized process has
replaced the wires on this board!
"18 IRELESS ECO'S' OFFER:
* Higher quality, greater reliability
* Reduced handling, touch up & test
* Higher yields as bare boards are test
certified prior to assembly
* Customer appeal through better appearance
* Superior electrical performance
* Assembly cost reductions
AVAILABLE FOR: BARE PCB's, SMT BOARDS
AND PC ASSEMBLIES
Jumper Wires aProblem? CALL:
ADDIT ,VE SERVICES, INC. 210 Tyngsboro Road,
N. Chelmsford, MA 01863 o617-251-4931
WIRELESS ECO's
CIRCLE 529

The ULTImate PCB layout package feat-Icing,
•Fui SMT suppert
• 32 layer support with blInd and brined via,
...*:ect traces
• • Time Dese Rule Check
•
placement aids
• liace Shove aid Reroute.While.Move
•Autoroute by window. component, or net
. • •' : mrior. to OrC_AD. DASH. Schema....

ULT i
ASK FOR YOUR FREE DEMO DISK

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 532

DIRECT

CONNECTION

ADS

Easy Emulator Pods & Adapters

Complete Line of Debug Tools

PAL/PROM Programmer Adapters

• Plug your PLCC and LCC packages into your PC board in
minutes, with these easy- to- use adapters.
• Emulator/logic analyzer users: Adapt- a- Pod converts
one package type to another ( LCC, PLCC, PGA, and DIPs).
• Emulator pods and adapters are available in all standard
pin counts, with ribbon or ribbon cable headers.
• Custom engineering services and do-it-yourself emulator
pod converters. Free catalog.

• Famous Bug Katche ,— makes it easy to attach test leads
to ICs it] LCC, PLCC, PGA, PQFP, and DIP packages.
• Eliminates need for noisy cables; reduces capacitance
and inductance in your test set-up.
• You an also quickly isolate and reconnect sections of
your socketed IC with our Bug Isolator:" ( All packages.)
• QuicK turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needec. For afree catalog, contact

• Any EPROM programmer designed for DIPs can be
converted to accept LCC, PLCC, and SOIC sockets in seconds!
• To program, just insert an Adapt -A- Socket — between the
programmer's DIP socket and the circuit to be programmed.
• Designed to fit all types of EPROM programmers, including
Data I/O 120/121A, Stag, Logical Devices, etc.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
EMULATION PODS & ADAPTERS

CIRCLE 509

Now you can connect
any VLSI or surface
mount circuit to any
other type of circuit—
or test equipment—
thanks to our complete
line of adapters,
connectors, and test
clips. Solve your "
wrong
prong" problem—
contact us today for a
free catalog!
EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 512

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-E Walsh Ave. Sarta Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
DEBUG TOOLS

CIRCLE 510

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664
ADAPT-A-SOCKET"

CIRCLE 511

Ionulanon Irt

4e

.

FREE CATALOG
* Test Adapters ( Socketed LCC,'PLCC/PGA)
* Test Clips ( Surfaced Mour.ted SOIC/PLCC)
* 150 Types of Frototyping Board Adapters
* 125 Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PCA/PLCC Eacraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much Much More .

Wrong
Prong?

FiLvEniulaitimi Technology. inc.
1
• „, ,„, „
•368-8 Wale Ave • Bldg D • Santa Clara. CA 95051
TEL ( 4081982-0660 • FAX 1408) 982-0664

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 513

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 514

Quick, Fast Socket Conversion

Quality Debugging Accessories

Over 150 Prototyping Adapters

• Convert- A- Socket - makes it asnap to convert a production socket to atest socket and vice-versa.
• Complete line of male/female sockets for LCC, PLCC,
PGA, PQFP, and DIP circuits.
• A must if you're inserting circuits repeatedly in low
insertion force sockets.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

• Protect your ICs from damage. Insert and extract LCC,
PLCC. PGA, and PQFP packages with the right tool.
• Use receptacle boards to build test fixtures, and mount
your lest equipment, in half the time.
• Ge the right prodetion sockets, burn- in sockets, test
leads, and test clips tor SMT, SOIC, or PLCC circuits.
• Ou ck turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:

• Adapt-A- Boards — make it easy to adapt standard or
high- density prototyping boards to avariety of packages.
• For all package types: LCC, PLCC, PGA, PQFP, SDIP
(shrink DIP devices), SOIC and more!
• Bottom configurations adapt to wire wraps or solder tail
pins. Boards conform to Mil- C-45204.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-8 Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408-982-0664

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368 BWalsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phona: 408-982-0680 FAX:408-982-0664
DEBLGGING ACCESSORIES

SOCKET CONVERTERS

CIRCLE 515

CIRCLE 516

Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone:408-982-0660 FAX:408-982-0664
ADAPT-A-BOARDS'

CIRCLE 517
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• extreme resistance to thermal
shock MIL- STD- 202F, method
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Matrox Electronics Systems, Ltd.
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Call Toll Free
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IN NEW YORK CALL
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PICO also manufactures over 500
standard DC-DC Converters and over
2500 Miniature Transformers
and Inductors.
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GaAs chip market. The move failed. " Siemens spent
way too much and greatly oversized the company," says
Rosenzweig. After investing up to $100 million, Siemens
decided to give up last October.
At about the same time, Gain Electronics also bit the
dust Company founder Ray Dingle, aBell Labs alumnus,
nthe months following the breakup of the Bell Sys- left just over ayear ago after adisagreement with his
board over how much influence he was to wield. His detem, refugees from AT&T Co.'s Bell Laboratories led
parture prompted several other key executives to follow
arush by New Jersey entrepreneurs into what was
suit. Six months later, Gain was dead. Not that Gain
to be the boom market of the late 1980s: gallium arsehadn't had its troubles all along. Despite atop-rated staff
nide integrated circuits. Central New Jersey was
of technologists, Gain was plagued by delays. Its fab was
dubbed Gallium Gardens, in honor of the state's Garden
completed nearly ayear late, and it took longer than exState moniker [
Electronics, Jan. 13, 1986, p. 62]. If marpected to install equipment and start churning out workket researchers' projections of abooming trade in GaAs
ing chips. But Gain was among the first of the GaAs IC
ICs by the late 1980s had come to pass, it would now be
houses to offer gate arrays, and it took dead aim at highsummer in Gallium Gardens. Instead, it is winter.
speed silicon emitter-coupled-logic
"Over the last couple of years,
application-specific ICs.
you've seen a pruning out of
Nevertheless, the holdups unsome of the merchants [GaAs
nerved Gain investor Mitsui, agichip makers], and arefining and
ant Japanese trading company
focusing of others' strategies,"
that had no experience in the chip
says Ron Rosenzweig, president
business. After putting up $25
of Anadigics Inc., a Warren,
million—$ 10 million less than
N. J., company that makes GaAs
Dingle said was the minimum the
ICs for high-volume applications
company would need to become
in the communications field.
self-sustaining—Mitsui closed
"The weak ones have left."
the plant. " Idon't think the inGaAs technology has come a
vestors had aclear understandlong way in the last half decade,
ing of what we were doing," Dinand as researchers-turned-entregle says. "The plug was pulled
preneurs tuned their processes
too fast."
for production runs, yields have
Dingle wasn't the only Bell
improved dramatically. Chip denLabs veteran to lose a GaAs
sities have increased to the point
startup in New Jersey. Fellow
where arrays of 30,000 gates are
Bell Labs veteran Gene Gordon,
no longer the stuff of hyperacThe state's GaAs startups have who founded Lytel Inc. just
tive imaginations, as West Coast
down the street from Gain in the
fallen on hard times as the
chip makers move ahead with
same industrial park near Somertechnological advances [
Elecmarket is slow to develop
ville, was forced out of his comtronics, June 1989, p. 140].
pany only afew months before
But the GaAs IC market reDingle and Gain parted ways.
mains minuscule compared with
Lytel was taken over by its primary financial backer,
that of silicon. Nowhere are the effects of the sluggish
Amp Inc., aHarrisburg, Pa., component producer that
market more evident than in New Jersey. Two of the
most highly funded GaAs startups—Microwave Semi- wanted to install its own management team.
Meanwhile, Tachonics has had different troubles.
conductor Corp. of Somerset and Gain Electronics Corp.
of nearby Somerville—were shut down in the past year With parent Grumman Corp. of Bethpage, N. Y.,
squeezed by the loss of several key military contracts,
after their parents decided further investment would be
the firm has had to look elsewhere for its second round
fruitless. Gain closed its doors altogether, leaving its
founders some $25 million in the hole, and all that re- of financing. Tachonics president Chuni Ghosh denies
mains of Microwave Semiconductor is amodest silicon- rumors that Grumman is trying to sell its portion of the
business and adds that Tachonics is just ayear away
components business. A third company, Tachonics Inc.
of Plainsboro, has been struggling in its efforts to se- from breaking even. He says new financing should be
completed soon.
cure new financing.
Overall, " it's fair to say that nobody is out of the
Microwave Semiconductor was the oldest of the Gallium Gardens companies. It was founded in 1968 by Ana- woods," says Rosenzweig of Anadigics. " It's only so
long that anybody will fund the losses—and everydigics' Rosenzweig and two other RCA Corp. veterans
body's got losses. Fundamentally, what went wrong
as aGaAs discrete-circuit house. Siemens AG of Munich
bought the company in 19'79, and the three founders left was that we got too many companies all at once. It was
aproliferation." So now the industry—and Gallium Garin 1983. That's when Siemens decided to use its sizable
dens—are being cut down to size.
—Tobias Naegele
capital to turn the small operation into the giant of the

UPDATE: IN NEW JERSEY,
THE GARDEN IS WILTING

"'
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THE VG- 1281 GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
• 1280 x 1024 display resolution
• Fastest TMS34010-based design
12.5 million pixels/sec. PIX8LT
125,000 vectors/sec.
30,000 characters/sec.
• 256 colors from 16.7 million
• 2K x 1K or 2K x 2K read/write area
• 1megabyte display list RAM
• Supports X/Y devices, keyboards
• Real-time zoom/smooth pan
• Super- efficient graphics
library
• Flexible, expandable
instruction set
• Hardware graphics cursor

<ava>1-800-361-4903

Fast-track graphics for the VMEbus.

Build high- resolution graphics with flat-out speed into your process

control, simulation, instrumentation or training systems using the Matrox
VG- 281 display processor. Designed specifically for high-performance
workstations and backed by Matrox's outstanding reputation, it has all the
power and flexibility you need for the most demanding applications.
The VG-1281. It takes the checkered flag.
August 1-3, 1989
Hynes Convention Center
Boston, Massachusetts

mottoat

See us at booth # 1404

In

Canada, call ( 514) 685-2630. Matrox is aregistered trademark of Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.
ELEC-VG /789
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MICROTECHNOLOGY

15115

16K PROM

25ns

256K SRAM

.......

15115

22V10 PLD

3115

ECL 4K SRAM

(0

Hz

9FIFO

Our 1989 data book
sets new marks for
high performance.
So call for acopy.
Arm yourself with the industry's outstanding selection
ofvery fast, very cool circuits.
RISC. SRAM. PROM. PLD.
Logic. SRAM Modules. ECL.
Seven families of circuits
that can speed up your
current designs.

:?

new performance options for
your next design.
If you are designing for
performance, we have the
speed you need.

Data Book
Hotline:
1-800-952-6300* '
Ask for dept. C98.

CYPR 7
SS
SEMICONDUCTOR

MIPS

2
4
Bit RISC

Or give you significant

•1-800-387-7599

In Canada. (32)2-672-2220 In Europe. 1489 Cypress Semiconductor.
3901 North First Street. San Jose, 0% 95134 Phone: (408)943-2600. Telex 821032 CYPRESS
SNJUD, TWX 910-997-0753.

